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for lower NRE?
ake it Tiny.
Here's How To Develop Analog/Digital ASICs In
Less Time, For Less Money.

Now, for an absolutely tiny price, you
can partition complex mixed mode ASICs
and separately design and verify the critical
segments through fabrication. Cost of fab will
no longer stop you from adivide and conquer
methodology. Use Tiny Chips and go astep at a
time. Tiny Chips, available on Foresight multiproject wafer runs, reduce NRE costs and help
you move confidently from prototypes into
production.
Twelve packaged parts are available at
acost of just $1,500. And Foresight runs are
regularly scheduled, so development can be
pipelined; some segments can be in design,
some in fab, while others in test and debug ...
all at the same time.
Foresight runs support larger die sizes for
characterization of completed designs prior to
production.

As you might expect from the only
foundry to guarantee quick turnaround, Tiny
Chips are available in amere 20-25 working
days from CMOS runs supporting:
1.2, 1.5 and 2.0 micron feature sizes
2.0 micron buried channel CCDs
a40 pin Tiny Chip pad frame supplied by
Orbit
the DoD 2/1.2 micron CMOSN standard
cell library with RAM and ROM generators
Getting started is easy as getting design
rules and process information in our newly
published Foresight User Manual.
If you are trying to build complex ASICs,
without building up time and cost, Orbit's new
Tiny Chip service may be the biggest news yet.
To get more information in ahurry, contact
Technical Marketing, Orbit Semiconductor,
1230 Bordeaux Drive, Sunnyvale, CA. Or call
(408) 744-1800 or (800) 331-4617. In CA
(800) 647-0222. FAX (408) 747-1263.

A subsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES East Coast (609)428.6060, -AlAwest (303)530-4520
West Coast (408)248-5300
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES Canada (514)481-3313 -U.K. Phone (0372) 377779,
Tx 897628 S.G. U.K.-G, Fax (0372) 376848 -Europe Phone (06031) 61076,11x 6031 948, FAX (06031) 61788
Australia Phone (8) 223 seovh UPKVAD AA89141, Fax (8) 224 0464.
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Access powerful graphics from
your programs and reduce your
development time.
• interactive interface for prototyping and graphics
development
• programmatic interface allows complete integration
into your programs
• integrates with your file formats, 4GL report writers
and databases
• many advanced features — curve fitting, text
formatting, multiple chart composition, full axes
control, and more
• supports publication quality output on hardcopy
devices
Variation of Modulus and Yield Stress
• Since 1983,
Grafit has
,
been used in
hundreds of
visualization
nr.e(ex• applications
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ALL IN
Photo Research can inspect nearly 1,000
ADM'S WORK
units—if it works through lunch. Simply
program your specifications for brightness, calor FOR THE
and geometry The PR-950 applies precisely those
standards to every monitor, terminal or television it
PE-950 •
checks, over and over and over again...with unpreceIn asingle 8-hour shift, the Plr-950 from

dented accuracy and repeatability.
It can be used on-line for production applications—enabling an
operator to adjust and align units. Or, it can be used as afinal
inspection tool—providing adetailed test
report for each unit before shipment.
And the PR-950 keeps track of
everything—for Statistical Process
Control or trend analysis.
Speed. Accuracy Repeatability
Flexibility. Traceability. All in a
day's work for the PR-950.

PHOTO RESEARCH®

The Light Measurement People'

Division of moia.mortGEN '
9330 DeSoto Avenue, P.O. Box 2192, Chatsworth, CA 91313-2192 USA
(818) 341-5151 FAX: (818) 341-7070 TLX: 69-1427 Cable: SPECTRA
All trademarks are property of Kollmorgen.
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DOES lEIRETSU' WORD
I

ntheir dazzling push to the top of international markets, Japanese electronics companies have
had the advantage of government sanctions that nourish the large keiretsu—societies of business.
The keiretsu are groups of diverse companies with common interests that pool resources and coNM operate to win market share. Detractors claim such government involvement wouldn't work in the
U. S.—that it would simply transfer public funds into the hands of large, inefficient companies already
well entrenched in the industry. The real key to success is unfettered market competition, they say. But
the reality as practiced by the Japanese makes room for both.
In the July-August issue of the Harvard Business Review, Charles H. Ferguson, research associate at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, explains that akeiretsu is usually built around acentral
company, typically abank or supply company, that resembles the U. S. conglomerate of the 1960s and
1970s—a central holding company such as In that controlled anumber of companies in other industries. Members of the keiretsu have ownership in one another and interlocking directorates, so top
management cooperates for mutual benefit. Thus keiretsu can minimize risk and develop strategic
technologies for the long term. Through mutual ownership, member companies have access to capital,
complementary technology, and guaranteed markets. For example, Ando Electric, 51.2% owned by
NEC Corp., sells its test equipment to the NEC keiretsu.
Conventional wisdom would suggest that the keiretsu would be self-defeating, that member companies assured of long-term financing and aguaranteed customer base would grow complacent. What
keeps this from occurring is that one keiretsu competes with several others: Ferguson points out that
nine companies and their associated keiretsu compete in the semiconductor and electronics markets.
This fierce competitiveness ensures that each enclave of companies is highly efficient and world-class competitive.
Such forms of cooperation are anathema in the U. S. However, several examples suggest ways that U. S. electronics
companies are enjoying similar synergy. Harris Semiconductor Corp. along with four other companies pooled
resources in 1986 to jointly fund the company that
later became Cadence Designs Systems Inc. of San
Jose, Cnlif. All five investors contributed technology,
which Cadence used to develop new products that
were made available to the investors and also sold
commercially. Jon Cornell, vice president of semiconductors at Harris in Melbourne, Fla., says that not only
has Harris profited handsomely from the investment,
it has also helped direct tool development at Cadence and gained access to these tools much sooner
than it would have by developing them in-house.
Such cooperative ventures can also be applied to the
manufacture of almost any product. For example, aconsortium of chip makers could invest in asemiconductor
,....„
production equipment company. A group of computer system houses could invest in asemiconductor
company to produce RAM memory and
ASICs. If U. S. companies do not take actions
such as these, the keiretsu of Japan will certainly outperform them in every aspect of
elctronics, from systems to chips. El
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windows open.
Unfortunately,
they also close.
That's why "Not Invented Here" can be the three most
expensive words in business.
Getting new products into rapidly emerging markets quickly
enough is tough. Fast, effective design is imperative. Designing, debugging and building your product's embedded computer can slow you down. Today, when design agility carries
straight to the bottom line, Ampro can offer profitable alternatives to putting your engineers in the computer business.

mg --immummummeallharaimarrawassam

Jump-start your product. Ampro's proven line of Little
Board single board systems and MiniModule expansion boards
allow you to snap an embedded IBM-compatible computer into
aspace just 5.75" x81' XT, 286 or 386, it's your choice. No
computer development or manufacturing headaches. And
Ampro can deliver in quantity. At highly competitive prices.
Focus your product team. With Ampro, your product
design and manufacturing team can concentrate on your
product. Not the computer. And our engineers will work
closely with your engineers throughout the design phase.
Simplify software development. There's avast body of
IBM-compatible software ready to run. Operating systems.
Languages. Applications. That's another jump-start. For your
software.
Proven answers. Today, Little Boards are at the heart of
thousands of successful systems. Worldwide. Systems designed
with the concept that the product window is more important
than the NIH Factor.
Answers. Fast. If your business is solutions, not computers,
we can offer cost-effective alternatives to designing your own
microcomputers for your new products. Call today for
information on how Little Boards and MiniModules can
shorten your design cycle. We can help you run through the
window. Not into it.
Call toll free at the number below. Or, send for our free
brochure: "Not Invented Here -the three most expensive
words in business."
CIRCLE 217
Call Toll Free:

1-800-966-5200
AVIMMICI

SINGLE

BOARD

SYSTEMS

Ampro Computers, Inc.
1130 Mountain View/Alviso Road, Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
lb!: (408) 734 -2800. FAX (408) 734-2939. TLX: 4940302
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COVER STORY: UNIX
Unix makes good on its promise
The AT&T-developed operating system
now penetrates all classes of computers—
and it's growing fast

57
Unix takes ahand in the PC tug-of-war
Market share will elude the up-and-coming
OS until it solves some mundane
marketing problems

64

59

A modular Unix opens the office door
Chorus makes it easy to add on-line
transaction processing without creating a
proprietary operating system

Asingle Unix? Don't ,old your breath
There's OSF and there's UI, and
the pundits predict that never
the twain shall meet

62
Merging real-time processing and Unix V
Nixdorf sHybrid System lets Unix run
concurrently with its real-time Nicos
on the same chip
PAGE 27

67
Fast, faster, fastest: ATE chases speed
With time to market the chip makers' battle
cry, the burden is on test-equipment
vendors to slash test time

71
Aradical architecture trims test time
Schlurnberger's new ITS 9000 offers
vast flexibility and direct links
with simulation data
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Did you hear about
the optical attenuator
that fell from the sky?

It hit the ground running.
"Roger, Falcon 20, you're cleared for
landing. Braking action advisory
Ice on the runway" The veteran
pilot of the cargo plane had landed
at Link Field before, but the tower's
report was acold reminder that the
airstrip ended in a75-foot cliff.
On touchdown, the jet skidded out
of control. Within seconds, it shot
off the cliff like aski jumper and
tumbled down the steep embankment, cargo flying in all directions.
Minutes later, rescue teams were
helping the pilot and co-pilot from
the wreckage. The pungent smell
of jet fuel filled the air, so crews
sprayed fire-retardant foam on
everything. Including an HP optical
attenuator which was on its way
to acustomer.
Two days later, our customer
received the instrument. Fbstering
little hope, their engineers ran routine tests anyway. The optical attenuator not only survived, it passed
all specifications.
Stories like this underscore why
engineering managers give HP the
highest rating for reliability And
we're always improving. Our Total
Quality Control program has
increased the quality of our products ten-fold over the last 10 years.
So, when design and manufacturing
productivity are at stake, rely on HP.
Because you never know when
you'll have to hit the ground running

There is abetter way
HEWLETT
PACKARD
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Get the Facts

Benchmark Your Code

You Can Count On Us

When evaluating RISC processors
for embedded applications, you
need real benchmark data from
independent sources. The R3001
Performance Comparison Report is a
collection of the original third-party
data used in the graph below.

Of course, we know that published data can't give you all the information. You'd prefer to perform
benchmarks for your specific application, and our six technology centers are equipped to do just that —
bring us your code and we'll run
your benchmarks!

IDT offers afull array of complementary high-performance system
building blocks for all your applications. Contact us today and get the
facts: an R3001 Data Pak and R3001
Performance Comparison Report.

• o
g?,

IDT Corporate Marketing
P.O. Box 58015
3236 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8015

(800) 345-7015
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CONTEXT READ/
SWITCH WRITE
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QUEUE
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

HAND COMPILED
CODED
MIUTARY ADA
BENCHMARK

Sources Electronic Engineering Magazine, High-Performance Systems Magazine, Microprocessor Forum Conference Fall 1989,
Independent Assessment Benchmark Report Atlankc Research Corporafion
RISController, raIrademark of Integrated Device Technology
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When cost-effective
performance counts

Integrated
Device Technology
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CAE Industry Undergoing
Major Changes
The leader of the CAE industry, Mentor Graphics'',' has
projected adrop in revenue for the second quarter of
1990. Inasmuch as this has concerned some analysts,
it is only areflection of the transition to anew generation of CAE tools required by the technologies of the
90s. As part of this transition, CAE tools are evolving
from single operation programs to concurrent design
tools where several tasks can be worked on in parallel.
This requires ashift from batch compilation to incremental compilation—a major undertaking for any
CAE vendor.

Concurrent Design—
Fad or Reality?
Since many technologies have come and gone,
is concurrent design yet another fad? Leading
CAE companies are committing tens of millions
of dollars to the development of such tools which
are expected to dominate the CAE industry within a
few years. Concurrent design tools will typically sell
for $100,000 and more. However, ALDEC, Inc. of
Newbury Park, CA offers the VHDL-based SUSIE* Concurrent Designer for under $10,000. SUSIE allows
concurrent design and simulation of logic designs that
include PGAs, PLDs, etc. The 386 PC-based SUSIE
converts any schematic into an exact electronic
breadboard in amatter of seconds. SUSIE is fully
interactive; you can toggle switches, move jumpers,
load JEDEC fuse maps, etc. like real hardware.
SUSIE is sold in turn-key packages with most installations ranging between $6,000 and $10,000.
Circle 102

Now XILINXTM Parts Are
Easier to Use
Nobody could envision afew years ago that field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) would do away with
discrete logic so quickly. However, FPGAs offer
major advantages; easy system level design,
quick modifications and large PC
board space savings. The most
widely used FPGAs are \0*\****W\\\\
XILINX parts.

XILINX development tools have been recently complimented by the powerful SUSIE/PGA ($1,995) from
ALDEC which allows simulation of XILINX parts in
real-time. SUSIE is closely integrated with XILINX
development tools and allows concurrent cell editing
and simulation and instantly emulates new cell
placement. Circle 105

IC Modelling Becomes More
Reliable
Most CAE vendors are making astrong commitment
to the VHDL standard. With this and because
VHDL compilers are less prone to human error, the
new generation of IC models should be much more
reliable than their predecessors. ITEX '" (805-4996860) is specializing in selling VHDL IC modelling
tools and IC models for the SUSIE logic simulator.
ITEX contracts modelling work to independent developers, then verifies models and resells them over its
own BBS network. This process will result in an
abundance of IC models for users of the SUSIE logic
simulator.
Circle 104

ACTEL Programmable Gate
Arrays Grow Stronger
AC1EL's market share will grow quickly now that
new and easy-to-use design development tools are
available. Two VHDL-based products for concurrent
design and simulation of ACTEL programmable
gate arrays have been released by ALDEC.
SUSIE/ACT ($1,995) is aturn-key system
for single chip development and simulation. The second product, ACT Library ($995,
allows for development of ACTEL parts in aPC
board environment. The ACT Library requires
SUSIE-CD ($5,990). The major feature of both products is concurrent design modification and simulation without any compilation. No software knowledge
is required to use either product.
Circle 103

* SUSIE is a trademark of ALDEC. Inc.
Telephone: (805) 499-6867, Fax: (805)498-7945

AnalogDevices can m
needs, no matter what v

Whether your market is afew thousand or afew million,
Custom Medical Instrumentation ASIC —
Provides complete data acquisition on a
chip. Replacing 30 separate ICs, it

there's one customer demand for your product that'll

integrates alow-noise instrumentation
amp with gains of 15 to 2,000,a 50/60 Hz
switched-capacitor notch fitter,11-bit aid

always remain high —the demand for high performance.

converter, 7-bit dia converter, and aserial
HART communications interface.

The best way to meet this demand is to follow what

the leaders in the medical, military and instrumentation markets have been doing for 25 years, and what the leaders in
consumer electronics have been doing for several years now. Call Analog Devices.
These companies call us because we offer acomplete line of high-performance linear, digital signal processing
and mixed-signal components. ICs that allow them to achieve higher levels of system integration, greater reliability, and

et your mixed-signal
hue you're &ding in.

Digital Audio Converters —The

better performance in their products.

SOUNDPORT 'family of data

And as aglobal operation, we're able to respond

converters comes complete with
output amplifier, reference and
digital logic interface. These
mixed-signal ICs for high fidelity

to calls from any corner of the earth. In fact, international

digital audio and multimedia
applications achieve SNRs as high as
108 dB and THDs as low as 0.0025%.

sales account for half of our $450 million in revenues. And

three of the top five Japanese electronics companies rely on us for their mixed-signal needs.
So cal11-800-262-5643 and request afree copy of our recent white paper on Mixed-Signal Technology. Or speak to
an applications engineer by asking for Extension 101.You'll see that no matter how
big or small your mixed-signal needs are, we're in the best position to help.

ANALOG
DEVICES

Analog Devices, Inc., One Technology Way, RO. Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062-9106. Headquarters: (617) 329-4700.0ffices and applications support available worldwide
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With IKOS, your organization can meet
the most amazing deadlines.

IKOS as part of their complete systems
design product line.

That's because IKOS is the high-speed,
hardware-assisted logic and fault simulator
that streamlines your ASIC design process.

And, you'll find IKOS fits easily into your
own design environment.

Fully Compatible with Your
EDA Environment

Plus, we give you the ability to design
with virtually any ASIC vendor's technologies, because IKOS has the most extensive
certified library support and library development tools of any hardware-assisted
simulation system.

IKOS is the ideal simulator for large
designs. That's why leading EDA companies
such as Mentor Graphics now incorporate

IKOS simulators can be used with VHDL,
logic synthesis, and hardware modeling
tools for concept-to-system simulation.

So you can improve your time to market
dramatically.

Greater Accuracy and Faster
Simulation
With IKOS, your designers will achieve
better ASIC design integrity, faster than
you ever thought possible. That's because
the superior accuracy of your IKOS Simulation System ensures confidence that
first silicon performance will match the
simulation results.
And they'll be getting these results in
seconds and minutes instead of hours and
days. Because IKOS delivers the fastest
simulation performance available today.

Discover how easily IKOS can help you
and your design group meet those impossible deadlines. Ask for more information
and afree demonstration of the IKOS
Simulation System. Call 800/223-3987.
Or write IKOS Systems Inc.,145 N.Wolfe
Road, Sunnyvale, California 94086.

IIKOS
SYSTEMS

eCopyright IKOS Systems Inc., 1990
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COLORADO

-I

O\ SILICO\ MOUNTAIN, DATA STORAGE IS THE KEY

NEW OPTIMISM IN THE ROCKIES
on of ferroelectronics is Ramtron Corp.
USINESS HASN'T BEEN of Colorado Springs (see p. 23).
great among the high-tech
Although much of the symposium
companies in the Colorado Springs, was devoted to semiconductor memoColo., area. Defense cutbacks have ry, magnetic-disk and tape memory
hurt, and there are scores of stories came in for their share of attention.
about engineers arriving in the area full According to Dataquest Inc.'s Phil Deof hope, only to find jobs driving cabs vin, associate director of the San Jose,
Calif., market researcher's computer
or waiting tables.
Still, there is anew feeling of opti- storage industry service, both markets
mism in the area these days.
Nowhere was it more evident
than at the fifth Silicon Mountain Symposium, an annual
.
gathering designed to burnish
t.r./
/
'
,
../.../ ,-"-4/
2
4>• •the images of the electronics
companies clustered there.
Much of the good feeling can
<«•." be traced to the promise of a
_
bright future for the data-storage business, and for Colorado's part in it.
At the symposium, representatives of a dozen or so
companies came mostly from
Colorado Springs and its environs, but they brought a
breadth of expertise that was
global in scope. And they provided agrand tour of the state
of the art in semiconductor
memory technology.
Perhaps the most interesting—and significant—discussions centered around the future of nonvolatile memories.
Most of the speakers agreed
with Simtek Corp. president
Richard Petritz that nonvolatility "is the next dimension in
semiconductor memory." But
P
if that was the general agreement, there was no such consensus on how best to achieve it. Some are still growing. In the case of tape
manufacturers are adapting established drives, that growth will take place in
technology, aiming to solve some of the 8-mm, 4-mm, and DC-2000 sectors.
the limitations of current nonvolatile
One company that has tied its wagmemories. For example, Simtek is rely- on to the 8-mm tape star is Exabyte
ing on its proprietary Novcel technolo- Inc. of Boulder. Founded in 1985, Exabyte has already seen its revenues
gy to lower cost and raise reliability.
Perhaps the most interesting—and, grow to $89 million in 1989, with $175
some say, promising—technology dis- million forecast for 1990.
cussed at the symposium was the use
In magnetic disks, although the 5.25of ferroelectric materials. One champi- and 3.5-in. sizes are expected to domiRV FRANCIS IR VOIE

B

• •

I
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nate in the near term, there's considerable interest in the 2.5-in. size. Prairietek Inc., a four-year-old Longmont
company, is one that believes in the future of the 2.5-in. disk. Its 20-Mbyte,
60-oz. Prairie 120, the first 2.5-in, disk
drive, was designed for notebook and
laptop computers.
Devin offers a few caveats in the
face of his generally optimistic outlook.
He feels that there is confusion in the marketplace, with
too many vendors competing.
This will lead to ashakeout,
says Devin, with the survivors
being the service-oriented
vendors. Also, there is the
threat of competing technologies, mainly optical.
According to Devin, the
rewritable optical-disk business will continue to expand,
with the 5.25-in, size growing
from about 30,000 shipped in
1989 to more than 600,000 in
1994. By then, the 3.5 in. will
have reached 250,000 units.
The "bright and shining
star" in optical-disk drives is
the CD-ROM, which, says Devin, will acount for some 40
million units by the end of
the decade. Today, most optical disks are WORM drives—
write-once, read-many. These
disks are widely used to provide nonvolatile, high-density
storage. But with WORM
drives, the user cannot erase
and rewrite data.
So manufacturers three years
ago introduced rewriteable optical drives based on magnetooptic technology, and the battle was
joined between the two approaches,
with each having its unique advantages
and limitations. Now, says Al McDowell
of Laser Magnetic International Co., Colorado Springs, there is athird option—
LIAI's new Laser Drive 520, a 5.25-in.
optical drive that combines both writeonce and rewriteable capabilities. The
multifunction drive was introduced at
the symposium. Il

2GIGS-A-CHANNEL!
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Of course, standard GPIB, RS-232-C and
parallel interfaces let you communicate

Now get real-time sampling at up to
2gigasamples/second using 8-bit ADCs
on each channel. The 7200 is the digital
oscilloscope with an analog personality —

anyway you want.
Why wait? The 7200 is the only digital scope

simply easy to use. Display your data in
seconds instead of hours via instant auto-

that gives you all the answers. And you
already know how to use it. Call (800) 553-2769

setups and built-in help.

to try one on your bench.
Add real-time waveform math, over 50 pulse
parameters and astatistics package...all
standard. You can analyze data with the
insight of an expert. An MS-DOS floppy drive

LeCroy Corporation, 700 Chestnut Ridge
Road, Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977.
(914) 578-6072 direct, (914) 578-5985 FAX.

makes mass data storage asnap!

Only the 7200 samples at:
• 2GS/sec on 2ch. for transients
1GS/sec on 4ch. for transients
e 20 GS/sec on 4ch. repetitive

fe

LeCroy
Innovators in Instrumentation
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...If You Value Performance
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We supply
our clients with
awide array
of connector
parts,
even when
they go to
parts
unknown.
-Lyn Bresnen
Multi-National Account Executive
N. American &World Hdqrs. 12031 265-8900

European Oper. 01.34031 76499

Far Eastern Oper. (852) 699-2663

RF/Microwave Oper. (800) 027-7100

Spectra Strip/ITD 1800) 57-CABLE

making big plans for global

Some big names in electronics are

expansion.

But even the international date line can't stop Amphenol people like

Dennis from speaking your language when it comes to on-time

Antonia, Donna and

new facilities in Scotland, Mexico,

delivery and zero defects. Now Amphenol has

Spain, and

i

soon in Thailand, Korea and Australia.

In most cases, we're right next door to major customers. So no matter how far away you go,

people like Efrain and Normand won't be

manufacturer, and second to none when it comes

makes us aworld class connector

Arnphene

far away. That's what

to customer service.

Amphenol
YeSe company

We're all connected.
Amphenol Canada Corp. 14 161 291 4401

Amphenol Interconnect Products Corp. 16071 754-4444
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Bendix Connector Oper. 1607) 563-5011

Fiber Optic Products 17081 810-5800

Tiny Glitches
Lead to
Giant Wobbles
We take it for granted that the Earth rotates
stably on its axis and that the stars are fixed in
the sky above us.
Yet, Hipparchus discovered more than two
millennia ago that there were very
slight discrepancies in the measured positions of stars over the
years. Compelled to look further,
he found the difference to be
greater than what could be attributed to error and analyzed it.
Hipparchus
Hipparchus realized that the position
of the stars was actually shifting at aconstant
rate, year after year This was later shown to be
caused by the Earth slowly wobbling like atop
as it turned on its axis.
Stabilizing Today's Communications
The slightest deviations can be extremely
important. In high-speed communications, tiny
errors can garble the whole message.
Anritsu specializes in the highest levels of
measuring accuracy for all types of communications. Anritsu supplies reliable test equipment for sophisticated R&D, as well as daily
maintenance, in wire, radio and optical communications systems.
Advancing on the leading edge of these
technologies, Anritsu provides practical answers for any testing need.
Continue the
tradition of pioneering with Anritsu.
MP1608A 5GHz Pulse Pattern Generator

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION

10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
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Digital, analog,
in-circuit, functional...
now one tester
does it all.

Here's your answer for
complete testing of today's
complex boards. The HP 3070
AT-Series combinational
tester.
Its advanced pin electronics
means high-performance
testing... including testing
of fast microprocessors with
clock rates to 40 MHz. A

flexible system architecture
delivers hundreds of thousands of test vectors without
segmenting or reloading.
And allows easy expansion
to more than 2500 nodes. An
integrated fixturing system
helps lower your fixturing
costs. And the HP IPG Test
Consultant software speeds
test development.

Call 1-800-752-0900 today.
Ask for Ext. 501D and we'll
send you more details on the
tester that does it all.

There is abetter way.
©1989 Hewlett-Packard Co. TMMTD917D/E

rha

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Please see us at The ITC Show
Sept. 10, 11 & 12 in Washington,
D.C. Booth #1212
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FUTURE BRIGHT FOR OPEN SYSTEMS
Illustrating the truth of the
adage that if you build abetter mousetrap the world will
beat apath to your door, the
players in the market for
open computer systems can
contemplate afuture of unalloyed growth. That's the
word from Electronic Trend
Publications, the Saratoga,
Calif., market-research corn
pany.
In fact, the report, "Open
Systems' Impact on the Computer Industry," forecasts
growth for open systems
hardware and software that
will outstrip that of the total
computer market. By 1993,
open systems' growth will be
from $14.6 billion to $42.7
billion, acompound annual
rate of nearly 31%, says the

FERROELECTRIC

study. At the same time,
open systems' share of the
market will swell from 15%
to 31%.
Greatest growth will be in
the smallest computers, says

GETS ANEW HOME

ers), nearly double; and
mainframes and supercomputers, 54%. The largest computers will be slowest to
open because proprietary
firms dominate. II

SIEMENS, SOS-THOMSON ARE STILL TALKING MERGER

Those rumors of amerger
between Siemens and SGSThomson
Microlectronics
have surfaced again, this
I
tthere still are an doubts time in aweekly trade tababout the staying power of loid. Here's the story: Sieferroelectric memories, they mens AG confirms that it has
should be dispelled by the been talking to anumber of
opening of the first plant potential partners, among
built especially to make the them SGS-Thomson Micrononvolatile devices. Ramtron electronics, The idea is to
Corp.'s 69,000-ft' facility in make Eufope stronger in
Colorado Springs, Colo., can semiconductors, "something
turn out 6,500 6-in, wafers a more immediate and submonth and is equipped for stantial than Jessi," according
to company insiders. Jessi is
pilot production of memothe European Communityries up to 4Mbits with submicron features and boasts a sponsored Joint European
Submicron Silicon Initiative.
Class Iclean room. In addiFor Siemens, two models
tion, the new headquarters
building can house up to 220 of cooperation with SGSemployees, more than dou- Thomson are feasible. First,
efforts to work together in
ble today's staff of 90.
Ramtron,
which
was specific fields, as is already
founded in 1984, is currently being done in microcontrollers [Electronics, May
turning out 256-Kbit memo1990, p. 54], may be intensiries in its ferroelectric family.
It has dubbed the parts fied and extended to encomFRAM, for ferroelectronic pass other semiconductor
devices such as memories.
random access memory. El

MEMORY MAKER

the report. Sales of micros
will zoom 275% in the period; workstations, 220%; midrange units (those selling for
more than $50,000 to commercial and engineering us-

SGS-Thomson is said to be
interested in getting into the
market for dynamic randomaccess memories; Siemens is
already there. Second, cooperation could widen across
the board in semiconductors
or even an outright merger
of the two firms' activities in

the field.
Meanwhile,
Europeans,
despite rosy forecasts, worry
about the future of their chip
industry. A Siemens official
declares, "It must be Europe's goal to concentrate its
forces. Something must be
done." El

SILICON-ON-INSULATO ICs GO COMMERCIAL
What are believed to be
the first commercially available high-performance ICs
made with asilicon-on-insulator material have reached
the market in the form of
two diode arrays manufactured by Silicon General
Semiconductor Inc., Garden
Grove, Calif. The devices are
fabricated on SOI wafers
made by Kopin Corp., Taunton, Mass., and are the first
SOI-based components to receive the Joint Army-Navy
MIL-S-19500/474 qualifica-
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don from the Defense Electronics Supply Center.
Because of their sturdy insulation layers, SOI substrates allow much higher
voltage, higher density, and
better radiation resistance in
the active devices fabricated
in them than are possible
with conventional silicon
substrates. Kopin grows a
thermal oxide on silicon, deposits apolycrystalline layer,
then recrystalli7es the poly
layer into asingle-crystal silicon thin film. a

From deskwork to
network.

Good news for networks!
The X3T9.5 Task Group, under
the procedures ofANSI Accredited
Standards Committee X3, has
reaffirmed approval of the Media
Interface Connector (MIC) for the
proposed FDDI (Fiber Distributed
Data Interface) Physical Layer
Medium Dependent (PMD) document.

AMP and OPTIMATE are trademarks of AMP Incorporated.

More good news! AMP
has the complete fiber optic
interconnection system—the
AMP OPTIMATE Fixed
Shroud Duplex System—that
meets all FDDI PMD requirements. And includes all the
physical components you need to
make your fiber optic network a
reality.
Of special note: the transceiver is capable of operating at
data rates up to 125 Mb/s. Available in standard or raised (+5v)
ECL logic, it gives you acompact, board-mount data link in
an industry-standard 22-pin
package. Reliable duplex mat-

ing and electro-optic conversion
are now easier than ever.

All system components, in fact, are easy to
install and reconfigure.
Our field termination kit
makes short work of
attaching duplex connectors to fiber cable. And
because all interconnections use afloating interface, you get consistent,
low-loss mating (0.6 dB typical)
throughout.

JI

You can also order
complete, custom-built cable
assemblies from us. Either
way, you'll have the assured
compatibility that comes
from dealing with only one
supplier for all your FDDI
interconnection components.
Asupplier whose capability

THIS IS AMP TODAY
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in fiber optic technology is everything you'd expect from the world's
largest connector company.
For technical literature and
more information, call 1-800522-6752. AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608.

AdakINIFIe

The Highest Density, Fastest,
VME-Compatible Memory

Clearpoint, of course!
Advanced Chip Technology
and Design

Error Detection and
Correction Options

Get up to 64 MB of fast, VMEcompatible memory in asingle slot.
Designed with state-of-the-art 4Mb
DRAM technology, Clearpoint's
VMERAM-FP1 assures higher
reliability through lower component
count. Each of Clearpoint's VMEcompatible boards supports all
VMEbus addressing and data transfer
types—block mode (BLT), unaligned
(UAT), and address only (ADO).

Clearpoint offers several EDC boards
for the VMEbus and the VSB
subsystem bus. Our proprietary
second generation EDC chip set
allows for reduced chip count while
providing advanced EDC logic.

The Fastest Byte Parity
The VMERAM-FP1, available in 4to
64 MB, provides the fastest sustained
block transfer timing available.
Typical operating speeds boast 100 ns
read and 74 ns write.
Our company-wide
pledge to deliver
reliability and
performance.

G.
CLEARPOINT

Quality Commitment

• VMERAM-EC1: Featuring
Clearpoint's exclusive "extra
bit" technology, 24- and 32-bit
addressing, and 8-, 16-, and 32-bit
data transfers, VMERAM-EC1 is
available in 2to 64 MB densities.
• VMERAM: The VMERAM is the
low-cost alternative for EDC
memory, with pricing comparable
to parity memory. The VMERAM
is available in 2to 16 MB
densities.
• VSBRAM-EC1: Features include
"extra-bit" EDC and dual 64-bit
caches for simultaneous transfer
capabilities. Dual-ported for the
VMEbus and VSB subsystem bus,
the VSBRAM-EC1 is available
in 2to 64 MB densities.

Clearpoint naregistered trademark of Clearpoint Research Corporation.

The Clearpoint Difference
Clearpoint is aleading vendor in the
VME marketplace, with the most
comprehensive service program
available. All Clearpoint memory
products are covered by alifetime
warranty and atoll-free technical
support hotline. Dedicated inventory
in multiple locations worldwide
support our 24-hour replacement
program.
Call or write to receive
the facts:
0 Product/Services Catalog
0 Designer's Guide
•
CI Spec Sheets
0 Newsletter
0 Applications Video
i;
0 Quality Assurance Information

CLEARPOINT
Clearpoint Research Corporation
35 Parkwood Drive
Hopkinton, MA 01748

1-800-CLEARPT
(1-800-253-2778)
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TO WATCH

RADIUS ADDS
TV TO THE MAC
convergence of
Thethe computer
and the

'IV has won another convert: San Jose, Calif-based
Radius Inc., aleading manufacturer of high-res display
monitors and software.
Using Apple Computer
Inc.'s Macintosh II as its
platform, the RadiusTV System lets users display
broadcast TV, videotape, or
videodisk signals in awindow. Digitized video reso-

lution is 640 by 480 pixels,
while the audio component
is handled through the
Mac's sound system.
Video images can be
saved and manipulated
with 15 special effects. Lingo, amultimedia authoring
language from Macromind
Inc., San Francisco, Calif.,
provides overall system
control. Available now, RadiusTV prices start at $3,000
induding software. El

By integrating video and audio into a single system,
Radius makes multimedia development easier.
EiMM

ACCULIN IC OUTRUNS

MATROX DOES WINDOWS—WITH GUSTO!

Personal computers running graphical applications
under X Windows or Microsoft Corp.'s Windows 3.0 or
Presentation Manager can
Acculin Inc.'s monolithic,
boost display speed, as well
12-bit sample-and-hold am- as color and resolution perplifier's 7.5-ns acquisition formance with Matrox Electime for 8-bit samples estabtronic Systems Ltd.'s M-WIN
lishes a new performance Series of graphics boards.
standard, claims the Natick,
The accelerator boards baMass., startup.
sically offload window maThe closest monolithic IC nipulation from the host micompetitor runs at just 25 ns, croprocessor for any stanwhile the closest hybrid com- dard-architecture IBM-competitor offers 20 ns, says Acpatible
microcomputer.
culin. At 8-bit accuracy, the Matrox has developed statechip delivers 100 megasam- of-the-art software drivers for
ples/s. At 12-bit accuracy, it each of the three windowing
handles 50 megasamples/s.
environments.
Fabricated in a compleThe hardware is built
mentary bipolar process, the around
Western
Digital
AL1220 targets high-speed Corp.'s 8514/A chip set. The
flash analog-to-digital conM-WIN 1280 displays up to
verters in data-acquisition 256 screen colors from apalsystems for radar and inter- ette of 16.7 million colors
mediate-frequency imaging.
and contains a2-Kbyte-by-2The price for commercial- Kbyte frame buffer for ongrade devices will be $95 board storage of fonts, icons,
each in quantities of hun- and cursor bit maps.
dreds when production volApplications compatible
umes become available later with IBM Corp.'s 8514A stanthis month. LI
dard—such as Lotus 1-2-3
and WordPerfect—can dis-

SAMPLE-AND-HOLD

CHIPS AND HYBRIDS

play screens at a resolution
of 1,024 by 768 pixels and
still execute much faster than
if the host had to perform
windows rendering.
Matrox has included driver
switches that can boost the
resolution to 1,280 by 1,024
pixels. The Dorval, Canada,
firm says that, priced at
$2,495, the board offers performance similar to that of
products based on the Texas
Instruments Inc.'s popular
34020 graphics chip at about
half the cost. El

ROCKWELL MODEM
ICs CALL ON EUROPE

The latest version of Rockwell International Inc.'s innovative 2,400-bit/s modem
chips adds European callprogress and blacklisting to
the Newport Beach, Calif.,
company's chips with CCITTendorsed data compression
and error detection.
The RC2324AC-E complies
with the CCITT V.42bis standard and provides effective
speeds up to 9,600 bits/s.
Samples are available. U

AT&T PACKS SDI Ires IN AVIENS MAID

AT&T Microelectronics has
teamed six of its WE DSP32C
floating-point digital-signal
processor chips on aboard
to create adevelopment system to simulate leading-edge
processing applications in
graphics, imaging, audio,
and other real-time uses.
Together. the DSPs can
achieve 150 million floatingpoint operations/s.
The
board's architecture calls for
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aVMEbus interface. Sun Microsystems Inc. Sun 3or Sun
4workstations are the development platforms.
The VMEbus board costs
$9,998. DSP support software—including aC compiler, source-code debugger,
and host file server—for the
Sun 3or Sun 4workstations
costs $3,800 and astandard
library of application programs costs $1,000. LI

Actual output
20 WATTS

Actually meets
MIL-STD-2000
MIL-STD-810C
MIL-S-9010
MIL-STD-461C
MIL-STD-704D
NAVMAT GUIDELINES

Mil/Pac - high-density military power supplies.
Introducing NDI DC-to-DC converters that meet an unprecedented combination of military design demands. Plus
having the highest power-to-volume ratios of any full-mil
qualified products.
Mil/Pacs come in 20W, 35W and 50W configurations,
with single (5,12,15,24,28V) and dual (±12V; ±15V) outputs.
They handle awide 14V to 31V range of input. And

operate at temperature extremes from —55°C to +100°C.
Mil/Pacs are designed with afield-proven topology that's
been verified by rigorous environmental stress screening.
They're available with MIL-STD-2000, or without. Either way,
the specs are worth reading.
Just write us at 2727 S. La Cienega BI., Los Angeles, CA
90034. Or call (213) 936-8185.

abbott
WHEN RELIABILITY IS IMPERATIVE'
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NEWS

TI AND MIT SHOW PROTOTYPES OF SYSTEMS THAT
TAKE DIFFERENT APPROACHES

gle of vision in the horizontal plane.
TI's OmniView offers several advantages but also suffers at least one defect. The 3-d volume is created by rotating atranslucent disk around an axis
perpendicular to the disk's center at
600 revolutions/min. A low-power laser beam modulated 10,000 times/s
creates points of light on the disk. The
BY JACK MIME
researchers unveiled the prototype of a persistence of the light source in the
real-time holography system that they viewer's eye fuses the points into an
'71HE
TECHNOLOGY
OF
have constructed from existing optical image, says Williams. By contouring
true
three-dimensional
disand electronic technologies. TI is althe disk's surface in the shape of a
plays—not simply 2-d images viewed ready developing custom prototypes of double helix—instead of a simple
with special eyeglasses—has now adits system for military clients, says R.
plane—the TI engineers have managed
vanced beyond the laboratory and is Don Williams, adevelopment engineer to double the refresh rate.
looking for applications developers.
in TI's Computer Systems Laboratory in
Although the system prototype has a
Three 3-d systems that display comDallas. Other opportunities exist in bandwidth of 3,000 points, that limitaputer-aided-design data—but use radimedical imaging, CAD, and entertaintion is placed on it by computer syscally different technologies—made ment, he says, as well as niche markets tem memory and can easily be scaled
news last month. Texas Instruments where TI would need apartner to supup. Red, green, and blue lasers can be
Inc. is seeking business partners to de- ply applications expertise. "We are demixed to produce a full-color display,
velop the OmniView system it demonlivering prototypes to specs now," says and the display volume can be varied
strated as a prototype during the Sig- Williams, "and we will be fielding by the size and shape of the rotating
graph show in Dallas. Also in Dallas,
[completely operational] systems in the disk. The prototype is 21 in. in diameDimension Technologies Inc. of Rochnext two years at the latest."
ter and 4in. high. "We could use very
ester, N. Y., showed a more convenAt MIT's Media Lab in Cambridge,
large disks," says Williams. "People are
tional autostereoscopic monitor.
Mass., the system being developed by already building centrifuges that rotate
Meanwhile, in Cambridge, Mass.,
ateam headed by Prof. Stephen Benmuch faster."
Massachusetts Institute of Technology ton is still in the research phase, says
Unlike the MIT system, TI's Omniteam member Mark View is not compute-intensive. The
Lucente.
data is generated by a Sun MicrosysMIT links classitems Inc. workstation. The prototype
cal
holography has about a1-s delay now but real-time
techniques with a performance is easily obtainable. OmConnection
ManiView also lives up to its name by
chine
supercomletting a number of viewers see the
puter from Thinkimage simultaneously from any vertical
ing Machines Inc.
or horizontal angle, and there is no
to produce images loss of the 3-d effect. But this advanthat measure about tage also means that one side of the
1.5 in. on each object does not occlude the other. In
side. The Connec- other words, the objects appear to be
tion Machine is made of glass
needed to create
"We are looking for applications in
real-time
images which transparency is not adisadvanfrom CAD data betage," says Williams. In some applicacause each point in
tions, such as medical imaging, transthe image has a parency is actually adesired charactertheoretical relationistic, he notes.
ship with every
An ideal application is air-traffic conother point. To trol. The system could show several
simplify the calcula- controllers the positions of aircraft relations, the hologram tive to one another and to groundaccounts only for based reference points. Color coding
horizontal
paral- could identify protected airspace and
lax—viewers lose provide an index of altitude levels. A
TI is looking for business partners to develop
the 3-d effect if controller might use alaser pointer to
the prototype OmniView 3-d CAD system.
they shift their an- select aplane for radio contact. U

IT'S HERE! REAL 3-D!
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WHAT
ACCELERATES

A SUN?

6E3

WHEN DOING BUSINESS WITH THE RUSSIANS, YOU
HAVE TO COME UP WITH SOME UNUSUAL PLANS

IN THE USSR, WING IT
BY MARTIN RANKS

YOU READY TO DO
A RE
business in the USSR? Then

you had also better be ready to wing
it. 'There is adefinite need for creativity in doing business with the Russians,
and it will be those with the best business deal that will win, not the best
products. To some extent, the technology is irrelevant for the moment," says
K. Philip Hwang, chairman and CEO of
Televideo Inc. of San Jose, Calif.
Hwang was one of a large contingent representing U. S. and European
computer systems and software suppliers that made the journey this summer
to Moscow's huge VDNH Exhibition

Park for the first PC World Forum conference and exhibition. They ranged
from IBM Corp. to software companies
on their first visit trying to establish
formal business links with the well-established Soviet user groups.
Into this category fell the producer
of data-management and analysis software, SAS Institute of Cary, N. C.
exhibition has been very useful for us,"
says the company's European vice
president, Art Cooke. "We now know
that the street price of the PC SAS system is up to the 10,000-ruble mark.
Now we need to establish ways of formalizing business with these people."
At the official exchange rate, 10,000 rubles is about $15,000; on the black
ELECTRONICS •SEPlEMBER 1990
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market, it is about $600.
"It is a problem marketing product
in a command-led, layered organizational structure," says Harrijs Buss, the
Latvian chairman of one of the unofficial Soviet user groups. 'There is good
communication across the country
within each layer—for example, dataprocessing people or scientists—but little communication between the layers.
It is also aproblem dealing in hard currency, but legal distribution of the SAS
system also means payment."
At present, Cooke favors the idea of
dealing with the Soviet market as a
separate entity and in the local currency. This has some problems because
bank accounts in the USSR can only be
opened by Soviet nationals. "However,
we have had discussions with the Lithuanian authorities," he says, "and we
have been told it will be legal for us to
open an account there. We are still
investigating the situation."
This was just one type of creative
business thinking evident at much of
the exhibition. Televideo, for example,
has three joint ventures running, and
two of them have led CEO Hwang into

Spectators at the Moscow fair check out the U. S. pavilion.
American companies are finding innovative ways to do business.

some interesting deals, especially for a
computer company.
"One is a partnership venture in a
leather-producing factory with the Ministry of Agriculture," he says. "This
should have a maximum production
capacity of 300,000 skins per month.
There is a strong market in the West

for leather, which this factory aims to
service, for hard currency earnings."
Those earnings would then be used to
buy Televideo products. The same arrangement applies to work with the
Moscow City Council on the construction of ahotel.
The U. S. pavilion at the show in-

ACCELERATED
SIMULATION

ZYCAD XP
$40,000
If you're simulating on aSun—Verilog, MDE,
VHDL or LSIM— XP-100 runs it 50 to 100 times
faster. Full timing. Full accuracy
Can you resist the speed that makes first
pass silicon the only pass? Think your competition will?
Call now. ZYCAD XP. (800) 243-7286 (Outside US call (415) 688-7400).
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cluded both the largest and the .71
smallest from the U. S. computer business.
That included IBM, which has had a
Moscow office since 1974. It was, however, left to the special marketing
group based at Boca Raton, Fla., with
manager Robert Lohman in charge, to
represent the company.
"I am cautiously optimistic about the
Russian market," he says, "though the
situation is still highly fluid. IBM trades
in dollars, like most others, and accepts
that this can't be the way to do business in the long mn."
A surprising find at the show was
Western Digital Corp. of Irvine, Calif.
The company's disk controller, disk
drive, and video controller chips are
normally sold into the aftennarket for
PC users as well as to PC manufacturers and assemblers. But according to
Ken Larsen, the company's vice president of operations for Eastern Europe,
based in Epsom, England, it is trying to
work with other suppliers and manufacturers looking to set up factory installations in the USSR.
"We are trying to become involved
with other manufacturers that have ex-

Control any
IEEE-488 (HP-IB, GP-IB)
device with our cards, cables, ".
and software for the PC/AT/386,
EISA, MicroChannel, and NuBus.
isting relationships here," he says. "In
particular, we are looking to work with
some of the Korean companies, which
are starting to do good business." One
reason for this, he suggests, is that they
are large conglomerate companies that
can trade Soviet raw materials such as
timber for equipment, rather than deal
directly in hard currency.
The need for flexibility in creating
business opportunities in the USSR is
well demonstrated by PC-compatible
manufacturer Tandon Corp. The company is exploiting its facility in the Andhen free trade zone of Bombay, India,
as its route into the Soviet marketplace.
"There is abilateral trade agreement
between India and the Soviet Union,"
says Shrikant H. Joshi, Tandon's general manager of business development in
Bombay, "and this has established a
rate of exchange between the ruble
and the rupee. There is currently an
imbalance of trade between the two
countries, and our ability to provide
PCs, paid for in rupees, is an opportunity for the Soviets to redress this balance. With the recent relaxation of the
Cocom rules, it also means that our full
range of systems can be made available
to them."
The Apple Macintosh is starting to
see some penetration of the Soviet
market, partly because its user interface
makes it easier to work with for those
with limited English [Electronics, August 1990, p. 12]. A full Cyrillic version
of the Mac interface was displayed.
Although the majority of exhibitors
was American or European, perestroika
is having its effects on the develop-

ment of indigenous businesses. Not
only are there Soviet companies growing and forming partnerships and ventures with Western companies, but totally local businesses are starting to appear as well.
Software is their obvious target and
one of the first such companies is the
BIS cooperative, based in Donetsk in
the Ukraine. Founded in 1988, it has
now produced awide range of applications and utilities, with most of the
emphasis being on the latter. According to the co-op's marketing manager,
Valery Lukashin, some of its biggest
sellers are antivirus and copy-protection programs.
Acknowledging the ironic necessity,
given the way the Soviet software market has developed, Lukashin says that

You •
et fast hardware and
software support for all the
popular languages. A software
library and time saving utilities
are included that make instrument
control easier than ever before.
Ask about our no risk guarantee.
the co-op copy-protects all its products.
'The copy-protection program is also
one of our best sellers," he says. It is
outsold only by its networking package, BISLAN 2.03, which is acombined
hardware and software product using a
three-wire bus, RS-232C connections,
and a 115-Kbaud transmission rate.
BIS is looking to start exporting its
software products, and has therefore
published aprice list of its offerings in
dollars. The comparisons with local
pricing are quite striking. For example,
BISLAN 2.03 costs 1,990 rubles, but
just $79. The copy protector, more likely to be an individual purchase, costs
390 rubles—but the expon price is just
$49.
As well as exporting its products,
BIS is seeking import opportunities,
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and Lukashin feels it could offer Westem software companies a specific advantage. 'We can apply our copy protection package to any software product," he says, "so we can offer this
service to Western software companies.
We can sell their products in the Soviet
Union protected by our package."
Software generally is astrong suit for
the Soviet Union. Copris, for example,
is a Moscow company that not only
acts as distributor-agent for hardware
companies such as Rasterex and Houston Instruments, but also specializes in
CAD applications software that exploits
these hardware products.
Perhaps one of the best-known Soviet-American joint ventures is JV Dialogue, which now has Microsoft Corp.
of Redmond, Wash., as aleading business partner. It has recently launched
Version 4.01 of MS-DOS, which is a
complete rewrite of the package in
Russian that was carried out by JV Dialogue under the direction of Nikolay
D. Lioubovniy.
'This is already selling well," Lioubovniy says, "and we hope to have a
Russian version of Microsoft Works
Version 2 available later this year."
More long term, he is also considering
the potential of Windows 3.0 as atarget for conversion.
JV Dialogue is also moving strongly
into the manufacture of its own hardware, says Alexander I. Berest, distribution group manager. `We have so far
produced only AT- and XT-compatible
machines," he says. 'We have a 12MHz 286 machine, and a 16-MHz version just coming." /I

Free:

Informative
catalog 800-234-4232
Applications help (617) 273-1818
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Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA. 01803

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
A PERSPECTIVE ON DESIGN ISSUES:

Creating systems
with an analog edge

IN THE ERA OF

MegaChip
ECHNOLOGIES

•

A PERSPECTIVE

ON

ANALOG

SYSTEM

WORLDWIDE MERCHANT IC MARKET

Ti's Leadership Analog
Processing Technologies

8%
MIXED —
SIGNAL
ANALOG ICs
15%
LINEAR

1988 ($39.0 B)

18%
MIXED
SIGNAL
ANALOG ICs
12%
LINEAR

1993 ($69.7 B)

Source: VLSI Research Inc.
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Helping you implement your designs
in achanging world.
An increasing share of the total
analog market is being captured by
mixed-signal devices. As they gain
more widespread acceptance, they
are driving the expansion of the
overall analog market (see above).
Changes such as this are the
order of the day in the IC
marketplace. Texas Instruments
continues to provide not only the
high-performance circuits you need
but also the depth of experience,
support, and service fundamental
to successful completion of your
designs.

Experience:
Building on three
decades in ICs
We at TI can successfully meet
your requirements for mixed-signal
devices because we have acquired
the necessary knowledge from 30
years of experience in developing
both analog and digital functions.
We have also drawn upon our digital ASIC strengths in developing
our LinASIC capabilities.

Support:
Speeding our chips to you
The faster we move new products
through our design cycles, the
faster you can get through yours.

DESIGN

We employ awide variety of designautomation tools and sophisticated
software to speed our development
process.

Service:
Providing asurety of supply
However advanced our circuits
may be, they are of little value if
they are inaccessible to you. TI
operates on the principle of global
coverage, local service. We
manufacture semiconductors in 13
countries and operate support
centers in 22. We have product and
applications specialists, designers,
and technicians around the world.
They are linked by one of the
world's largest privately owned communications networks so that we
can bring you our best — circuits
and support — from wherever they
may be to wherever you are.

Keeping our
communications open
The relationship between you as
customer and us as vendor is vital:
You are our chief source for
firsthand information that can help
guide us in developing the circuits
you will need for your future
designs. We at TI welcome your
comments and your suggestions.

LinBiCMOS — Combines
Advanced LinCMOS, digital
ASIC CMOS, and up to 30-V
bipolar technologies to allow the
integration of digital and analog
standard cells and handcrafted
analog components on a
monolithic chip.
LinEPIC — One-micron
CMOS double-level metal, doublelevel polysilicon technology, which
adds highly integrated, high-speed
analog devices to the high-performance digital EPIC process.
Advanced LinCMOS — An
N-well, silicon-gate, double-level
polysilicon process featuring
improved resistor and capacitor
structures and having three-micron
minimum feature sizes.
Power BIDFET — Merges standard linear bipolar, CMOS, and
DMOS processes and allows integration of digital control circuitry
and high-power outputs on one
chip. Primarily used for circuits
handling more than 100 V at currents up to 10 A.
Multi-EPI Bipolar — A very
cost-effective technology that utilizes multiple epitaxial layers instead
of multiple diffusion steps to reduce
mask steps by more than 40%.
Used to produce intelligent power
devices that can handle loads as
high as 20 A and voltages in excess
of 100 V.
Excalibur — A true, single-level
poly, single-level metal, junctionisolated, complementary bipolar
process developed for high-speed,
high-precision analog circuits
providing the most stable op amp
performance available today.
If you would like amore detailed
explanation of our Advanced Linear
process technologies, please call 1-800336-5236, ext. 3423. Ask for acopy of
our Advanced Linear Circuits brochure.
Trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated
©1990 TI
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are better than one!
„err we
G

utting to the top —and staying
there —is never easy. It requires
dedication, commitment and a
young, dynamic workforce determined
never to be satisfied with anything less
than the very best. New products combining genuine functional efficiency with
market success are rarely the result of a
flash of inspiration. In the final analysis,
product performance depends on attention to detail —and it's here that the
materials supplier can often play avital
role. In the high-tech environment in
which Xerox operates, the expertise of a
company like Bayer can prove invaluable.
Sometimes, satisfied customers are
moved to show their appreciation of the
innovative thermoplastics supplied by
Bayer. And the "AWARD OF EXCELLENCE"
from Xerox is an honour we are both
pleased and proud to accept. Proof that —
day in and day out —two heads really are
better than one.
Bayer.
Committed to quality the world over.

Bayer
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Plastics Business Group

Samsung's Semiconductor Collection.
We're Adding to it All the Time.
PRODUCT LINE-UP
DISCRETE
S/S TR

POWER TR

INDUSTRIAL

SOT-23
TO-92
TO-92S
LTD-92
J-FET

10-126
TO-220
TO-3P
TO-3P(F)
MOSFET

COMPARATOR
OP AMP
REGULATOR
REFERENCE
TIMER
AUTOMOBILE

DATA
CONVERTION
A/D
D/A
A/D +D/A
RAM DAC

CONSUMER

TELECOM

AUDIO
VIDEO
CDP

TELEPHONE
INTERFACE
EXCHANGE
COMBO-CODEC

ASIC

MICRO

MEMORY

FULL CUSTOM
GATE ARRAY
STD CELL
PLD

MICOM
MPU
MPR
CHIP SET

DRAM
SRAM
EEPROM
MASK ROM
VIDEO RAM
FIFO
MODULE

CONSUMER
MOS
TIME PIECE
CALCULATOR
MELODY
VOICE SYN.
DOT. MATRIX

LOGIC
HCT/AHCT
AC /
ACT
CPL

FUNCTIONAL
TOY
G.F.D.
DIMMER
OTHERS

• Semiconductor Business
HEAD OFFICE: 8/10 FL., SAMSUNG MAIN BLDG. 250, 2-KA, TAEPYUNG-RO, CHUNG-KU, SEOUL, KOREA TEL: (SEOUL) 751-2114 TELEX: KORSST K27970 FAX 753-0957 SAMSUNG
SEMICONDUCTOR INC.: TEL: (408) 954-7000 FAX: (408) 954-7873 HONG KONG BRANCH: TEL: 8626900 TELEX: 80303 SSTC HX FAX: 8661343 TAIWAN OFFICE: TEL (2) 706-6025/7
FAX: (2) 784-0847 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS JAPAN CO., LTD.. TEL: (03) 258-9506 TELEX: 2225206 SECJPN J FAX:
)258.9695 SAMSUNG SEMICONDUCTOR EUROPE GMBH:

e3

TEL: 0-6196-90090 TELEX: 4072678 SSE D FAX: 0-6196-900989 SAMSUNG (U.K.) LTD.: TEL: 862-9312 (EXT) 304 862-9323. (EXT) 292 TELEX: 25823 FAX: 862-0096, 862-0097
SINGAPORE OFFICE: TEL: 535-2808 FAX: 532-6452
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Arbitrary waveform generator, AG series
Precise Waveform Evaluation.
Generate simulation signals for any desired waveform.
YOKOGAWA's arbitrary waveform generator, AG series.

Simulation is amajor element for minimizing risks during product development. Yokogawa's arbitrary waveform
generator, AG series, meets this requirement by making possible the evaluation of virtually any desired waveform.
Waveforms with noise or distortion as well as perfect waveforms are easily generated using this new instrument!
With these and other capabilities, the AG series offers evaluation and analysis that will help you to avoid risk. The
AG series reveals awhole new world of simulation.
• Clock rate max.: 100MHz (changeable with a1Hz
resolution)
II Output bandwidth of analogue signals: 50MHz
• Resolution of output signals: 10bits

• Clock rate max.: 200MHz (changeable with a1Hz
resolution)
• Output bandwidth of analogue signals: 100MHz
• Resolution of output signals: 8bits

AG2100A
Call for complete information:

YOKOGAWA

EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS
Yokogawa Europe B.V.
P.O. Box 163, 3800 AD Amersfoort
The Netherlands
Tel.: 033-641.611
Telex: 79118, Telefax: (033) 631.202

AG2200

West Germany
NBN Elektronik Gmbh
(08152) 39111

Italy
Vianello Spa
(02) 89200162

France
MB Electronique
(01) 39568131

The Netherlands
Koning en Hartman
(015) 609906

Portugal
Decada Espectral
(01) 4101844

Finland
Finn Metric OY
(90) 423911

Spain
Ataio Instrumentos
(01) 7330562

Austria
NBN Elektronik Gmbh
(0316) 402506

Norway
Metric AS
(02) 611070

Switzerland
NBN Elektronik Gmbh
(01) 4932144
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United Kingdom
Martron Instruments
(0494) 459200

Sweden
Metric Teknik AB
(468) 7646300

Eizzi

E
RAM DAC ALSO INCLUDES DSP ELEMENTS
VGA PLUS AT ABARGAIN
BY LAWRENCE CUBRAN

I BM

CORP.'S

WIDELY

II used Video Graphics Array standard that governs personal computer
displays had hardly become entrenched before PC users started pushing for screen resolution greater than
VGA's 640 by 480 pixels and 256 colors [Electronics, July 1989, p. 66].
Now two Boston-area companies
have teamed to develop aCMOS VLSI
device that delivers an apparent resolution of 1,600 by 1,280 pixels and
792,000 colors on a standard VGA
monitor.
Two simple and inexpensive system
changes are all that is required to upgrade and extend the life of perhaps
millions of these low-end monitors: replace the conventional random-access
memory/digital-to-analog
converter
(RAM DAC) on the VGA controller
board with the pin-compatible new
component, and modify the driver software so that the display data can be
prepared in aslightly different format.
The unique device is a CEG RAM
DAC monolithic integrated circuit that
also includes adigital signal processor.
CEG stands for continuous-edge graphics, atechnique that eliminates the jagged edges typical of computer-generated images. CEG enables the eye to perceive much higher resolution and
smoother color gradations than are
possible using a conventional VGA
graphics board.
Graphics controller add-in boards
are often retrofitted to a PC system
after it's sold. One market-research organization estimates that of the total of
some 16.2 million video DACs to be
sold this year, more than 5million will
go onto such add-in boards—a nice
market even if only half of those sockets are candidates for the new CEG
RAM DAC.
The CEG feature is made possible by
an algorithm developed by Edsun Laboratories Inc., Waltham, Mass., and the
chip is fabricated by Analog Devices
Inc., Norwood, Mass. Analog Devices is
the exclusive licensee for Edsun's CEG
algorithm. Both companies will sell the
chip, which might add about POO to

the price of aVGA board—a minimal
increment when it is compared with
the $2,000-to-$3,000 cost of ahigh-resolution monitor.

Besides the algorithm, Edsun, astartup graphics firm, also worked out the
device's system-level architecture and
provides application software driver expertise. To date, only drivers for Lotus
Development Corp.'s 1-2-3 spreadsheet
and Autodesk Inc.'s AutoCad computer-aided design programs are available
with the chip; others are now being
developed.
Analog Devices designed the mixed-

68020-Based
Supercomputer
•„in a 180-pin Flatpack
Twice as fast as an AT, our new
C32-P020 hybrid module is afully
self-contained microcomputer
system crammed into asingle,
hermetically-sealed, 180-pin 2.4" x
2.4" x0.190" metal flatpack. But,
just because it weighs only 76
grams, it certainly can't be called a
lightweight. Based on the Motorola
MC68020 microprocessor, it packs
in 32K x32 bits each of zero-wait
state EEPROM and SRAM, memory
and I/O decodes, address and data
buffers, general I/O, and a68681type DUART with full RS-232 levels.
There is also acounter timer,
interrupt controller and a32.768kHz
real-time clock with provisions for
external battery back-up. It's a lot
of system in avery small space.

Standard operating speed is 15MHz
with zero-wait state. Options
include 20MHz and zero-wait state,
or 25MHz and one wait state.
Temperature ranges include: 0°C to
+70°C; -40°C to +85°C; and -55°C
to +125°C, and screening and burn
in to Military standards are options.
White is certified to MIL-STD-1772.
It operates from asingle 5V supply,
and because of its 100% CMOS
construction, typical current drain
is avery low 600mA. The C32-P020
can also be supplied with an
onboard MC68881/68882 floatingpoint co-processor.
There's more. Much more! We have
larger memory options, larger
systems capabilities, and very
friendly applications assistance.
Give us acall for complete details.

W White Technology, Inc.
A wholly owned subsidiary of Elountar interment Corporation
4248 E. Wood St. •Phoenix. Arizona 85040 •(602) 437-1520
FAX 602-437-9120 •TWX 910-951-4203
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Up To
000 Watts
Per Inch
Our expanding family of compact, configurable, power systems combine the
flexibility ot a custom supply with the availability of standard catalog products
...in low profile, compact packages that let you pack the most power into the
least amount of space. And they meet the specialized input voltage, noise and
transient requirements of major worldwide markets. Think of them as auniversal
solution for most of your system power requirements .. .AC or DC input .. .in
computer, telecom or vehicular applications ...up to 600 Watts.
FlatPAC - is the industry benchmark for power density in off-line applications.
And now, ComPAC sets the standard for DC input supplies ...in a package
less than one inch tall! Both offer unprecedented flexibility in configuration along
with instant availability ...in a fraction of the space required by conventional
switchers. Just define your requirements ... we utilize our high frequency, high
power-density converters to quickly configure a FlatPAC or ComPAC specific to
your needs.

t

FIMPAC '
AC input
_
1122O AC
1, 2, a3
21095«
Up bKO Watts
1.37'
Class A
YOE OM, class A
IEEE .r.t 587-1980

al

VoltaUe InPub
likeibeit Oulpsis
Ouiput Voltages
Outputifiener
Heicjiti
Applicable Specifications

You benefit from the proven field performance, high efficiency and inherently high
reliability of our component-level power converters, without sacrificing any of the
features you need: off-line inputs for worldwide application; nominal DC inputs
from 24 to 300 VDC; surge limiting; safety agency
recognition; EMI/RFI to FCCNDE, British Telecom,
Bellcore or MIL-STD-461; totally isolated and trimmable outputs; AC OK and DC OK status signals
ComPAC'
...and more.
OC Input
..
24, 28,-.4-Kfiii,--3
0
,
1.,
You don't have to choose between costly and risky
1, 2, or 3
custom development or bulky catalog supplies. Call
21095VDC
us to discuss FlatPAC and ComPAC ...the new
Up to «Watts
standards that make customs obsolete.
i
•
loare (24/48 V)
B
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British Teiacorn (24/48 V)
FCCACE, Crass A(330 V)
MIL-STD-461 C(28/270 V)
A/IL-SID-704A

Does your power supply measure up?
Call vi
ii mrfea-r_, for afree ruler
at 1-800-735-6200 or 508-470-2900 at ext. 265
- -
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Component Solutions For Your Potter System
23 Frontage Road, Andover, MAO 1810

EUROPEAN

NEWSLETTER
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EAST GERMANY TO MAKE COMPUTERS
W

hile many companies in the West
see East European countries simply as markets,
West Germany's Siemens
AG is one of the few that
actually seem to want to
manufacture equipment in
that technology-starved region. In line with this action plan, Siemens's Data
and Information Systems
Division will cooperate
with the newly founded
Computer Elektronik Dresden GmbH in Dresden,
East Germany, in the development of hardware as
well as production.
The effect will be not
only to create jobs in East
Germany's fragile and hardpressed economy, but also,
through technology trans-

fer, to raise that country's
high-tech national product.
As for Computer Elek

tronik Dresden, an offshoot
of the formerly state-owned
Robotron computer com-

SIEMENS AND BOSCH STRENGTHEN NORTH AMERICAN AUTO BUSINESS

Two West German electronics powers that want to
harvest larger shares of the
lush North American markets
for automotive systems and
mobile telecommunications
equipment have purchased
Canadian companies. Munich-based Siemens AG has
acquired the Mad Industries
Group in London, Ont., and
Robert Bosch GmbH of Stuttgart has purchased a 50%
share of Novatel Communications Ltd. in Calgary, Alta.
With the addition of Mad,
whose 1,200 workers produce fractional horsepower
motors and related components for the Canadian and
U. S. auto industries, Siemens now has over 3,000
persons, out of 11,000 worldwide, working in the auto
market in North America. Siemens did nearly $900 million
in auto business during the
first nine months of the fiscal

year ending Sept. 30.
Bosch wants to strengthen
its position as one of the
world's leading suppliers of
mobile communication systems and prepare for activities in integrated navigation,

communication, and entertainment systems in vehicles.
Novatel, in Canada as well as
in the U. S., the UK, and Norway, employs about 1,600
people with sales of $250
million last year. I/

PHILIPS TO THIN OUT RS IC RANGE

In an effort to nudge its
loss-ridden Components Division back on the road to
profitability, Philips NV of
the Netherlands will take
measures more drastic than
many industry observers
originally anticipated. For
starters, in restructuring its
components activities, the
company will reconsider the
extent of the division's involvement in ICs.
Details are hard to come
by, but top management has
decided to cut back the IC
business and concentrate on
selected product lines, em-

phasizing pans related to
Philips's consumer and professional equipment.
In addition, expenditures
for chip-related research and
development will be curtailed. Further, to get better
returns on its R&D investments, the Dutch company
will keep seeking strategic alliances with other IC makers.
Still a matter for speculation among industry watchers: will the cut in IC spending mean that Philips might
also cut back its role in Jessi,
the Joint European Subrnicron Silicon Initiative? II
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bine, it will turn out $250
million worth of equipment
annually by 1992. It has already received its first development contracts from
Siemens and will start
building Unix- and MSDOS-based systems in October.
Included in the Dresden
company's product output
will be personal computers,
multiuser Unix systems,
and medium-performance
central-processing units—
with
a Cocom-allowed
computing power of up to
20 mips. Deliveries of the
first systems to come off
the line, within East Gennany as well as to other East
European countries including the Soviet Union, will
start before yearend. //

AEG COMES TO THE
RESCUE OF SILICONII

0 ne of Silicon Valley's oldest semiconductor firms, Siliconix Inc., which has sought
protection from creditors under Chapter XI of the bankruptcy laws, has found afinancial rescuer: the West
German electronics giant
AEG AG, which has offered
to waive some $2 million
owed it by Siliconix, inject a
further $13 million in cash,
and wind up owning 80.1%
of the firm.
Now AEG has to submit its
plans for the restructuring of
the company to the U. S.
Bankruptcy Court for confirmation by Oct. 31. AEG has
also agreed, at Siliconix's option, to provide either a $6
million loan for working capital, or, at the least, aguarantee that funds for day-to-day
operations can be secured
from athird party. fi

Another
International Reputation
Bites The Dust.

Best of all, we do all

The best source for
high-quality semiconduc-

this at very, very attractive

tors may not be where you

prices.
If you'd like to find

think it is.

out why UMC is building

Take UMC. In 1989,
we started production at

areputation among leading
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TWO U. S. INNOVATORS STRUGGLE AGAINST
THE TIDE AS JAPAN TAKES OVER IN LCDs

KI LLED BY ACCOUNTING
M

ANY SEE ACTIVE-MAtrix liquid crystal displays as
aclaseic case of another key Americanborn technology frittered away through
shortsightedness. T. Peter Brody is one
of them.
"Mae Japanese don't do discounted
cash-flow analyses and then kill out
their really important projects because
the numbers don't come out right,"
says Brady, an active-matrix pioneer
whose startup company, Magnascreen
Corp., is at work on anew "tiled" approach to the technology. "When they
have an important new product, they
will develop it and put money into it
until it's capable of standing on its own
two feet. We don't do that. We get all
these ideas killed by the accountants."
Brody speaks from first hand. The
Hungarian-born, English-educated physicist headed the design team at Westinghouse Electric Corp. that conceived
and demonstrated the first active-matrix
flat-panel displays in the late 1960s and

1970s, only to see the technology taken over by Japan in the 1980s. "Westinghouse decided to drop the technology in 1979 because it wasn't the right
product for them, and Ican't quarrel
with that," says the 70-year-old Brody
today. "But Ido quarrel with the rest
of U. S. industry for not itcognizing
that this was going to become avery
important technology."
In some ways, Thomas S. Buzak today finds himself in the same spot that
Brody was in 10 years ago. Buzak, 37,
is the inventor of a new "plasma-addressing" scheme for flat-panel displays
that some think has potential to one day supplant
the active-matrix methods
pioneered
by
Brady's
crew, especially for larger
screen sizes. But like
Brody in 1979, Buzak faces
the fact that his employer—Tektronix Inc.—has no
current plans to put up the
big investment needed to
commercialize his technol-
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With Darpa funding, T. Peter Brody (inset) is developing
at Magnascreen Corp. a modular active-matrix LCD scheme.
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ogy. "We don't do high-volume manufacturing. That's not our bag," says Buzak, who is principal scientist and manager of the advanced display technology group at Tektronix Laboratories in
Beaverton, Ore.
Instead, Tektronix afew months ago
began looking for apartner or partners
with volume distribution and manufacturing experience to pursue the plasma-addressing technology. And so far,
among those that have expressed interest, "the largest companies, and the
companies with the most resources,
are all Japanese," Buzak says. Unlike
Brody, who professes an aversion to
seeking out Japanese funding for his
projects, Buzak says neither he nor
Tektronix would have aproblem with
aJapanese partner. But Buzak does see
some similarities between his situation
and that of Brody 10 years ago. "Has
anything really changed? Maybe not. I
just don't know," Buzak muses.
There's no doubt about one thing.
After a decade of research and infrastructure development, Japan today dominates flatpanel, active-matrix LCD
technology. Japan's vertically integrated electronics
giants regard control of
color flat-panel displays as
a strategic key to leadership in a range of 1990s
systems products. This includes a potentially huge
market in portable computers and small desktop
machines, military and avionics displays, and later
markets for wall-size high-definition TV
and computer displays. And unlike
their U. S. counterparts, Japanese firms
have been willing to make the big,
long-term investments needed to gain
the upper hand.
In the late 1980s, Japanese firms created a new market for hand-held color
TVs based on high-quality 2-to-5-in.-diagonal active-matrix LCD flat screens. Now
the action is shifting to 10-in, screen sizes
and larger. And the Japanese are spending enormous amounts of money to
keep the momentum going.
Since last October alone, Japanese
companies have announced plans to
invest some $2 billion in new activematrix LCD manufacturing plants, says
Larry Tannas, an Orange, Calif., consul-
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esigners are applying TI's singlechip TMS320 DSPs (digital signal
processors) in more systems around
the world than any other. In fact,
leading manufacturers in most market
segments — including telecommunications, computers and computer
peripherals, automotive, industrial
controls, consumer products, and
military systems — use TMS320 DSPs.
These designers choose our DSPs
because they know there is abig difference between all there and almost.
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the most complete DSP solution in
the business — (1) performance,
(2) support, and (3) broad choice.
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Arn Iassured of access
D No 1 • to the top-performance
devices in the field?
Naturally, performance is ahigh
priority for any DSP-based system.
The TMS320 family consistently sets
the performance standards for the
industry. Among the newest additions
are the highest performance fixed- and
floating-point single-chip DSPs, both
with clearly defined road maps for
future performance upgrades. Multiprocessing DSPs offer even higher
performance.
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Is world-class support in
D No
place to help speed my
design to market?
Few if any DSP vendors equal the
level of support that TI offers.
Industry-standard high-level language optimizing compilers (ANSI C
and Ada), HLL debuggers, the
SPDX' multitasking DSP operating
system, and scan-based emulators
provide you with adevelopment
environment similar to that traditionally enjoyed in general-purpose
microprocessor design.
Low-cost evaluation modules allow
you to accurately evaluate and
benchmark aTMS320 processor for
your application.
Such leading-edge tools are only the
beginning of our comprehensive
support. Other TMS320 support
includes:
• A hot line staffed with DSP
personnel ready to answer your
technical questions
• An on-line bulletin board service
• More than 2,000 pages of
application notes and DSP code
• More than 100 third parties and
consultants
• Hands-on workshops
• University program with more than
100 universities participating
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closely match aDSP to my price/
performance needs?
Our TMS320 family spans five generations — more than 20 members offering aprice/performance range from
$4.00 to 40 MFLOPS. Your choice
includes:
• EPROM DSPs that shorten your
time to market
• DSPs optimized for specific
applications
• Military versions
• Single-chip devices offering
40-MFLOPS performance
• Multiprocessing DSPs
• Low-cost DSP solutions for
cost-sensitive applications
• Compatibility to protect your
software investment
At TI, we have it all, and we are
ready to help you put it all together.
Get your free three-volume TI
DSP Applications Library; call
l-800-336-5236, ext. 3528
Or complete and mail the return card
and we'll send you our three-volume
TMS320 DSP Applications Library. If
you prefer, we'll send you our TMS320
product overview and support
brochure. We feel sure you will soon
be one of the thousands around the
world achieving design success with
the leadership TMS320 family.
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tant and immediate past president of
the Society for Information Display.
And in a project launched this year,
Japan's Giant Electronics Technology
Corp. aims to develop by the end of
1996 the manufacturing techniques
needed to build active-matrix LCD flat
panels up to 1meter diagonal in size.
That project is sponsored by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry,
with 17 companies participating.
In the U. S., by contrast, not asingle
high-volume active-matrix LCD factory
exists. Some groups recently have proposed raising money for such a plant
from among U. S. computer makers,
who would receive an assured source of
LCD supply for their investment. But
such an effort would require $100 million or more, and many around the industry doubt the money can be found.

terms of price cuts—"the evidence just
doesn't support it"—an executive at one
of the Japanese firms named in the complaint concedes that the U. S. companies
have alegitimate gripe in the question of
"material retardation." That means, simply put, that the Japanese have such a
head start in LCD technology, production, and R&D that it's all but impossible
for aU. S. firm to catch up. "It's as if you
wanted to build Hondas in your garage
and got $1 million in venture capital to
do it; it would cost you $100,000 per
car," says the executive.
However, he adds, the U. S. industry
must consider the long-term repercussions of adumping surcharge on imponed 1.03s. The advanced-technology color
LCD used in a laptop computer represents 40% of the machine's materials
cost, he says. A surcharge will either
send computer prices skyrocketing or
S PART OF AN EFFORT force systems houses to assemble their
to stem the Japanese tide,
machines offshore to avoid the added
Magnascreen joined recently with a cost—with aloss of American jobs.
group of U. S. makers of flat panels to
For Tektronix's part, Tom Long,
file adumping complaint against Japa- technology group vice president and
nese manufacturers. The complaint, general manager, says his firm has neifiled with the International Trade Adther the high-volume manufacturing
ministration and the International experience nor the consumer distribuTrade Commission, covers avariety of tion channels to go it alone in bringing
flat-panel types, including active-matrix Buzak's invention to market. Unlike
LCD, electroluminescent, and conven- Westinghouse with active matrix, howtional plasma displays, and cites specif- ever, Tektronix has no plans to drop
ic instances of alleged U. S. sales of flat plasma-addressing technology. "We
panels by Japanese firms at unreason- consider this development to be pretty
important," says Long. "So we're going
ably low prices.
Although he denies any dumping in to bring some partners and some

A

laiow-how to the table that will accelerate the program, as opposed to letting it come at its own pace."
Recent financial problems at Tektronix played arole in the decision to
look for partners, Long concedes. But
if the company is unable to cut the
kind of deal that it wants, Tektronix
would consider commercializing the
technology itself, he says. "If this thing
works out the way Ithink it will, and
plasma addressing is the technology
for large-scale panels, we may very
well prove that the Westinghouse people were right," he adds.
After Westinghouse dropped activematrix technology in 1979, Brody secured alicense on the key patents and
set out on his own to commercialiw
the concepts. But he ended up spending much of the 1980s scrambling unsuccessfully for money. Brody's first
company, Panelvision Corp., was
founded in 1981 and ultimately attracted about $13.5 million in funding. But
Panelvision was sold by investors in
1985 after Brody was unable to raise
an additional $5 million needed for capacity expansion. Some 70 U. S. companies and investment groups turned
him down, he says.
"We started the world's first commerical company. We had customers.
We had products," Brody relates. "But
we didn't have enough capacity, and
we just couldn't raise the money in
1985 to build up to abreak-even level
of sales. So when the Japanese started
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A PLASMA-ADDRESSING SCHEME
TRANSPARENT CONDUCTOR
ELECTRO-OPTIC LAYER
THIN DIELECTRIC SHEET
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GAS-FILLED CHANNEL
ANODE

Tektronix Inc. is looking for partners to commercialize the plasmaaddressing approach invented by Thomas S. Buzak (inset).

moving in, my investors bailed out as
quickly as they could."
But Brody didn't give up. By 1988,
he had scraped together about
$650,000 in seed money to start another company, Magnascreen, in Pittsburgh. The company has since raised
an additional $1.4 million in equity investment, including some money from
Apple Computer Inc.'s president and
chief executive officer, John Sculley.
And in January, Mapascreen won a$1
million contract from the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency to

Drying/Curing Cabmet
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pursue some new ideas Brody has for
so-called tiled active-matrix LCDs.
Brody sees current Japanese active-matrix LCD technology extendable up to
20-in.-diagonal screen sizes. That will be
big enough to find enormous markets in
computers, workstations, and entertainment systems, he figures. "But we ourselves feel that you cannot just extend
the technology linearly up to 40-to-50-in.
sizes." Thus the tiled approach. "Simply
put, we have developed away of making alarge display out of modules that
fit together seamlessly, so that you will

New4(ertical Hold PCB Truck
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not see a gap between the partial images. And we can do this at quite high
resolution," Brody says. Under the
Darpa contract, Magnascreen will develop
asmall "proof of concept" panel by the
middle of next year.
If additional Darpa
money is forthcoming, the company will
develop manufacturable 40- and 50-in.
sizes by 1992.
Active-matrix display technology relies on arrays of thinfilm transistors (TFTs)
formed on a glass
substrate to drive display pixels or subpixels directly on a' one-on-one basis.
Brody's team at Westinghouse worked
with cadmium selenide, but mainstream Japanese displays today are
built with amorphous silicon TFTs.
When employed in LCDs, direct TFT
addressing produces rich colors, wide
viewing angles, and smear-free videorate imaging that rivals the performance of cathode-ray tubes.
But as active-matrix LCDs are made
larger, yield and cost hurdles go up
disproportionately, since the TFTs must
be deposited over increasingly large
glass display substrates. It may take a
million transistors or more for a 10-to14-in.-diagonal display, for example.
And since a bad transistor means a

e
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dead pixel, defect-free panels are few
and far between. The manufacturing
challenges will only get worse for larger screens. What's more, lithography
equipment for handling glass substrates larger than 18-in, diagonal is not
currently available.
While Brody would attack the problem with tiled displays built from
smaller, higher-yielding LCD modules,
Buzak is proposing an entirely new
scheme that relies on the properties of
an ionized gas to address liquid-crystal
pixels directly while eliminating the
need for large arrays of TFTs. "We
aren't hying to do this wafer-scale type
of integration on alarge piece of glass
like all the TFT guys are trying to do,
so we think our approach has some inherent manufacturability advantages,"
Buzak says. "I can have the same functionality as apiece of glass with amillion TFTs on it without having to fabricate asingle transistor," he says, "and
without having to use any integratedcircuit-type processes whatsoever."
Buzak's plasma-addressing method
works by replacing each row of TFTs
found in a conventional active-matrix
array with an etched channel in aglass
substrate. The channel is used to contain aplasma, such as helium or neon.
In its ionized state, the gas is conducting, but when deionized it's nonconducting and controllable with an electrical strobe. "Since the plasma that resides in each of these lines is capable
of changing between aconducting and

a nonconducting state, we can effectively make it act like an array of
switches," Buzak explains.
Buzak first disclosed the plasma-addressing scheme at last May's SID
show in Las Vegas, where he demonstrated aworking, full-color 150-by-150pixel LCD built with the technology.
The next step is to sign up adevelopment partner to produce a product prototype—a 16-in.-diagonal, 640by-480-pixel, full-color unit, for example. Such an effort might take about
two years, Buzak figures, after which
point the technology could be ready to
move to production.

A

S AN ALTERNATIVE TO
TFT-based LCDs, plasma addressing probably won't offer big
benefits in capital investment or materials cost, says Buzak. But it has clear advantages in high yield, and the ability
to make displays in very large sizes.
Many industry watchers give Buzak
high marks for inventiveness. But they
caution against too much optimism. If
Tektronix does find development partners, they will probably be Japanese,
says Joseph Castellano, president of Stanford Resources Inc., a San Jose, Calif.,
market research firm. `The Japanese
have the competence and expertise to
take something like this and make it into
a production process," he notes. "But
whether they have the desire to do that
now that they've put all this other money into TFTs, Idon't know."

Tannas, the former SID chief, agrees.
"Buzak's activity is important from a
research standpoint. But it is so minuscule in the context of the active-matrix
LCD activity going on in Japan," he
says. "Americans have this John Wayne
attitude where they think some inventor is going to invent something in the
garage and it's going to turn into Ford
Motor Company," Tannas says. "But
the world is too complicated now. You
have to have teams of hundreds of
people working for tens of years before you make significant things. And
the Japanese have already done that."
Brody, for his part, is impressed with
the Buzak invention. "I really think it's
an excellent idea. Even though it is
ostensibly produced to make my active-matrix technology obsolete, Idon't
think it's going to do that. But Ido
think it should be developed further."
Like others, Brody is generally
downhearted about prospects for U. S.
high-technology competitiveness in the
1990s. "I blame the [Bush] administration for generating an atmosphere that
totally discourages the private investors. And Iam really quite bitter about
that," Brody says. "We need to protect
our basic high-technology infrastructure, which is all going to go away,
and we will become aJapanese colony. It's happening before our noses, bit
by little bit, and the administration refuses to see it, because it doesn't agree
with their ideology of complete, unfettered world free trade." LT
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MICHOCONTROILERS

THERE'S ALOT OF LIFE LEFT IN THE -1-BIT
CONTROLLER, AS EUROSIL'S FWIL\ PROVES

STILL HOPPING
DV JOHN GOOCH

W

Pascal, but Eurosil has optimized the lan
guage so it can be used in real-time
embedded-control applications. The language is easy to learn and, because of its
modularity, suited for structured programs. "Using Forth means more programming efficiency compared with assembler programs normally employed
with 4- and 8-bit microprocessors and
microcontrollers," says Heinrich Storz,
who is responsible for software development for the device.
Of particular note is the MARC4's
low power requirements. After the device has performed all its tasks, it automatically switches to its Sleep mode.

Current consumption then drops to
typically 3pA for a1.5-V supply. That,
Güttle says, makes the MARC4 one of
the least power-hungiy 4-bit microcontrollers of its class: it has an average instruction cycle time of 4 las at 1.5 V.
With its MARC, Eurosil. with headquarters in Eching, near Munich, continues its decades-long tradition of developing low-power CNIOS parts. The
firm —a subsidiary of Telefunken Electronic GmbH (which. in turn, belongs
to the Frankfurt based AEG AG
group)--has 30% of the world market
and 60% of the European market for
low power ICs for clocks and watches.
The MARC4 is already available in
Western Europe. "What appeals to us is
the high clock ticquencks-500 MHz
and more-- -the MARC4 delivers at low
voltage levels," says Manfred Schubert,
an engineering manager at the Institute
for Time Measuring Technology in Stull
gart, West Germany. "In addition to the
combination of speed and device features, there's the low power consump-

ITH THE TREND IN
microprocessor
technology
going from 16 to 32-bit devices, you
might think that 8-bit versions are on
their way out and 4-bit parts are already
museum pieces. Far from it. According
to Dataquest Inc., 4-bit microcontrollers
are still enjoying substantial growth.
Some estimates put the world's consumption of such controllers at
more than 300 million units for this
year, with applications especially in
fields where requirements for device
(Continued on page 53)
intelligence and computing performance are not too stringent—telephones,
houseINTERNAL MEMORY INTERFACE
hold appliances, timers, and
the like.
ADDRESS
It's at these markets that
DECODE
RAM
West Germany's Eurosil
ROM
(256 X 4 BITS)
8-BIT
(4K X 8BITS)
Electronic GmbH is aiming
TIMER/COUNTER
PULSE-WIDTH
a new family of 4-bit appliMODULATOR
cations-oriented microcontrollers. Combining the flexibility of standard cells with
the best features of amicroEIGHT
processor, the MARC4, EurBIDIRECTIONAL
osil says, is the first lowI/O LINES
power single-chip CMOS
microcomputer programmaA/D
ble in the high-level lanCONVERTER
guage Forth. "Its systems
performance compares well
KEY
with that of most 8-bit miMATRIX
ENCODE
crocontrollers on the marLOGIC
ket," says Gerhard Goule,
leader of the MARC4 development group.
SOLAR
In the new family, Eurosil
CELL OR
employs a building-block apBATTERY
proach for integrating modular components to suit customers' needs. Furthermore, a
stack-oriented architecture, together with the modular Forth
programming language, yields
adevice that is ideal for realtime applications in low-powMARC4 holds a CPU, program and data memory, I/O ports, and such
er environments.
peripherals as LCD drivers; a system can be configured on a single chip.
Forth compares with C or
ELK:RONK Ss SWIDIBER 1990
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226 -Murata—High-frequency microwave filters.
OPTOELECTRONICS
208 -Kodenshi—Earning worldwide atEIECTRONICS •SEFIEMBER 1990
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SEMICONDUCTORS
216 -Analog Devices—Meeting your
mixed-signal needs, no matter what volume you're dealing in.
197 -Samsung—Samsung's semiconductor collection. We're adding to it all the
time.
•

SOFTWARE
185 -Graphicus—Access powerful graphicsfrom your programs.
TEST INSTRUMENTS
171 -Anritsu—The highest levels of
measuring accuracy for communications
applications.
201 -GenRad—A board tester that
thrives on big boards with jumbo ASICs.
209 -Graphtec—Recording the past,
plotting the future.
199 -Hewlett-Packard—HP rates highest for reliability among managers.
202 -LeCroy—Real-time sampling at up
to 2gigasamples/s using 8-bit ADCs on
each channel.
198 -Pearson—Wideband, precision
current motor.
212/213 -Photo Research—The PR950 can inspect nearly 1,000 units in 8
hours. 212 for asalesman; 213 for literature.
211 -Rohde & Schwarz—Test stations
for automating production.
174 -Yokogawa—Precise waveform
evaluation.
186 -Yokogawa—DMMs that put the
data in your pocket.
WAFER PROCESSING
207 -Orbit—Develop analog/digital
ASICs in less time, for less money.
WORKPLACE
215 -Metro—Innovative ways to transport products more efficiently, safely.
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(Continued from page 51)

don that makes the controller an attractive buy." The family is now being introduced into the U. S., with AEG Corp. in
Somerville, N.J., responsible for sales
and distribution. The device will sell for
$1 to $4, depending on supply-voltage
range, package, and volume ordered.
The MARC4—the name stands for
modular architecture 4-bit microcontroller—is atrue computing system on a
chip, comprising a central processing
unit, program memory, data memory,
and input/output ports, as well as peripherals such as liquid-crystal-display driver, counter/timer, and similar modules.
They are all integrated on asingle chip
so that acomplete system can be configured without any added components.
The CPU divides up into four functional blocks: the program read-only
memory, data random-access memory,
arithmetic logic unit, and microprogrammed control logic. The CPU is
based on the Harvard architecture,
which means that the ROM and RAM
are physically separate and are addressed
independently. Amajor advantage of this
architecture is that both memory areas

can be accessed at the same time. This
way, the next instruction can be prefetched from ROM while the current one
is being executed.
A separate peripheral interface bus is
used so that peripheral components
such as LCD driver, counter/timer, analog-to-digital converter, and EEPROM
modules can easily be integrated onchip. Right from the start, Eurosil has
developed various processor versions
that differ from one another in the
number of I/O lines, interrupts, prescalers, and timers. One version, Giittle
says, is designed to control LCDs with
up to 80 segments.
OW POWERFUL IS THE
Hcontroller?
Considering that it's

a complete computer system with all
necessary components on-chip—and
also taking into account the fast instruction cydes—the MARC4 stands up to an
8-bit CPU and costs less. The CPU's instruction cycle time, which is derived
from the internal resistance-capacitance
oscillator clock frcquency, varies with the
supply voltage. It is about 2 1.1s at 3V
and 8 !is at 1.2 V.

The CPU is built around astack-oriented processor core. One advantage
of a stack is its dynamic properties.
This makes efficient use of the memory
space and supports the MARC4's multilevel preemptive interrupt capability.
Because the Forth language is implemented with the MARC4 hardware, it is
possible to generate highly optimized
code without any loss of efficiency. A
software simulator simulates individual
program modules, while an emulator
tests the complete program under realtime conditions. The menu-driven software-development system—which also
indudes an editor and a Forth compiler—runs on IBM PC or compatible.
The MARC4 was originally designed
for Eurosil's 3.0-gm p-well CMOS process for 1.5-V applications. Last year, the
technology was altered to a 1.5-p.m nwell CMOS process. The basic MARC4
core was converted also into Telefunken's n-well biCMOS technology.
All told, Eurosirs MARC4 is a 4-bit
microcontroller that can operate with
minimal currents from asingle 1.5-V battery. The device, Eurosil predicts, has a
great future in many applications. II
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UNIX MAKES GOOD
ON ITS PROMISE

THE AT&T-DEVELOPED OPERATING SYSTEM NOW PENETRATES ALL
CLASSES OF COMPUTERS-AND IT'S GROWING FAST

L

IKE A BASEBALL PLAYER
who has outgrown areputation
for unfulfilled potential, Unix is
coming into its own. The operating system developed more than 20
years ago at AT&T Co. is becoming
pervasive in all classes of computers
and applications. Hardware running
Unix now accounts for more than 10%
of the value of worldwide computer
shipments annually—a figure that will
more than double by 1994.
Once regarded as almost exclusively
suited for technical and scientific computing, Unix's broader success is built on several factors. Chief among them is
that Unix has achieved the
status of ade facto standard
in the computer industry's
swelling push for open systems, in part because it
readily accommodates networking in enterprise-wide
client-server computing.
Another plus is that Unix
has found ahome on workstations—the fastest-growing
computer market segment—
and it matches up naturally
with reduced-instruction-setcomputing
workstations,
which are catching on fast.
Further, new graphical user
interfaces, which make Unix
easier to use by presenting
menus and/or function icons
on the screen, make the operating system less intimidating
for nontechnical personal
computer users.
As aresult, Unix is finding
its way into an increasing
number of low-end systems
(see p. 57). Two of the leading graphical user interfaces
are the Open Software Foun-

! port, the Yankee Group prodation's Motif and Sun MicroCOMPUTING jects that the largest number
systems Inc.'s Open Look.
In fact, although Unix will continue of Unix-based computer shipments
through 1994 will be PCs. The Bostonto face competition on PCs from MSDOS, OS/2, and the Apple Macintosh based market research and consulting
operating system, its strong move organization forecasts that the installed
downward to smaller platforms is one base of PCs running Unix will zoom
of the most convincing testimonials to from 1.3 million last year to more than
5million in 1994.
its widespread acceptance. Some 45%
Importantly, that burgeoning PC base
of the Unix-based single-user systems
shipped by U. S. vendors in 1989 were is a relatively new market for Unix,
PCs, while 55% were workstations, ac- which also continues to thrive on engicording to International Data Corp. of neering workstations, its historic stronghold. The Yankee Group estimates that
Framingham, Mass. And in aJune re
the greatest compound annual growth rate for Unix on
any class of computer36%—will continue to be in
workstations, which will soar
from an installed base of
225,000 last year to 1.03 million in 1994. By then, 80% of
all installed workstations will
run Unix, up from 50% last
year, Yankee reports.
At Dataquest Inc., the San
Jose, Calif., market research
organization, analyst Paul
Cubbage says the value of
Unix-based machines shipped
last year grew about 50%—to
some 820,000 units worth
$14 billion. "That's a step
function in growth," Cubbage
says, and a uend that will
continue. By 1994, he estimates that Unix-based shipments will reach 2.8 billion
units and $47 billion.
"Unix is beginning to
dominate certain segments,"
Cubbage adds. "The supercomputer market is almost
totally Unix. The workstation market is all Unix plus
[Digital Equipment Corp.'s]
VAX. The small-to-medium
ELECTRONIC •SEPTEMBER 1990
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minicomputer segment is beSAMPLE
NETWORK COMPUTING CONFIGURATION
coming dominated by Unix
systems, starting with SCO
Xenbc on 386 boxes and
TERMINALS
working up from there. That
UNIX WORKSTATIONS
leaves mainframes and PCs
not dominated by Unix,"
CO
Cubbage concludes. (Xenix is
ENGINEERING
the Microsoft Corp. version of
MINISUPERUnix for 8086/80286/80386COMPUTER
based PCs that's sold under
(UNIX)
license by the Santa Cruz Operation, Santa Cruz, Calif.)
This voracious demand for
OSI NETWORK
Unix is coming despite the onDATA-BASE
going hassle between Unix InPCs (DOS)
SERVER (UNIX)
ternational Inc. and the Open
COMMUNICATIONS
SERVER (UNIX)
Software Foundation, the two
2
main bodies backing different
versions of the operating system. Ul touts AT&T's System V
Release 4; OSF champions
OSF/1, which is derived from
the Mach operating system
from Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh (see p. 59).
WIDE-AREA
NETWORK
hi their push for open sys(X.25)
tems—networked
hardware
and software from various vendors that must work together—computer
users
have
L INC
CORPORATE
forced vendors away from sole
ATA CENTER
reliance on proprietary hardSince Unix handles multitaskware architectures and operating and networking, it's ideal
ing systems. No longer are usfor client-server computing.
ers voiceless while computer
giants like IBM Corp. and Digital Equip- pany, N.J. "Mie government has been have worked with IBM-compatible PCs
ment offer only proprietary designs that telling vendors for the past few years and know the benefits that astandardcouldn't communicate with one another that it doesn't want to be tied to a ized operating system such as MS-DOS
in multivendor environments.
specific hardware vendor." That push, can bring. 'These people regard Unix
'The real key to openness is to pro- he says, has led to Posix—portable op- as a more sophisticated equivalent to
vide interoperability between systems, re- erating system interfaces, in which por- MS-DOS," she says.
gardless of their heritage or technologitability is achieved through application
BIS Mackintosh estimates that the
cal underpinnings," says Paul Zagaeski, programming interface guidelines. value of Unix-based systems shipped in
senior analyst for distributed systems at Those guidelines are now being gener- the UK will jump from $600 million
the Yankee Group. 'This is what users ated by the IEEE. Posix, says Sande', is last year to $2.5 billion by 1994—an
have begun to demand, and operating the core of Unix and the key to its average annual growth rate of 32%.
systems are only one part of this call for broad compatibility. "Vendors, seeing That compares with apredicted growth
standards," he says. "Unix is, however, tens of billions of dollars of [governrate of 10% for the same period for the
the core of open-systems technology."
ment] procurements per year, are conentire UK computer market.
In fact, "I know of no company enter cluding they have to have a Unix imBack in the U. S., however, IBM—
ing the business in the last few years that plementation," he says.
which bid its own Unix variant, ADC, to
is building an operating system of its
Nor is there much question about the Open Software Foundation for incorown, with the exception of PCs and IBM the open-system status of Unix in the poration into OSF/1 before Mach was
mainframe dones," declares Mike De.FaUnited Kingdom. The word is synony- chosen—isn't ready to acknowledge
zio, vice president for Unix System V mous with open systems in the minds Lnix as the alpha and omega of open
software at AT&Ts Unix Systems Labora- of UK information-systems managers, systems. 'We don't regard Unix as a
tories in Morristown, N.J., where Unix says consultant Caroline Weinstein of four-letter word, and we're very strong
was spawned.
BIS Mackintosh Ltd., amarket analysis behind it, with ADC as astrong part of
Another push for open systems firm in Luton, England. "And they like our product line," says Bill Hip, assistant
comes from the U. S. government, says the open-systems concept because it general manager of marketing for perDavid Sandel, vice president for mar- gives them power over their suppliers,"
sonal systems and advanccel workstaketing at Unix International in Parsip she maintains. Most of them, she adds,
tions at MM in Somers, N. Y. "But we're
r141.-4}••

3,
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PUSH COMES TO SHOVE

As for the apparent domination of
Unix on RISC architectures, some inOnce seen as an operating system
dustry observers see the two as mutualfor technical computing only, Unix
ly supportive, and most agree that RISC
will account for about aquarter of
workstations have become a prime
the value of all computers shipped
Unix market driver. Rajeev at Sun
by 1993.
maintains that the operating system's
portability "is an excellent reason Unix
The push is fueled by the indusand RISC are so closely tied. Unix is so
try's demand for open-systems comportable that you need only port the C
puting, Unix's forte.
compiler, because Unix is machine-independent." In fact, Rajeev says flatly
Another plus: Unix has found a
that today's Sparc and MIPS RISC chips
home on workstations and in RISC.
"wouldn't have become amarket nearly as fast as they have without Unix."
Digital's Menard seconds the view that
with the data center, and every computthe portability of Unix made it simple to
ing resource in between. That's an environment in which Unix thrives, because move to RISC machines, mainly because
it accommodates multitasking, network the operating system is written in C.
"Unix was ported quickly because of its
communications, and application softdesign; it's written in a high-level lanware transportability.
"Networking is one of Unix's strongest guage and is therefore easy to port to a
new platform." But Menarcl is also quick
features," says AT&Ts DeFazio, "espeto point out that Digital continues to sell
cially in relation to DOS, OS/2, and pro"a significant number" of workstations
prietary systems. Its NFS [Network File
System] file-sharing capability is anatural that run the company's proprietary VMS
for networking." Indeed, "Unix system operating system.
Nor will IBM rely solely on ADV
users can run all their DOS applications
on the network in adis- Unix for its RISC products, although
A BIGGER PIECE OF THE PIE tributed computer sys- Filip too sees a natural tie between
tem under Unix, even RISC and Unix. "One of the things
though the original DOS that's been driving the popularity of
idea is of a stand-alone Unix in the last few years is the trend
1989
toward exploiting RISC architectures,
TOTAL VALUE:
machine," says Sri Ra$133 BILLION
jeev, Sun/OS product but both IBM and Microsoft have said
manager at Sun Microthat OS/2 is likely to be important" on
systems in Mountain future RISC platforms, he says.
While the success of Unix has forced
View, Calif. (Sun/OS is
Sun's version of Unix most major vendors to add Unix-based
systems to their proprietary product ofSystem V.)
The communications ferings, the operating system still needs
features of Unix are also more features. "When Unix International was formed," says UI's Sandel,
attractive to Joe Menard, marketing manager "we developed afive-year plan for the
AS/400 4%
for Digital Equipment's evolution of open systems, with SysVMS 5%
Unix variant, Ultrix, in tem V, Release 4as anchor." And while
Nashua, N. H. But Unix non-UI members may not support
has alot more going for AT&T's System V, few would argue
it than that, he says. with the functions Sandel says are lacking, but coming.
"You get a lot of funcFirst among those is security. "If
tionality with Unix—
UNIX
OTHER
multitasking, multiproUnix is to be used in the banking in" 1%
18%
cessing, and advanced dustry," Sandel says, "it needs better
memory support, as security features." The other important
features he lists are better provision for
well as asolid commumultiprocessing, real-time transaction
nications interface."
And now, with a processing for mission-critical applications, and distributed system adminisgood graphical user interface, such as OSF's tration and network management. "I
AS/400 3%
Motif, "Unix will catch think you will see them all—but not
VMS 4%
% OF DOLLAR VALUE OF
on in PCs, because you too quickly." II
HARDWARE SHIPMENTS
can run both it and DOS Additional reporting by Peter Fletcher,
BY OPERATING SYSTEM
in a386-based machine." Jack Shandle, and Samuel Weber
SOURCE: INTERNATIONAL DATA CORP

looking to achieve interoperability and
application portability with other operating systems as well."
Filip points out that the IEEE's definition of open systems, which will be proposed to the International Standards Organization as the U. S. position, leaves
room for more than one operating systern. The IEEE under Posix defines an
open-systems environment as one that
"supports a comprehensive and consistent set of international information-technology standards and functional standards profiles that specify interfaces, services, and supporting formats to accomplish interoperability and portability of
applications, data, and people."
Filip acknowledges that Unix fits that
definition. But, he says, so will several
other operating systems, induding DOS,
OS/2, VMS, MVS, and VM, because of
their developers' stated intentions to
have them comply with the Posix push.
The client-server computing model
that will dominate the 1990s forces vendors to provide computers and software
that will communicate readily over a
worldwide network linking the desktop
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Unix wants to conquer more of the PC market, but entrenched operating systems and OS/2 have the inside track.

UNIX TAKES AHAND
IN THE PC TUG-OF-WAR

MARKET SHARE WILL ELUDE THE LP-AND-COMING OS UNTIL IT
SOLVES SOME MUNDANE MARKETING PROBLEMS BY JACK SHAMBLE

T

HE PENETRATION OF UNix into the world of personal
computers now dominated by
the DOS and Macintosh operating systems could be described as a
daisy chain of "ifs."
If mission-critical applications move
to networked PCs, and if shrinkwrapped Unix software really takes off,
and if Microsoft Corp.'s OS/2 languishes, then Unix will gain significant
market share in the desktop market.
Many industry watchers would readily change the "ifs" into "whens" and
suggest that the real question is how

ing PC vendor based in Irvine, Calif.
much Unix will displace the enYoung estimates that the penetration
trenched PC operating systems from
Microsoft and Apple Computer Inc.
of Unix on AST platforms is roughly
But for the time being, at least, many proportional to the company's sales of
32-bit
platforms—anywhere
PC companies have opted for
the wait-and-see mode. Their COMPUTING from 6% to 10%. AST's esproblem is familiar enough: keeping all mates fall in the same ballpark as Comtechnology bases covered while still paq Computer Corp.'s, according to
maximizing profit at the end of each Lode Strong, director of product marquarter. So far, that means watching keting for the Houston-based PC giant.
Unix closely but not embracing it. "We
But although these percentages
look at Unix as astrategic element— seem small, they are far from insignificant in unit numbers: a mere 10% or
not as astrong market presence now,"
says Greg Young, systems marketing less of the PC market accounts for the
largest percentage of units shipped in
manager at AST Research Inc., aleadELECTRONICS •SEPTEMBER 1990
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ident of marketing for Unix International
the much smaller Unix market. That's tial margin," she says. 'We know, beInc., Parsippany, N.J. "It will be amajor
why Unix software companies are sali- cause PC Unix licenses go through Mimarket opportunity over the next few
crosoft
to
AT&T
Co."
vating over the PC world's growing inThe migration of mission-critical ap- years for independent software vendors."
terest in the operating system. "ComMeanwhile, software companies spepaq alone sells more machines in a plications such as payroll, inventory,
and financial data from mainframes cializing in Unix—such as Interactive
month than [workstation heavyweight]
Systems and the Santa Cruz Operation
Sun sells in ayear," says Pat Bellamah, and minicomputers to distributed comOS/2 product manager at Microsoft in puting environments could be aboon in Santa Cruz, Calif.—have steadily
Redmond, Wash. The Yankee Group to Unix. Such applications could sim- added to the list of applications. SCO's
confirms that the largest number of ply outgrow aDOS network, says Mau- catalog lists over 3,000 applications,
Unix unit shipments in coming years ry Domengeaux, aproduct marketing 90% of them of the commercial variety,
such as spreadsheets, word processors,
manager at Interactive Systems Corp.
will occur in the PC market. The BosBased in Santa Monica, Calif., Interac- and data-base programs, says Charles
ton market analyst forecasts an intive Systems is a leading vendor of Watkins, SCO's Unix product manager.
stalled base of 5 million PC/Unix sysFor the most part, PC makers have
tems by 1994—up from 13 million in AT&T Unix for PCs.
little at risk from Unix running on their
Platform independence provides an1989 (see p. 54).
Even as sales grow, market analysts other reason for migrating to Unix. Ap- platforms. But a separate and distinct
offer diverse opinions as to just how plications written for mainframes or Unix challenge to the desktop is the
much Unix will penetrate the PC mar- minicomputers can move to local-area low-end Unix workstation—machines
like Sun's new Sparcket, running either on
station WC, which is
astand-alone PC or as
built around the repart and parcel of a
duced-instruction-set
low-end workstation.
Sparc chip instead of
Weighing in on the
an Intel Corp. or Mobullish side is San
torola Inc. microproJose, Calif.-based Datacessor.
Priced
at
quest Inc. Analyst Paul
$9,995 and offering
Cubbage sees
the
performance of 15.8
price/performance ramillion instructions/s,
tios of Unix workstathe IPC is being positions making them
tioned as offering betstrong candidates to
ter performance at a
displace PCs for corlower price than many
porate desktop comfull-function PCs with
puting. "You can run
color monitors. And
PC applications on
while the IPC can hancertain Unix workstadle technical applications as fast as you
tions such as computcan on aPC," he says
er-aided design, the
A PC KILLER?
But for the nonMountain View, Calif.,
power user, there is a
Priced at PC level, Unix workstations like Sun's S'parcstation
company
expects
big question: why purIPC target the high-end PC's office niche•
strong demand from
chase a $700 operating system when DOS seems to be networks with little recoding, says the financial community, where anaworking just fine? 'There is no big ad- ASTs Young. Platform independence lysts could use it to execute complex
vantage in running Unix on a stand- also makes for cost-effective program financial modeling and portfolio manalone PC," says consultant Caroline development on PCs for applications agement programs. The IPC also runs
traditional PC personal productivity apthat will eventually run on mainframes.
Weinstein of the London market reTwo other features that have long plications, including spreadsheets, datasearch house BIS Mackintosh Ltd.
Underlying the arguments on both helped the Mac and the PC—and that base management, word processing,
have been lacking in Unix—are readily and desktop publishing.
sides is an unstated assessment of UnInteractive Systems' Domengeatur
ix's strengths versus DOS, OS/2, and available software in shrink-wrapped
does not see the IPC as adirect comthe Mac. But astraightforward technol- packaging and afriendly user interface.
ogy assessment does not tell the whole Unix is fighting back on both fronts. The petitor to Unix running on PCs. Since it
story, says Microsoft's Bellamah. Unix Open Software Foundation's Motif and has aRISC processor, he says, the IPC's
Sun Microsystems Inc.'s Open Look are performance slumps when it runs DOS
on a PC platform is sold overwhelmapplications. "It is really geared to the
ingly as a multiuser system—typically gaining ground as graphical user intertwo or three terminals running on a faces. And great strides are being made engineering market," he says. "It is
386 PC. Microsoft's strategy, on the in the avaiLablity of commercial—rather Sun's answer to the IBM System/6000
and Hewlett-Packard's low-end workother hand, keeps the PC on the deskthan
"One scientific/engineering—software.
important phenomenon with Unix
stations." 17
top running OS/2 with data or task
today is the advent of shrink-wrapped Additional reporting by Lawrence
(-Ails to the server. "OS/2 is still outsellCurran and Peter Fletcher
ing Unix on PC platforms by asubstan- software," says David I. Sandel, vice presEIRCIIIONICS •SEPIEMBER 1990
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ASINGLE NIP DON'T
HOLD YOUR BREATH

THERE'S OSF AND THERE'S UI, AND THE PUNDITS PREDICT
THAT NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET 11}1LAWRENCE CURRAN
Unix support has divided into two primcuy camps: the Open Software Foundation and Unix International Inc.,
each with ahost of member companies.
Here we sample the views of some of
them regarding the ongoing Unix debate. On the following two pages senior
OSF and Ul ececutives offer their opinions on the merits of the two groups' respective versions of Unix.

far better than in
the pre-OSF days,
Dueling Standards
when more than
Open
Unix
200 Unix variations
Software Foundation
International Inc.
caused considerable
confusion in the
Founded:
5/88
12/88
marketplace. "Just
Location:
Parsippany, N. J.
Cambridge, Mass.
about all the MIS
Number of
managers in the
200
160
members:
U.S. now know
that they need Unix.
Key members:
DEC, HewlettAT&T, Sun, Intel
Packard, IBM
Furthermore, there
F YOU'RE A DEVELOPER OF
application software for the Unix are now two verCarnegie Mellon Mach
AT&T System V
Kernel:
Release 4
operating system, don't hold your sions instead of
M breath waiting for one "standard"
more than 250,"
Status of
Unix to emerge. It looks like the paral- says
Sri
Rajeev,
operating system:
To be released 11/90
Released 11/89
lel paths on which the Open Software product marketing
User interface:
Motif
X Windows
manager for Sun MiFoundation and Unix International Inc.
are traveling will not converge in the crosystems' SunOS
foreseeable future.
version of Unix. What's more, he says,
analysis and forecasting firm in Luton,
OSF, based in Cambridge, Mass.,
the lively debate between OSF and UI
UK, thought the recent discussions bewas spawned in early 1988, in part as a "has focused attention wonderfully on
tween the two bodies "might lead
hedge by its members
i Unix." At the same time, he allows, the somewhere, but the likelihood of there
against the possibility l
lack of agreement between the two bodbeing one Unix is remote at present.
of Unix being shaped too closely to ies "buys more time for proprietary operBut at least two Unixes are better than
the proprietary wishes of developer ating systems."
all the proprietary systems."
AT&T Co. and Sun Microsystems Inc.
But the two Unixes are unlikely to
The industry appears divided over
AT&T invested in Sun, which has merge in the next few years simply whether the brouhaha is good or bad
backed AT&T's Unix System V since its because their backers are too heavily for the computer industry. Like Sun's
inception. Then, in December 1988, committed to their respective direcRajeev, Cory Devor, Bull HN InformaUnix International sprang up, settling in
tions. That's the realistic view of Jan Siltion Systems' director of marketing for
Parsippany, N.J., with a mission to di- verman, manager of system software open systems and Unix, believes the
rect the evolution of Unix System V in and communications at the Apollo Sys- debate is healthy because it focuses attems Division of Hewlett-Packard Co.,
tention on Unix and rejuvenates sharpresponse to member recommendations.
Since their inception, the two groups Chelmsford, Mass., which backs OSF.
er competition than was typical in the
have held occasional meetings aimed at
"From a business point of view, a days when proprietary systems were
resolving their differences, leading to number of vendors have crystallized dominant. "A perfect world would run
expectations that the organizations behind one of the two camps and have on 110-V power," Devor says.
would merge and atrue U. S. standard asignificant investment" in one version
For his part, senior analyst Paul ZaUnix would result. This phantom Unix, of Unix, Silverman points out. "If there gaeski of the Yankee Group, aBoston
industry watchers hoped, would em- were amerger between the two tomormarket research firm, is not so sure.
body the best features of System V and row," he adds, "the backer of the 'los- Zagaesld doesn't see the OSF-UI debate
the soon-to-be-released OSF/1. But the ing technology' would be one or two as healthy for the computer industry
latest talks fizzled last April, leaving two years behind. Isee no such merger in over the short haul, although he bethis generation of products."
lieves competition between the two
main versions of the operating system.
Still, two beats 200: many in the comCaroline Weinstein, a consultant may have long-term positive results.
puter industry regard today's situation as with BIS Mackintosh Ltd., a market For now, however, "it's draining ener-

I
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gy away from the merger of technologies that is needed for truly open systems," Zagaeski says. "These guys are
really serious about their disagreements, and they're not going to be
glossed over easily."
Even more vocal is Charles Watkins,

Unix product manager at the Santa
Cruz Operation, a leading supplier of
Xenix and Unix system software for
personal computers in Santa Cruz,
Calif. "I'm mad as hell at these guys for
conducting their little war," Watkins
snorts. "They're not telling customers

about the commonality [between the
two versions]. Customers sense that
there are two distinctly different versions when in fact they both have alot
of similarity, including similar kernels,"
Watkins says. Both versions, he notes,
offer the Transmission Control Proto-

OSF/1 BLENDING INNOVATION AND COMPATIBILITY

HE OSF/1
Tsystem
offers

OPERATING
the innovative
operating-system technology that the
industry requires today while preserving the industry's previous investment
in existing software. The innovations
that are found in OSF/1 meet the
needs for high-performance, high-reliability computing in networked and
multiprocessing environments. At the
same time, OSF/1 is compatible with
standards and existing operating-system implementations, thus preserving
application portability and interoperability with other systems.
Three sources contribute to the innovation of OSF/1.
First, OSF/1 uses Mach, anext-generation operating system developed
at Carnegie Mellon University, as its
base kernel technology. Today, thousands of Mach-based systems have
been shipped by a number of commercial suppliers. Mach has been
thoroughly tested over the past five
years by university, commercial, and
industrial research centers. The OSF/
1 operating system combines this
Mach base with OSF enhancements,
Berkeley Software Distribution Unix,
System V Unix, and compliance with
all relevant industry standards.
Mach gives OSF/1 symmetric multiprocessing; demonstrated portability to
diverse hardware architectures; aversatile memory-management subsystem;
"threads" that allow multiple instruction streams to run concurrently in a
single address space; and afully compatible path to asimplified microkemel
that can provide a trusted computing
base for higher security levels.
Second, OSF/1 draws upon leading.
edge Unix implementations from industry and universities. This includes
contributions from IBM Corp.'s AIX
operating system, Encore Computer
Corp.'s implementation of Mach, security features from SecureWare, and the
latest Berkeley Unix.
•AIX provides, among other fea-

tures, a logical volume manstandards and specifications
ager that lets storage volumes COMMENTARY such as Posix and X/Open
span multiple physical media (hard Portability Guide, issue 3 (XPG-3).
disks, for example) and also supports What's more, OSF/1 is compatible with
disk mirroring. The logical volume the existing Unix implementations.
manager is essential for applications, Through incorporation of portions of
such as data-base management sys- AIX, it merges the Berkeley and System
tems, that create large files which ex- V command sets. Users familiar with
ceed the capacity of asingle external either system will have no trouble
storage device.
making the transition to OSF/1. In ad•Encore's impledition, the extensible
mentation of Mach,
nature of OSF/1 enalong with joint Enables vendors to procore and OSF develvide binary compatiopment,
provides
bility for their existing
full parallelization of
Unix
applications.
many key features of
This backward comthe operating syspatibility provides a
tem, including the
migration path for usfile system and neters and independent
working code.
software
vendors
•The Berkeley 4.4
moving to an OSF/1
release provides a
base while preserving
newly designed netprevious software inwork file system
vestments.
compatible with NFS
The combination
from Sun Microsysof software innovatems Inc. This re'OSF/1 will support diverse tion and broad stanlease also provides a
dards
compatibility
framework for the hardware architectures and makes OSF/1 uniqueaddition of other file applications yet preserve ly valuable. For syssystems by means of
tem vendors, it preits virtual file-system software investments.'
sents a lower-cost,
switch.
more functional, and
GRACE PEREZ
•OSF's advanced,
more extensible plathighly extensible pro- form for meeting all
gram loader operates
their
customers'
in user space. It supports position-indeneeds. For software vendors, it supplies
pendent shared libraries and dynamic innovation, standards compliance,
linking, and enables the loading of backward compatibility, and new applinew or existing object-file formats.
cation-building tools. For end users, it
The third source of innovation is provides the right foundation for coman industry-wide open process that puting in the 1990s. The OSF/1 operatmerges the best new technology into ing system combines the innovative
the OSF/1 environment. The process features required to support diverse
demonstrated its value with the selechardware architectures and business
tion of the OSF graphical user inter- applications, along with the compatibilface, OSF/Motif. In less than one ity required for preservation of current
year, OSF/Motif has become ade fac- software investments.—Grace Perez,
to industry standard.
business area manager, the Open
OSF/1 is compliant with applicable Software Foundation
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col/Internet Protocol for communications, the Network File System for networking, and compliance with Posix.
'This is adisaster in the industry and
plays right into the hands of proprietary system vendors, such as IBM and
Microsoft."

IBM Corp.'s Bill Filip voices the hopes
of many about the OSF-UI conflict. Neither group is astandards body, notes Filip, the assistant general manager of marketing for personal systems and advanced workstations in Somers, N. Y.
Rather, "they're both sources of stan-

dards-based technology for the vendor
community. We'd like the source to be
vendor-neutral, but we're not uncomfortable with two versions of Unix," he says.
"We hope the debate takes a low pro
file—and our ears are always open to a
merger of the two." El

SYSTEM V, RELEASE 4: ACLEAR ROAD TO THE FUTURE
SYSTEM
A Nis aOPERATING
foundation product for

the information-technology business. A
well-constructed operating system can
serve as the basis not merely for interesting and important products, but as
the cornerstone for a business—indeed, for entire industries. Witness the
growth in DOS-based applications in
the 1980s and the consequences in
terms of desktop computing.
The world of the '90s is very different than that of the '80s, both in technology and in the structure of business. Thus, while assessing an operating system today may start with the
cale itself—the product's technical excellence—the assessment must extend
far beyond that narrow focus. In the
open-systems market, an operating system must meet five key criteria.
•The product must incorporate advanced technology that meets the
needs of the information-technology
market of today and tomorrow. The
industry's requirements keep changing, mandating the constant development of new releases.
•It must be proven technology,
backed by an experienced development organization with atrack record
of shipping "industrial-strength" products and the ability to maintain an
aggressive development program.
•It must help foster the success of
users, who create the demand for the
underlying operating system. In the
open-systems market, this means protecting the installed base of some 10
million Unix System V users through
full forward binary compatibility.
•It must provide a clear path to
the future so that product-development planners and corporate strategists can make informed decisions.
•And it must be under the control
of the industry at large, not a small
group of vendors. Otherwise the majority of the companies committed to
that operating system will be hostage
to the needs and whims of the few.

In terms of the product,
of the process.
System V, Release 4in many COMMENTARY
•Real-time enhancements
ways represents a "merger release,"
such as user-controlled process schedproviding full binary compatibility for uling, higher resolution timers, and ensoftware written for the major Unix hanced memory locking to facilitate
system variants while incorporating process-control and OLTP applications.
highly advanced features unique to
•Advanced internationalization feaeach of these products. These are extures, such as support for multibyte
panded by features specifically devel- characters (required for alphabets such
oped for System V, Release 4. Moreas Japanese kanji).
over, the operating
In developing the
system
complies
latest version of Syswith important intertem V, one fundanationally accepted
mental,
unalterable
standards. Among its
principle
was
to
key features are:
maintain full binary
•Source portabilcompatibility with the
ity, establishing a
installed base of Syscommon computing
tem V, Xenix, SunOS,
environment across
and BSD users. This
multivendor systems.
was no simple task,
•An application bibut those users reprenary interface definsent some 80% of the
ing the set of intermore than 10 million
faces that allow appliSystem V users worldcation software to be
wide and had to be
ported in binary form
protected.
At
the
across different vensame
time,
System
V,
'This is a product on
dors' systems that
Release 4represents a
share a specific pro- which users can rely and bridge to the technolcessor architecture.
continue to build their ogies of the future—
•An enhanced set
fully distributed combusinesses.'
of networking serputing, multiprocessvices to support the
ing, and so on.
development of disIt was not so long
tributed applications,
ago than an examinaalong with awell-detion of Unix focused
fined plan for the creation of a maon whether it might ever break out of
ture distributed computing environits status as a niche product, one
ment in future releases.
doomed to running only technical ap•The "Streams" input/output capaplications. Today the discussion points
bilities, which offer unprecedented to the fact that in the commercial envimodularity and portability for all I/O ronment as much as anywhere else,
processing done inside the kernel.
Unix is awinning proposition. System
•A third-generation virtual file sys- V, Release 4—its robust features and its
tem that lets several different types of clear road to future operating-system
file systems exist simultaneously.
technologies—make it a product on
•An advanced memory-manage- which users can rely and can continue
ment architecture that lets processes
to build their businesses.—David L
access files and devices as ranges of Sandel, vice president of worldwide
bytes within the virtual address space marketing, Unix International Inc.
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EGGING REAL-TIME
PROCESSING AND UNI XV

NIXDORF'S HYBRID SYSTEM LETS UNIX RUN CONCURRENTLY WITH
ITS REAL-TIME NICOS ON THE SAME CHIP BY JOHN SOSO

S

reside in different hardware
UPPLIERS OF EMBEDDED However, with such asolution,
the real-time software cannot COMPUTING' units, system cost goes up.
systems such as telecom switch"For our requirements, none of these
es face adilemma. On the one easily be transferred to apure real-time
hand, they need a powerful environment. That's because the stan- solutions was satisfactory," says Clemens
real-time operating system to handle dard operating system's memory re- Schmidt, basic software development
the switching tasks. At the same time, quirements as regards the target hard- manager at Nixdorf, the Paderbom-based
data-processing and communications
they must provide the services of a ware are too extensive.
equipment maker. To meet
standard operating systhe needs of the equiptem—filing input/output
ment's embedded part, the
to back up programs or
company had to develop its
traffic data, for example.
own real-time OS family—
Until now, all the solutions
called Nicos, for Nixdorf
devised to handle this
Communication Operating
problem have had drawSystem. "But we also wantbacks. But Nixdorf Comed to use Unix," Schmidt
puter AG has come up
says. Running the two on
with an alternative: the
separate processors would
West German equipment
have worked "if it weren't
maker has developed a
for the added hardware,
way to run Unix concurwhich is a big cost factor,
rently on the same chip
especially when
you're
with a real-time operating
building small equipment."
system, NixdorfsNicos.
As away out of this bind,
Traditionally, designers
Nixdorf developed its sohave navigated around the
called Hybrid System, which
real-time problem with
permits Unix V.3 to run
three basic solutions.
concurrently with Nicos on
First, you can use apure
the same processor, an Intel
real-time operating system
80386. This solution offers a
with basic and extended
host of advantages:
I/O—such as Intel Corp.'s
•The complete applicaiRMX or Ready Systems'
tion software available for
VRTX—gaining adedicated
Unix V can be accessed in
real-time operating system
areal-time environment.
with its functions tailored
•A native, high-end realfor efficient real-time protime OS allows real-time
cessing. The disadvantage:
processing without comprothe real-time OS remains
mises originating in the
embedded and can't be To send a message to Unix, Nicos copies data into a buffer
standard OS.
in shared memory and also sends an interrupt signal.
used to access standard
•Software that was decommercial software.
The third alternative is putting the two veloped for a pure real-time environSecond, you can use astandard operating system that also fulfills real-time operating systems on different proces- ment can be transferred to the Hybrid
requirements, as does Concurrent sors, connected by hardware and soft- System's microprocessor.
•By employing the facilities for
ware links. This allows real-time processComputer Corp.'s RTU Real Time Unix.
This choice provides access to standard ing as well as the use of standard soft- communications between the two opware. But since the operating systems erating systems, Unix features can be
software and to real-time processing.
E1ECTRONICS •SEPTEMBER 1990
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used to extend the real-time OS. This
offers an efficient way to equip existing
Unix V machines with powerful realtime capabilities.
•Cost-effective systems can be built
in cases where a two-processor solution is too expensive.
"These advantages enhance the technical and economic possibilities of present and future applications," says
Schmidt. "Indeed, software designers
no longer need to care about possible
repercussions of the standard OS on
real-time software and vice versa."
Nixdorf will use its Hybrid System in
aprivate telecom switch the company
is now developing for up to 10,000
subscriber lines. Depending on its acceptance by the industry, the company
may make the system available as a
commercial product. Nixdorf has applied for patents nationally and internationally, including in the U. S. and Japan, for its implementation, which
runs on an 80386 processor board.

ceptable Unix response time.
When Unix is running while aNicos
interrupt occurs, the Nicos scheduler
switches from Unix to this interrupt
task. But as soon as event processing
under Nicos is finished, Nicos switches
back to its idle task. When Nicos is
executing, Unix-related events are still
served by the Unix interrupt handler.
But in contrast to the stand-alone Unix
system, no Unix scheduling may take
place at the end of interrupt handling.
The main memory in Nixdorf sHybrid System divides into three parts:
Unix memory, Nicos memory, and
shared memory. Unix memory is managed by Unix, and neither Nicos nor
any Nicos application can access it. Nicos memory, which is managed by Ni-

RIM WS SEAL
Nixdorfs Hybrid System lets Unix
V.3 run on a386 CPU with the realtime Nicos operating system.

A

TYPICAL
APPLICATION
This eliminates the expense of the
under Nicos is event-driven. It
dual-processor setup for merging realconsists of interrupt handlers, interrupt
time capability with Unix.
tasks, and application processes. Most
of the time the processes are waiting
The system is now being built into a
for an external event to occur. As soon
private
telecom switch and may one
as asignal arrives, the associated interday become acommercial product.
rupt handler starts, handles processing,
and signals the event to the waiting
cos, is allocated under Unix as I/O
interrupt task.
The interrupt task finishes the event space and is accessible by both operathandling, sends aresponse, and waits ing systems. Unix does not touch this
for the next event. Processing the event memory after the allocation, and Unix
is time-critical, which means it must be applications cannot access it.
The shared memory is also allocated
accomplished in apredefined time peunder Unix. It is accessible by both
riod. If there is no event, Nicos schedoperating systems and is used for
ules the Nicos idle task.
"In our Hybrid System, a real-time code—common prologs and epilogs,
Nicos process must respond to an for example—and for data (such as the
interrupt descriptor table), which must
event in the same way as in astandbe readable and writable in both conalone Nicos system," says Gerd Friedrich, system software development texts and is used for synchronization
manager at Nixdorf. "Therefore, Nicos and communication between Unix and
must be able to preempt Unix at any Nicos. While the physical memory in
the Hybrid System is shared between
time." The Unix kernel, however, is designed as nonre-entrant code; so as Unix and Nicos, each OS has its own
long as aUnix process executes in the virtual memory space.
Hardware-interrupt handling under
Unix-kernel mode, no scheduling can
Unix
is in afully procedural manner. It is
take place.
These considerations led to the idea performed in the context of the interof handling the Unix system as the idle rupted application by calling procedures
task of Nicos, which means that Unix according to the interrupt. On return
controls the central processing unit from the interrupt handler, all handling
only when no Nicos process is ready is completed. One of the called proceto run. This ensures that the real-time dures could be the Unix scheduler.
Nicos provides the usual two-stage
capabilities of Nicos in the Hybrid Syshandling for interrupts. The time-critical
tem are maintained, along with an acELEC1RONICS •SEPTEMBER 1990
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part is performed by the interrupt handler, which executes in the context of
the running process. The remaining handling is done by an interrupt task that is
scheduled according to its priority.
In its Hybrid System, Nixdorf solved
this problem as follows: first, the priorities of the hardware-interrupt entries
are partitioned in such away that all
interrupt entries assigned to Nicos have
a higher priority than any Unix interrupt. Because Unix only masks interrupt entries assigned to devices managed by Unix, real-time response of Nicos is guaranteed. Second, the Unix
interrupt epilog is designed so that it
does not call the Unix scheduler at the
end of the interrupt handler. The call
is delayed till the next switch to Unix.
Another problem in ahybrid system
is the execution context. Nixdorf ssolution to this is a common prolog in
front of any interrupt handler and a
common epilog at the end. The common prolog analyzes the event, switches to the needed context, and finally
calls the original interrupt handler. The
common epilog is responsible for restoring the initial situation at the end of
interrupt handling.
"A major feature of the Hybrid System is the support it gives to message
exchange between Unix and Nicos processes via the shared memory," Friedrich says. Under Unix, acommunication driver copies messages from Unix
processes into the shared memory and
vice versa. Under Nicos, copying is
done by acommunication handler and
acommunication process.
F A NICOS PROCESS SENDS
amessage to aUnix process, the
Nicos communication process requests
abuffer in the shared memory, copies
the data into the buffer, and sends a
software interrupt signal to Unix. The
latter's interrupt handler copies the
data into the user space and transfers
the message to the target process.
If, on the other hand, aUnix process
sends a message to a Nicos process,
the Unix communication driver first requests a shared-memory buffer from
Nicos by a software interrupt signal.
Nicos manages the shared-memory's
message buffers. After receiving amessage buffer, it copies the data into the
buffer and signals acommunication request to Nicos. Now the Nicos communication process copies the data into a
new buffer and delivers the message to
the appropriate application process. 0

AMODULAR UNIX
OPENS THE OFFICE DOOR
CHORUS MAKES ON-LINE TRANSACTION PROCESSING EASY
WITHOUT APROPRIETARY OPERATING SYSTEM 111 JONAH MEN
1

U

pendent programs—modules,
NIX HAS SPENT A
A MODULAR, CONFIGURABLE UNI1
long time in the cloisservers, or applications protered world of sciengrams—that can be physically
/,
4`454Xle(fi,P6-kf)reY(48V,«A
tific and engineering
located on different hardware
UNIX SYSTEM CALLS
applications. And while MIS
platforms. Computing platpeople are starting to look faforms can be connected by
?
---'4\.n
i
vorably at Unix platforms, sysnetwork or, for amultiprocesIPROCESSE,
tem vendors have their work
sor system, by backplane—or
f
\
cut out for them trying to
both. A microkemel on each
push Unix into the fast lane
platform provides local and
of continuous processing sysglobal services over all hard. p
tems. That's because business
ware within a system. MesFILES
OCKETS
lives or dies on on-line transsage passing is handled by an
—
action processing—with unininterprocess communications
terrupted, instanNUCLEUS CALLS
manager (IPC), which jugCOMPUTING taneous data-base
gles remote or local proce\\*Xibq\btS\
updates an absolute prerequidure calls, depending on syssite—and Unix does not.
tem configuration.
COMMUNICATIONS
Computer-system OEMs can
If aprocess running on one
(PORTABLE)
build OLTP capability into their
platform requires service from
--, \
own versions of Unix, but the
aprocess running on another,
operating system becomes
amessage is created and sent
Lnonstandard in the process.
(
to the distant process in areN
However, Chorus Systems Inc.
mote procedure call. Since the
of Portland, Ore., now offers a
routines are executing on difsolution that considerably simferent hardware, a context
plifies the task of adding nonswitch creates amessage and
Chorus Mix's independent programs can be
Unix functions while maintain- physically located on different hardware platforms.
physically passes it over the
ing standardization. The comnetwork to the distant roupany's Chorus MIX product splits Unix communicate with one another via a tine. If, however, both processes are
into modules that communicate by pass- message-passing protocol. A small, effi- running on asingle processor, then the
ing messages, an architecture that has cient microkemel—the Chorus nucle- Chorus message passing takes advantwo big benefits: it inherently supports us—provides communications, memo- tage of virtual memory. Instead of a
symmetric multiprocessing and it lets the ry management, and real-time event full context switch, the sending process
OEM add commercial functions by sim- processing. The rest of the operating simply passes apointer to the receiving
ply adding modules.
system is Unix System V version 3.2; a process via ahigh-speed register transUnix is "one large, monolithic body of version 4 is in the works.
fer. The pointer directs the receiving
code, and that makes it difficult to add
When Chorus MIX boots to memory, process to the appropriate memory lonew functionality," says Marc Guille- the System V kernel is replaced by the cation, so no data is physically moved.
mont, director of product development Chorus microkemel, says Michel Gien, This is alocal procedure call.
at Chorus. Thus, when the OEM modi- general manager for R&D and cofounder
The benefit of this approach applies
to amultiprocessor system in which sevfies the code for the new functionality, of Chorus. The microkemel can be conhe is strapped with support headaches figured for different types of systems. For eral processors on the same backplane
of changing his proprietary code with example, an OLTP system would require share acommon memory. A process on
the full implementation of both the real- one processor calls aprocess on another
each new Unix release.
Chorus gets around this problem by time executive and the file manager.
by passing apointer to where the mesbreaking Unix up into modules, which
Chorus MIX contains aset of iode- sage resides in common memory. II
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Contact-free
soldering and de-soldering
of SMD, DIP and pin grid components and connectors in amatter of seconds with the Leister-Labor "S"
hot-air tool. Electronic control of temperature and air
supply. Over 400 special nozzles available.
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Ask for free brochure UW 160
Brian R. White Co. Inc., 313 Henry Station Road
Ukiah, CA 95482
phone: (707) 462-9795
Farmingdale, NJ 07727

phone: (201) 938-2700
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Husband.
Grandfather.
Great American
Investor.
When Bob Lawrence joined the
railroad nearly 30 years ago, he began buying U.S. Savings Bonds for
his retirement. Now he buys them
for his grandkids. "Bonds pay good
strong rates and they're simple to
purchase he says. Become the next
Great American Investor. Call us to
find out more.
U.S. SAVINGS BONDS

PULSE-WIDTH CONTROLLER
Ill Exact Pulse-width Control
NI Fast & Clean Pulses
• Rising-edge Triggered
• Auto Insertable
• 5NS to 500 NS Pulse-width Control

THE GREAT AMER CAN INVESTMENT

1800-US-BONDS
Apublic sen ice o! !hie publication.

Clifton, New Jersey 07013 • (201) 773-2299 • FAX (201) 773-9672
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With this Ethernet chip set, your competitors
will swear you took ashortcut.
The shortest route to market begins with our three-chip
Unlike some of our competitors, we can supply you
set— the EtherStar'" controller, encoder/decoder,
with complete system solutions, including interface
and transceiver— from Fujitsu's Advanced Prodchips for standard bus architectures. And we don't
ucts Division.
compete with you by selling boards.
NOVELL
LABS
We've engineered this Ethernet set to offer you
As Fujitsu's American arm, we're AUTHORIZED
unparalleled ease of design. With our
in close touch
CDC
TESTED AND
expert design support and optional
with
your market- APPROVED
F'S
manufacturing kit, you have everything
place and what
you need to get new products out in
you need to excel
record time.
there. So call us at 1-800-866-8608.
EtherStar's unique buffer manager
Learn about the family of highautomatically controls buffer memory
performance Ethernet solutions
from Fujitsu's Advanced
access and allocation, making application
roducts Dmsion.
software easier to develop. And EtherStar handles ma
functions usually performed by the software driver in hardAnd take the
ware— boosting system performance. No wonder official
shortest, smartest
Novell certification tests show that products based on our pathway to Ethernet
chip set have higher data-transfer rates.
success.

FOTTSU

EtherStar is atrademark of Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc. 01990 Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS, INC., Advanced Products Division, 50 Rio Robles, San Jose, CA 95134-1806.
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FAST, FASTER, FASTEST
ATE CHASES SPEED

WITH TIME TO MARKET THE CHIP MAKERS' BATTLE CRY, THE
BURDEN IS TO SLASH TEST TIME JONAH MOO

I

N THE PELL-MELL RUSH TO
shrink time to market, component
and board manufacturers have put
ffl the onus on suppliers of automatic
test equipment to reduce test-development and test time. The sluggish market for some ATE vendors and boom
time for others is indicative of
who has responded. Suppliers ATE
have tightened links to design systems
and offered software that slashes test
programming time. In addition, they
have developed testers that cut test
time even as chip and board complexity increases.
The outlook for ATE equipment
makers is the subject of debate among
analysts. At venture-capital firm Hambrecht & Quist in San Francisco, senior
market analyst Caroline Rodgers calls
the market depressed. "But there are
signs that orders for new ATE purchases are on the rise," she declares.
However, the Market Intelligence Research Co. in Mountain View, Calif.,
takes arosier view, projecting an 11%
rise in ATE sales this year and continued growth ahead. Analyst Andrea
Dace expects a total ATE market of
$1.4 billion in 1990, growing to $3.96
billion in 1994. Of this year's total, 58%
of the revenue will be in integratedcircuit test systems, with the remaining
42% derived from testers for printedcircuit boards. By 1994, IC testers will
represent an even larger 63%.
If there is a malaise in the IC test
business right now, it comes from chip
makers' uncertainty about future business prospects, says Hiroji Agata, national sales manager and general manager for Advantest in Lincolnshire, Ill.
"Captive semiconductor manufacturers
are reluctant to make major capital investments because of weakness in their
end products—personal computers, office equipment, telecom systems, and

WORLDWIDE, A GROWING MARKET

maamancesimer
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IC PRODUCT
PC-BOARD PRODUCT
63%
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60%
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38%
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37%
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As the ATE market shoots ahead I17ó this year, the percentage of
revenues from IC testers is steadily rising.
so on," he says. "But merchant IC
manufacturers are more bullish."
And demand should snowball once
new products, such as reduced-instruction-set and digital signal processors,
start going into volume production,
says Ed Rogas, general manager at Teradyne Inc. in Agoura Hills, Calif.
"When these parts get designed in, the
demand for test systems should pick
up," Rogas says, counterbalancing a
firming in the demand for logic and
ELECTRONICS •SEPTEMBER 1990
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memory ATE systems. Rogas expects
that ATE vendors with systems already
installed at component vendors will
get large orders: suppliers that don't
have a foot in the door will have to
fight for the next-generation high-volume component.
In board testers, growth will hover
at 9% to 10% for the next five years,
according to analyst Dace. Board makers using statistical process control and
designing boards for manufacturability

will increase spending on in-circuit testers that check for manufacturing defects, not board function. Computer,
communications, and aerospace companies still needing to perform functional test will continue demanding
combinational testers.
The key to winning the business in
ATE is solving the test-programming
and test-throughput problems that chip
and board manufacturers see as the
major bottlenecks in getting products
to market. ATE vendors have responded with tighter links between design
and test systems as well as aplethora
of new software offerings.
'The design-to-test link used to be a
nedist to the tester from the design
system," says Rudi Egger, European
marketing specialist at GenRad Inc. in
Concord, Mass. "Now it includes the
board-layout information needed to
build test fixtures and parametric data
on components to ensure that correct
power is applied during testing, among
other things."
Nowhere is the problem of developing test fixtures more acute than in
testing mixed analog and digital ICs. In

I.

PEARSON
Wide Band, Precision

Current Monitor
With aPearson current monitor and an
oscilloscope you can make precise amplitude and waveshape measurement of
ac and pulse currents from milliamperes
to kiloamperes. Currents can be measured in any conductor or beam of
charged particles, including those at
very high voltage levels.
A typical model gives an amplitude
accuracy of +1%, —0%, 20 nanosecond
rise time, droop of 0.5% per millisecond,
and a3db bandwidth of 1Hz to 35 MHz.
Contact us and we will send you
engineering data.

PEARSON
ELECTRONICS,INC.
1860 Embarcadero Road
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303, U.S.A.
Telephone (415) 494-6444
Telex 171-412 FAX (415) 494-6716
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Jose, Calif., with its
the past, the denew Polaris 100
signer of mixed-sigATE suppliers have tightened links
[Electronics, March
nal devices had to
1990, p. 70]. Tekcobble together a to computer-aided-design systems,
tronix Inc. in Beacomplex apparatus developed software that eases test
that combined digi- programming, and introduced faster verton also protal and analog test testers as part of their push to reduce vides tester-per-pin
capability with its
systems. 'The test the test cycle.
Vista Series.
development time
And
SchlumDemand for fast testers should rise
was longer than
the initial design of as new products like RISC chips and berger Technologies
the mixed-signal IC DSPs go into volume production in San Jose takes
the tester-per-pin aritself," says George and get designed into products.
chitecture to its next
d'Arbeloff, the vice
level with the ITS 9000, to be unveiled
president at Teradyne in Boston.
this month (see p. 71). With its radical
A number of companies are addressing this problem, among them Tera- new sequencer-per-pin architecture, says
dyne. Its A500 analog VLSI test-system Schlumberger, this system can accept
family eliminates the engineer's hard- and execute all the test vectors any simuware-development time. It contains, on lator can produce.
Many analysts call Advantest the
ahigh-speed test bus, digital and analog test systems that are synchronized leader in logic testing, thanks to its
with each other. "It changed the prob- systems' high test speed-100 MHz—
lem from developing a hardware fix- and high pin count-500 pins. The
ture that coordinated operation of digi- company does not currently have a
tal and analog testers to developing a system with tester-per-pin architecture,
but industry watchers believe that one
test program," d'Arbeloff says.
is in the works. Teradyne, too, is said
Another time saver is the test simulator, a workstation that simulates the to be working on a next-generation,
tester-per-pin unit.
A500 operation. It can be used to deRon Johnson, product marketing
bug the test program. "Half a mixedsignal test system's time is spent de- manager at Hewlett-Packard Co.'s Manbugging test programs," d'Arbeloff ufacturing Test Division in Loveland,
says. 'The test simulator is abig attrac- Colo., believes that to shorten the time
it takes to generate atest program, the
tion of the A500."
With its System HiLo simulator used emphasis should be on developing the
test program concurrent with the dein design automation, GenRad has expertise in using design data in test-pro- sign. HP and computer-aided-design
gram development. "You need the same heavyweight Mentor Graphics Corp.
"have a joint development effort on
simulator in both design system and tester," says Egger. "One of our customers concurrent design and test," he says.
ATE systems must also test boards
with a full board simulation wanted a
tester that used their simulation environ- or chips fast. "If you control your proment. GenRad integrated the customer's cess and are making good products,
simulator on its tester. It took us four you want high throughput to get them
hours to develop a test for acomplex out," says Tom Coughlin, director of
board," Eggers says, a task that once tactical marketing at GenRad. Johnson
says HP addresses this problem in the
took three to six months.
However, test systems that share tester tester's architecture. "In the HP3070,
there are four synchronously operating
resources, especially for testing ICs, cantest modules," he says. 'The modules
not use all the vectors asimulator produces. Test Systems Strategies Inc. of can operate independently to improve
throughput," each testing different
Beaverton, Ore., acompany with prodboard sections concurrently.
ucts that turn simulator outputs into usAt GenRad, the controller behind the
able tester waveforms, has anew product called Wavernaker that eases the job test pins has been improved on the
current generation 2286 in-circuit tesof adding more waveforms.
Analysts believe today's tester-per-pin ter. Coughlin claims it's five to ten
architectures are the way ATE vendors times faster than the company's earlier
2276. 'The problem is the boards are
will speed test-program development.
10 times more complex," Coughlin
Among the manufacturers fielding
next-generation logic testers with this says, so it still takes on the order of 15
architecture is Megatest Corp. of San seconds to test aboard. 13

EASING THE BOMENECK
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magine aboard tester that thrives
on big boards with jumbo ASICs.
960 real pins. Super fast ATO. The GR2286.
It actually makes testing boards with monster ASICs
apleasure. Because it has the brains and the brawn
to test them quickly. Comprehensively.
For brains, GenRad's ATO gets tough test programs
up and running faster than any other system. Twice
as fast, in many cases.
For brawn, 960 real pins and 3840 total pins give you
the power to handle your biggest test challenges. It's
like testing with cruise control. Just sit back and enjoy
the throughput.
The GR2286. Great productivity. Incredibly high
throughput. Lowering your cost to test.
If you're ready for anew way of thinking about
test, request your copy of "Perspectives on High
Productivity Board Testing."
Call 1-800-4-GENRAD in the U.S., or the GenRad office nearest you in Austria,
Canada, England, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Singapore, Switzerland.

4`k

GenRad

The difference in software
is the difference in test TM
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PRESERVATION...PLAN ON IT
Planning on restoring ahouse, saving alandmark, reviving
your neighborhood?
Gain awealth of experience and help preserve our historic
and architectural heritage. Join the National Trust for Historic
Preservation and support preservation efforts in your
community.
Make preservation ablueprint for the future.

Write:

National Trust
for Historic Preservation
Department PA
1785 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Moving?
1. For FASTEST service, you must attach
old mailing label in space below.
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For manufacture of single- and multi-layer coils and chokes:
WAFIOS Series FTU-97: 00.3-3.5 mm (.012"—.138")
Insulation stripping at the ends of the legs. Automatic bonding or soldering.
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Where most VLSI
testers are built
around timing generators (top), the ITS
9000 is event-driven.
Each of its sequencers
can program aremarkable 192 transitions per pin per
clock cycle.

ARADICAL ARCHITECTURE
TRIMS TEST TIME
SCHLUMBERGER'S NEW UNIT OFFERS VAST FLEXIBILITY AND
DIRECT LINKS WITH SIMULATION DATA BY SAMUEL WEBER

C

OMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN
tools shrink the design cycle for
complex ICs, but there's still a
1MM hangup in getting those chips to
market fast: test. Test engineers }earn for
the same cutbacks in test-development
time that design engineers have enjoyed
since the advent of CAD.
A radical new test-system architecture
from the ATE Division of Schlumberger
Technologies may be just what they've
been waiting for. The ITS 9000 family
overcomes the deficiencies of previous
generations of test-system architectures
while giving the engineer tools to rapidly
generate test programs that fully utili7e
test vectors and timing information derived from logic simulation.
The San Jose, Calif., company calls
this new concept the sequencer-per
pin, or SPP, architecture. SPP furnishes
the test engineer with adegree of flexi-

10-14 in Washington, is the latest of
bility and accuracy never before
available, says Nadim Ahmad, prod- ATE four leading-edge products that
uct marketing manager. The 9000 Schlumberger has rolled out recently in
brings "two important things to the an effort to reestablish itself as an ATE
party," he says: resources to handle apheavyweight. Industry watchers had pretplication-specific designs. and multi- ty much written off the former Fairchild
functionality—the ability to test devices Sentry Test Systems, complaining that
the subsidiary of multinational megawith mixed analog and digital functions, chips that also contain some company Schlumberger Ltd. had lost its
technology edge and was out of touch
memory and aprocessor, and so on.
with its customer base.
Such mixed-mode chips require avariBut now the company is enjoying a
ety of stimuli. By virtue of optional returnaround. Its initial strategy was to upsources, such as an algorithmic pattern
generator, the Schlumberger tester can grade the existing systems, improving
be configured to accommodate these their productivity and helping the cusmultifunctional designs. It can also be tomer wring more performance and
set up to handle ASIC designs that conthroughput from them. 'We kept at it
tain analog or memory cells, and it can until we had convinced that customer
perform scan testing with the built-in we were serious about wanting his business,- says Irving Pfister, the division's
scan generator.
The 9000 family, which will debut at vice
ident and general manager.
Then, starting in 1987, came the wave
the International Test C,onference, Sept.
ELEGRON1(3 •SEPIDIBER 1990
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of innovative new products: the IDS simulation data. Semiconductor manu5000, an electron-beam diagnostic sysfacturers use the data from simulation
tem for malfunctioning prototypes; the of their complex ICs to generate timing
S1650, codeveloped with Motorola Inc.,
information and test vectors for test
which uses built-in testability circuits to programs. But accessing this data is no
aid in testing; and the UL5000, atop-of- easy task. That's because conventional
the line verification system codeveloped testers are state-driven in nature and
with Japan's NTT Corp. 'The e-beam di- allow only alimited number of transiagnostic system gave Schlumberger back tions in a cycle for each pin. Simulaits technology edge," says Caroline Rodtors, on the other hand, are event-drivgers, senior analyst at Hambrecht & en and can produce an unlimited numQuist in San Francisco. And the compaber of transitions.
ny hopes the ITS 9000 will do the same
To make the event-driven outputs of a
in logic testing.
simulator compatible with astate-driven
Schlumberger offers the tester's SPP tester with fixed timing resources and
architecture as an alternative to the two edge or format restrictions, the test engiapproaches most widely used in VLSI neer must manually modify the simuladigital logic testers: a shared-resource tion waveforms. These modifications
system and a tim take time and reing-generator-perduce test accuracy,
pin architecture.
since the test patIn the shared-re
tern may differ from
source architecture,
the intent of the
The ITS 9000 is built around sea limited number quence generators, each of which simulation.
of timing generaA major advancan program an unparalleled 192
tors
are
multitransitions per pin per each cycle of tage of the SPP arplexed through a the main clock.
chitecture is that by
switching matrix to
defining timing in
the pin electronics.
Since it's event-driven, it uses data the form of events
Format logic in the directly from the logic simulator, with as opposed to state
pin
electronics no manual modifications necessary.
transitions, it allows
combines the timdirect generation of
ing with functional
test patterns from
It handles ASICs, mixed-signal ICs.
data stored in a
the simulation data.
pattern memory to generate formatted This trims the time it takes to create a
waveforms for application to the detest program without compromising the
vice under test. However, the number simulation vectors during testing. If modof transitions per cycle per pin is seification is required to increase fault covverely constrained, as is the number of erage, this can be done easily, Ahmad
formats. This is especially true as the says. 'The tester itself is event-driven,
speed and complexity of the device and now looks like an extension of the
under test rises.
simulator," he says, "where the output of
As the name implies, the timing-genthe simulator is directly mapped onto
erator-per-pin architecture provides an the tester. That lets the device be tested
independent timing generator for each the way it was meant to be tested."
pin, thereby improving on the shared
The basic core of the ITS 9000 is the
approach. This type of architecture also event sequencer, which generates sefurnishes more formats than asharedquences of events for device stimulus
resource tester. But like the other archi- or response. Each event is defined by
tecture, it remains limited to only three an event type and an event time. There
or four transitions per cycle per pin.
are three event sequencers per pin,
By contrast, the Schlumberger unit is each capable of storing 64 events in its
built around sequence generators in- associated sequence memory, permitstead of timing generators. Because the ting a total of 192 events in any sesequencers are tied into the memory, quence for any pin. Up to 13 types of
each can program up to 192 transitions events can be programmed to occur in
per pin per each cycle of the main any order any number of times in aseclock, offering unlimited flexibility in quence. Also, unlike other testers, seduplicating waveforms coming out of quences of events can be repeated
the simulator.
without going back to memory. EdgeThe Schlumberger tester rises above placement accuracy ranges from ±375
previous systems in another important PS to ±175 ps, and edge resolution
way as well: its ability to link with ranges from 100 to 12.5 ps.

TESTER FOR AL SEASONS
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The TIS 9000 family at present comprises two members: the FX, capable
of test rates to 200 MHz and aimed at
high-end ASICs and 32-bit RISC microprocessors; and the MX, with test rates
up to 80 MHz and aimed at midrange
ASICs, microprocessors, and mixed-signal devices.
An important aspect of the 9000
family that stems from the SPP scheme
is a feature called dynamic pin mapping. According to Ahmad, a major
problem for the test engineer is the
fact that the same devices are often
available in avariety of packages with
different pinouts. "As aresult, the companies that have to test these devices
must maintain enormous libraries that
allow testing of devices with different
pinouts," he says. "It's anightmare."
With SPP, however, timing, edges,
and functional patterns are available
behind each pin, so it's asimple matter
to "scramble" pins in amanner appropriate to aspecific package type. 'The
pin groups and pin definitions for each
package type are stored; when you do
the program installation you call out
the type of package and it automatically assigns the pins to that pattern," says
Ahmad. Thus only one test program is
required for any device.
For the software, Schlumberger has
developed an object-oriented environment called ASAP, for advanced symbolic ATE programming. This is apowerful set of tools for developing test
programs seamlessly from simulation
to test, says Ahmad, all aimed at greatly
increasing programming productivity.
"The test engineer doesn't have to
write a single line of code," he says.
"He just has to click and drag icons."
The first of the ASAP tools is Flowtool, which presents aset of icons from
which the engineer selects a test program. With LevelTool, the engineer
chooses input levels and sets resolution
by moving acursor. With PinTool, the
engineer sets up the appropriate pin designations, while TimingTool establishes
the edges and waveform formats.
The front end of the ITS 9000 is aSun
Microsystems Inc. Sparcstation running
Unix and X Windows. The 9000's fluidcooled mainframe is built around aMotorola Inc. 68030 processor. Initial shipments will begin in the fourth quarter.
Prices range from $1.8 million to $2.8
million for a256-pin configuration, and
from $3.1 million to $4.8 million for a
512-pin system. II
Additional reporting by Jonah McLeod
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Computers and Communications

Make your phone aringing success
with NEC photocouplers.

High performance
photocouplers improve
isolation, reduce
component count.

Our application-specific photocouplers are designed to raise the
performance of telephone sets.
We offer six series, each optimized
for aspecific circuit. All help you
reduce component count and
achieve ideal isolation between
'line' and 'control' circuits.
Our AC-input series are designed
for bell-receiving circuits. We have
three high-VcEo series for dial-pulse
generation circuits; and ahighinput-current series for line supervisory circuits.
Package options include leadforming types for surface mount-

ing. They come in
embossed tape carriers.
For higher performance and
higher market share, put acouple
of quality products together: our
Series

Input

Output

IF (mA)

PS2505
2705

AC
AC

Transistor
Transistor

2532

DC

photocouplers
and your telephone set.
Ring us today for details.
CTR (h)

VCEO

Package

Bell-receiving circuits
80
40

4-pin DIP/SMD
4-pin SOP

1500 io 6500

300

4-pin DIP/SMD

80

1500 to 6500

350

4-pin DIP/SMD

80

1000 to 15000

300

6-pin DIP/SMD

80

6-pin DIP/SMD

80
80

80 to 400
50 to 300

Dial-pulse generation circuits

2533

DC

263X

OC

262X

DC/AC

Darlington
Transistor
Darlington
Transistor
Darlington
Transistor

80

Line supervisory circuls
Transistor

150

20 to 50

For fast answers, call us at:
USA Tel:1-800-632-3531. TWX:910-379-6985. W. Germany Tel:0211-650302. Telex:8589960. The Netherlancs Tel -040-445-845.
Telex:51923. Sweden Tel:08-753-6020. Telex:13839. France Te1:1-3946-9617. Telex:699499. taly Tel:02-6709108. Telex:315355.
UK Tel:0908-691133. Telex:826791. Hong Kong Te1:755-9008. Telex:54561. Taiwan Tel:02-719-2377. Telex:22372.
Korea Tel:02-551-0450. Fax:02-551-0451. Singapore Te1:4819881. Telex:39726. Australia Tel:03-267-6355. Telex:38343.
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The flowering of
Japanese technology
he continuous investment in research canied out by Japanese electronics firms has finally begun to bear fruit. Profitability is up in spite of obstacles such as Super 301 and the U. S. semiconductor sanctions, and
the companies are beginning to hold their own in R&D. Westerners
have replaced their accusations of the Japanese being technological
copycats with adose attention to their every move.
The Japanese semiconductor industry now is the world leader in
every regard: quality, quantity, and production technology. Stronger management has learned how to keep the impact of the silicon cycle to aminimum.
Semiconductor manufacturers are racing forward in making investments for
both 4- and 16-Mbit products, ahead of Western manufacturers.
The big news in computers is how the Japanese are beating the Americans
to the punch in announcing and delivering the next-generation mainframe.
Whereas in the past, it was common for Japanese mainframe makers to announce competitive products afull year after IBM Corp.'s announcements,
this time the product announcements preceded the expected announcement
of IBM's next-generation mainframe, the Summit. And the performance of
these machines was astonishing, proving that Japan has reached parity with
the U. S. in terms of hardware expertise.
Japanese advances in portable computers serve as an impetus for electronic
component manufacturers: Japan virtually owns the market for liquid-crystal
displays, the critical components used in portables, and vendors are making
capital investments on the order of $700 million per company.
In hard-disk drives as well, where U. S. firms now hold an overwhelming competitive position, Japan is continuing research in an effort to grab some share.
This, too, is thanks to the new market arising from the portable computer. Unlike
the 5.25- and 3.5-in. disk markets, where Japan never ran astrong race, this time
both the U. S. and Japan are standing at the same starting line.
In the home electronics field, the hot topic is high-definition IV. As the
possibility of acommon standard for the U. S., Europe, and Japan recedes into
the distance, Japan, the first to start development of HDTV, continues to stay
the course. As the VCR market becomes saturated, the multimedia market is
being looked to as away to fill in the gap until HDIV takes off. Japan is especially good at finding new ways to use audiovisual devices, such as karaoke
sing-along machines, game computers, and portable equipment.
The big news in communications is the explosive growth in the market for
radio devices, induding cellular and cordless telephones. Cellular phones are
exhibiting year-on-year growth rates of 200%, while cordless phones now account for afull 50% of the Japanese telephone market.
This report is provided by Nomura Research Institute in Yokohama, Japan.
Its preparation was supervised by Yasuhiko Arai, who also handled the computer section. Shin Kusonold is responsible for the section on disk drives,
Kazuhiko Ota for semiconductors, Hiroshi Fukui for telecommunications,
Norihiko Naono for LCDs, Masald Asano for multimedia, Ken Katayama for
HDTV, and Masald Ichikawa for test and measurement. •
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From mainframes
A
N to PCs, Juan
Is on aroll
Technical advances in hardware
stir an expanding market
he Japanese computer
market expanded rapidly in 1989 for the first
time in five years. Especially noteworthy was
growth in the personal
computer segment. PCs
are now becoming truly established in Japan. In addition, it is
clear that the PC market is under-

COMPUTERS
going major changes in terms of
both volume and product structure. On the technological front,
there is remarkable activity in advanced new product development ranging from PCs to mainframes, reflecting the vigorous
R&D activities of Japanese firms

The hot topic in mainframes is
the announcement by Hitachi Ltd.
and NEC Corp. of fast next-generation machines. Both vendors' new
offerings are highly meaningful for
the mainframe market.
Hitachi's new product, its M880, was developed to go up
against IBM Corp.'s upcoming
Summit, which it precedes in the
marketplace. The top-of-the-line
model uses afour-way processor
approach and can address up to
16 terabytes of memory. It easily
surpasses existing machines in
terms of memory expandability
and connectivity. Another special
feature is adedicated data-base
processor to accelerate relational
data-base processing. As the first
new mainframe announced by a
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Japanese manufacturer prior to an
IBM generation, the Hitachi product demonstrates clearly that Japan
has caught up with the U. S. in
hardware technology.
Only amonth after Hitachi made
its new product announœment,
NEC announced the world's fastest
mainframe. Known as the ACOS
System 3800, the machine is distinguished by processing speeds ranging to 500 million instructions/s. A
configuration of up to six processors is possible, and the 3800's extended data address space accommodates up to 128 terabytes. It is
expected that it will take other manufacturers some time to catch up to
this high-speed performance.
In Japan, the products corresponding to minicomputers and superminicomputers are known as office processors, with Fujitsu, NEC,
Toshiba, and IBM the key players
among many other computer vendors. IBM's entry is the AS/400
minicomputer. A distinguishing
characteristic of all these systems is
their closed architectures.
This segment has been expanding in Japan for the last several
years. Japanese manufacturers
have been able to drive up sales of
their closed-architecture systems
thanks to their strength in putting
entire systems together. This is important due to the prevalence of
custom software solutions, which
in turn springs from the dearth of
software packages in Japan.
Now the fashion is using systems integration (SI) to provide
multiple office processors in place
of one mainframe, and this trend
is contributing to further growth
in the office processor segment.
But it will be interesting to see
what new products come out in
light of the expected competition
from Unix-based open systems
and LAN-based systems.
The Japanese workstation market continues to exhibit strong
growth, with unit shipments up
80% from 1988 to 1989, pushing
the segment to the 78,000-unit level. Although the likes of Sun Mi-
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A
crosystems Inc. and Hewlett-Packard Co. have garnered large shares
in Japan, the domestic manufacturers are also increasing their shares.
The growth at the low end of the
segment is particularly noteworthy; this trend should accelerate
with the spread of X terminals.
One event worthy of note in
the Japanese workstation market is
the advent of laptop workstations,
with two vendors—Sony Corp.
and Toshiba Corp.—currently in
the market. As its name implies,
Toshiba's Sparc-LT employs the

RISC-type Sparc processor. Toshiba's goal is to achieve significant
market share of up to 50% by
1995 in the Sun-and-compatibles
workstation market.
Considering the high potential
demand for laptop workstations
for personal use, this market represents ahighly promising one for
the Japanese manufacturers, with
their mastery of high-density
mounting technology. And as operating systems and user interfaces
move towards standardization,
there will be all the more opportu-

nity for Japanese computer manufacturers to exploit their strengths
in semiconductor technology in
the world markets.
After afive-year lull, the Japanese
personal computer market is now
entering asecond growth phase.
PCs, asmall market to date given Japan's economic might and population, are now truly poised to enter
the mainstream. Whereas 1988 PC
unit shipments in Japan were only
15 million, the total hit 1.95 million
units in 1989 and should excetd 2.4
million units in 1990. Japan's PC

At Fujitsu, acommitment to open systems

Looking back at the 1980s, one very
major change is that the trend to
ward "standards" became an important factor in the computer world.
Unix gained astrong position as a
standard computer operating system (OS), and adream of 10 years
ago—that computers from each
and every manufacturer would be
equipped with the same OS and capable of running the same software—was partially realized.
When standardized products become the determining factor in an
industry, one may become concerned about apossible lack of
flexibility. However, in the case of
Unix, aworld full of variety yet
based on common rules is now
taking shape. The most advanced,
creative technologies are successively being introduced in Unix.
Fujitsu offers avariety of Unix
products, including the W-2000 Series supercomputers, the M Series
mainframes, afamily of midrange
computers, and the SFamily workstations. Fujitsu's future development of Unix products will be
based upon three key principles.
First, Fujitsu intends to develop
products that faithfully adhere to
Unix standards. In order to offer
in atimely fashion the most advanced products with the latest
standard functions that customers
now expect, Fujitsu has itself
joined the Unix community and is
ready to cooperate or develop af-

filiations with other companies for
this purpose. By contributing to
the Unix standardization activities
of groups such as X/Open, the
IEEE, Unix International, and XConsortium, and by offering products that conform to the latest
standards, Fujitsu is striving to satisfy the needs of its customers.
The second principle is ensuring that product quality will withstand the rigors of industrial use. A
number of the components in the
Unix software and hardware products we offer were not originally
developed by Fujitsu. It is our

TAKESI MARUYAMA
Director of the board
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hope, however, that the devoted
efforts of our sales, support, and
technical teams will permit our
customers to use the products
with confidence knowing that
they bear the Fujitsu name.
The third principle is not simply
to supply hardware and software
components but also to meet customers' needs by supplying them
with systems that solve their problems. In order to achieve this, it is
first of all necessary to make available useful applications software.
Fujitsu also provides advanced
systems functions that help customers build their systems. For
our W-2000 supercomputers, we
are supplying optimized Fortran
compilers with automatic vectoring capability. Products for M Series mainframes are enhanced to
allow efficient operation of systems with large data files and a
large number of users. And for our
A Family of midrange computers,
we provide very high system reliability with duplex hardware configuration as well as real-time capability for applications with stringent time constraints, such as networking and factory automation.
Unix has played an important
role in the development of open
systems, and many new possibilities are opening up for the future.
This is the main reason that Fujitsu
has committed itself to open systems.
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Concentrating on Development and
NMB Semiconductor Leads the
United Memories, Ltd.
Unite
mori
challenges new high-performance
and hig -speed DRAM design and technology.

Sheffield Eaton is the president of United Memories
a memory design and development company jointly owned by NMB Semiconductor
of Japan and Ramtron Corporation of Colorado Springs, Co.
The company is currently focused on the development of advanced
4Mb and 16Mb DRAM Products.
At Ramtron Corp, from 1986 through June of 1990,
he was inolved in the development of nonvolatile ferroelectric memories,
and later in the design of high-performance 1Mb and 4Mb DRAM's.
Sheffield Eaton
President of United Memories

Doug Butler is currently responsible for Process Technology Development
at United Memories.
Mr.Butler was with Ramtron Corporation for four years where he was
responsible for process development for Ferroelectric Memories until
he assumed resposiblility for process architecture and device design
for a cooperative 4Mb DRAM with NMB Semiconductor of Japan.
Doug Butler
Vice President of Technology of United Memories

United Memories is a new joint venture company owned by NMB Semiconductor Co., Ltd.
and Ramtron Corporation with respective shares of 55% and 45%.
The new company, which capitalizes on the strengths of each partner, researches, designs and
develops dynamic random access memories with densities of 16-Megabits and above,
as well as other speciality memory products.
The actual production will be conducted at NMBS's plant.
This makes it uniquely suited to provide systems companies with the high-performance,
high-density memory required in the next-generation products.
The company began operations on July 1, 1990 with 25 employees, all former NMBS and Ramtron
personnel with Sheffield Eaton as president and Shosuke Shinoda as chairman of the board.

Production of High-Speed DRAM,
Market through International Cooperation.
NMB Semiconductor Co., Ltd.
Excels in process development and technology.

Bird's eye view of NMBS's Tateyama plant (The front shows plant Module

I & Il and hack shows new plant Module III)

NMB Semiconductor Co., Ltd. (NMBS) is one of the world's leading semiconductor manufacturers
specializing in high-speed DRAM's.
NMBS is currently producing and marketing dynamic random access memories with densities
ranging from 256K bits to 1 and 4-M bit DRAM.
NMBS and Ramtron have jointly developed 4-Megabit DRAM with an access time at least as fast as
4Ons and are currently under production at NMBS's new $300 million wafer fabrication facility
in Tateyama plant starting September 1990.
NMBS's Tateyama plant is the most advanced very-largvcale integration CMOS production
facility in Japan.
The plant boasts class 1 clean rooms which makes extensive use of robotics, and is capable
of wafer fabrication of circuits with sub-micron geometry.
Takumi Tamura

Shosuke Shinoda

President of NMB Semiconductor Co., Ltd.

Executive Vice President of NMB Semiconductor Co., Ltd.
Chairman of the board of United Memories

CIRCLE 222

NMB Semiconductor Co., Ltd.
1580 Yamamoto, Tateyama-shi,
Chiba 294, Japan
Tel: (0470)23-3121

Fax: (0470)23-2171

United Memories, Ltd.
1873 Austin Bluffs Parkway
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80918 U.S.A.
Tel :
719-594-4455

Fax: 719-594-4939
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Hitachi
System

NEC

Hitac M-880

Model
Number of processors

ACOS System 3800

210

310

220

420

8

10

20

30

40

50

60

2

3

2

4

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

Main memory capacity
(Megabytes)

128 - 2,048

256 - 2,048

Extended memory

512

512 1,024

1,024

256 - 4,096

256 - 8,192

Max. number of channels

128

256

256

512

512

Total channel speed
(Gigabytes/s)

1.1

2.2

1

1/2

2

market has been characterized by
the high percentage of laptops. In
1989, the market for the even
smaller notebook-type PCs took
off like wildfire.
Nearly all PC vendors have set
their sights on this market and are
either selling or planning products. Although there are cases
where acustomer may buy notebook-type PCs in bulk due to their
easy portability, their low price
makes it more common to see

8,000

them bought for personal use.
And since there are really no longer any performance differences between laptops and notebook PCs,
some growth in the segment is
coming from replacement demand
for laptops.
Laptops are thus starting to attempt to differentiate themselves
through high performance—notably by moving to color displays.
Major Japanese vendors have announced laptops with color LCDs.

Another trend worth noting in
the Japanese PC market is the entry of U. S. vendors: both AST Research Inc. and Compaq Computer Corp. have announced plans to
sell in Japan.
AST is entering the market with
anew product that promises compatibility with both NEC's PC-9801
Series—the de facto standard in Japan—and the IBM PC/AT. With
the help of the U. S. Department
of Commerce, AST plans to devel-

HMS: Moving ahead in DRAM density

NMB Semiconductor Co. Ltd.
(NMBS) was founded in May
1984 for the development and
production of ultrahigh-speed 256Kbit, 1- and 4-Mbit dynamic random-access memories. At our
highly automated CMOS production facility in Tateyama, Module I
can produce 20,000 five-inch wafers amonth; Module II can produce 12,000 six-inch wafers a
month; and the highly automated
Module III, which begins operations this month, has acapacity of
12,000 six-inch wafers amonth.
On June 18, NMBS and Ramtron
Corp. formed anew joint venture
(at 55% and 45% respectively), with
an aim to unite unique design and
process technologies. The new
company, which capitalizes on the
strengths of each partner, researches, designs, and develops DRAMs
with densities of 16 Mbits and
above, along with other specialty
memory products. The actual pro-

duction will be conducted by
ment for the production of 4-Mbit
NMBS. This is anatural evolution
DRAMs signed in September 1988
following the codevelopment agree- with the Colorado-based Ramtron.
Some of the unique features of
the 4-Mbit DRAM are:
•the use of the stacked-in
trench method in the construction
of memory storage capacity;
•operation at 50-ns access time,
with future performance at 40 ns;
•and awide product range in order to gain the largest market share.
NMBS has begun sample production and expects to produce 2million chips amonth by mid-1991.
Regarding financing activities, on
Aug. 29, 1989, NMBS made an initial successful public offering of
$17,313 per share of stock on the
OTC market, making it possible to
raise additional funds directly from
the debt-equity market In this environment, NMBS will consider buildTAKUMI TAMURA
ing aplant in the U. S., and hopes
to bring anew generation of memPresident
ory technology to the market. •
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Novell's Netware, with the largest worldwide share, is also growing rapidly in Japan and is expected to become the standard LAN in
the near future. Novell has set up
aJapanese subsidiary, Nihon Novell, ajoint venture with anumber
of PC vendors and software
houses. With so many firms pushing LANs, there is little doubt the
market will maintain its strong
growth in the future. •

op its business in Japan mainly
through the OEM route: as of
press time, however, no OEM relationships had been finalized.
Compaq, on the other hand,
has not yet decided on its strategy
for supporting Japanese language
processing, preventing analysts
from judging what sort of impact
its entry is likely to have.
The local-area-network market
has finally emerged from its long

period of gestation in the early
1980s and is starting to uy its
wings. LAN sales are currently
growing at an annual rate of 150%,
with 40,000 new PCs connected
via LAN during 1989. The product
that first cracked open the Japanese market was UngermannBass's Net/One, the first to provide Japanese language support.
Succeeding products have almost
all been from the U. S.

T

Chin makers
Wow $4.5 billion
into UM DRAMs

he Japanese semiconductor industry suffered
aslowdown in the third
quarter of 1989 but is
headed for apickup after the first quarter of
this year. The size of
the Japanese market in 1990 is estimated at nearly $18 billion. Estimated growth for 1991 and beyond is 14.6% annually, leading
to amarket in excess of $66 billion in the year 2000.
Segments with the highest individual annual growth rates include MOS memories at 20% and
MOS logic components at 17.4%.
Growth in gate arrays and standard cells is especially brisk at
22%; these market segments will
account for about 50% of the
overall MOS logic market by the
end of the decade.
Semiconductor manufacturers
are now making the capital investments required for the next generation of 16-Mbit dynamic random-access memories. The total
investment in 1990 by the "Big
10" will amount to more than
$4.6 billion, about the same as
last year. All companies are increasingly concerned about U. S.Japan semiconductor friction and
criticism of huge capital investments; for this reason, Japanese
firms are acting with prudence.
The response of the individual
manufacturers to the current
slowdown differed from that in
1985. The main factor behind the
1985 downturn was overproduc-

After 1989's downturn, semiconductor sales are
on the rise, with 15% growth expected next year
tion of 256-Kbit DRAMs. The
oversupply was due to capital investment on the part of the semiconductor manufacturers bordering on the insane. The resulting
production increases caused
prices for 256-Kbit DRAMs to fall
to as low as $2, pushing the
whole industry into arecession.
This time, although there was
some excess production of 1-Mbit
DRAMs, chip makers acted more intelligently. Starting at the end of
1989, they began cutting production by about 10%. As aresult, 1Mbit DRAM prices remained stable,
and amore serious recession was
averted. Today, 1-Mbit DRAMs
show firm growth, and production
increases should continue until a
peak is reached in 1992. Currently,
the major vendors are continuing
production at amonthly rate of 5
million to 8million parts each.
Full-fledged 4-Mbit DRAM proELECTRONICS. SEPTEMBER 1990
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duction will start in the latter part
of this year. At the head of the
pack is Hitachi Ltd., which lost out
to Toshiba Corp. in the 1-Mbit
competition. Hitachi is planning
monthly production runs of 2million parts by the end of the year.
Toshiba plans to hit that level by
the first quarter of next year, and
NEC Corp. has similar plans.
Hitachi, NEC, and Toshiba actual-

SEMICONDUCTORS
ly began producing 4-Mbit DRAMs
in the latter part of 1989, but the
market has been relatively stagnant.
Production levels at each company
are hovering at around 500,000
pieces. Reasons for this lack of immediate growth indude the still
high prices and the narrowness of
the product line. More efforts are required to meet user needs for power consumption, packaging, and op-
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Ride the tide of
ASICs technology...

...and get the power-based
support of ASICOpen:m
As every ASIC developer knows, time and the tide
of technology wait for no one. Success goes to those
who can navigate today's competitive currents to
bring new and original products to market. Fast.
For that, you need the support of aproduction
partner who can deliver proven leadership in the
technology. Finished products when you need them.
And pre-production support that will get you from
design to silicon in the shortest possible time.
You need Fujitsu.
Because Fujitsu starts from apower-base of over
13,000 successful CMOS, ECL, BiCMOS and GaAs ASIC
designs. The supply capability of the largest and most
advanced ASIC production facility in the world. And
the critical design support of the ASICOpen [SI CAD
system.

Running under UNIX ®,ASICOpen creates a
uniform operating environment where you can use
Fujitsu and third-party development tools — each
designed for specific functional blocks of an IC — to
achieve significant reductions in the time required
for ASIC design and simulation.
You can also benefit from the IC development
assistance of Fujitsu's worldwide network of Technical
Resource Centers, where you'll find professional advice
and advanced ASICOpen design facilities. Features of
Fujitsu's service that reduce your development time
and help make first-silicon success areality.

ASICOpen

For more information on how ASICOpen can help
keep you afloat — and ahead — in today's competitive
marketplace, write: Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.,
3545 North First Street, San Jose, CA 95134-1804.
Or better still, call us today at 1-800-642-7616.
ZephCAD"

BankCAD'"

ViewCAD -

ASICOpen - arid ViewCAD - are trademarks of Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc. BankCAD and ZephCAD - are trademarks of Fujitsu Limited. UNIX is aregistered trademark of AT&T.
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erating speed. Toshiba and NEC
are using trench structures in their
4Mbit DRAM designs, while Hitachi, Fujitsu, and others are using
stack structures. The key point is
that each manufacturer is developing its own proprietary technology, not working in tandem.
All the major manufacturers are
rushing to set up production facilities overseas to help ease U. S.-Japan trade friction and prepare for
the 1992 Single Market in Europe.
NEC is pursuing the construction
of asecond factory in the U. S.,
while Hitachi (in Dallas) and Mitsubishi in (Durham, N. C.) are
both establishing integrated production facilities. Even Toshiba,
which in the past has not been interested in overseas production, is
setting up integrated facilities in
the U. S. to produce applicationspecific integrated circuits.
Japanese manufacturers are also
building factories in Europe, in anticipation of the local-content restrictions to come into force after 1992.
The manufacturers are scurrying to
meet the local-content requirements
to avoid the high customs that will
be slapped on products not produced from the upstream stages
within the European Community.
As of now, however, the only operating factory is the NEC plant in
Scotland. Fujitsu is building an integrated factory in northern England;

that facility is scheduled to go online at the end of this year. Both Hitachi and Mitsubishi are planning to
enter Germany.
ICs entered the submicron era
around the time that 1-Mbit DRAMs

came to the fore. As line widths
continue to shrink, requirements for
production devices grow increasingly stringent. The key requirements
are reliable inicrolithography, high
throughput, ultradean technology,
and maximum automation.
Production equipment falls into
two categories: equipment that is
directly production-related, such
as steppers; and inspection devices, such as mask-defect inspection systems and film pressure meters. Recently, the role of the inspection devices has assumed additional importance.
In the past, inspection was not
generally regarded as an important
part of the semiconductor production process. For chip makers, in
fact, the ideal was amanufacturing
process without inspection. Such
attitudes led to insufficient advance study of the necessary inspection requirements for the pro.

Oki Electric: Agood partner today

As aglobal company, Old Electric
Industry Co. has customers and
markets in many different countries.
This places agreat responsibility on
Oki. Our commitment is to be a
good partner for customers today
and tomorrow. To do this successfully on aglobal basis depends on
three factors: technology, manufacturing expertise, and awillingness to share both of them.
Old has awide range of "technology solutions" covering memory, ASICs, microprocessors, custom LSI, telecom LSI, and complex
custom board-level products. As
an example of our customer commitment in the memory area, Old
is an active supplier of 1- and 4Mbit DRAMs and their customized
memory modules—and we are
poised to provide for the future
worldwide needs for 16- and 64Mbit DRAMs. Today Old is the
only company where capital investment has been made for volume production of 16-Mbit
DRAMs. We are committed to
making the required investments
ELECTRONICS •SEPTEMBER 1990
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to prove those processes that will
spawn many other important
products for our "technology solutions" arsenal.
Oki's global business strategy includes acommitment to our cus-

MASAO NOGAMI
Senior managing director and president, Electronic Devices Group
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duction process. As aresult, in
many cases problems were identified too late.
With the advent of submicron
technology, inspection plays avital role in the production process.
The past practice of producing
first and inspecting second is not
conducive to high yields. More important is to raise the quality of
the production line itself. To do
this requires treating inspection
not as aseparate step, but rather
to understand which types of inspection are required and build
them into the production process.
This approach of building quality
into the process is not alien to Japanese chip makers. Japanese companies have atradition of building in
quality to their systems, leading
them almost unconsciously to pursue the ultimate in yield performance. The spirit is the wellspring
of Japanese industrial might. •

and tomorrow

tomer's community. In Japan we
are aJapanese company, but in Europe we are aEuropean company
and in the U. S., aU. S. company.
As aglobal company, we make
great efforts to establish full capabilities within overseas markets, be
it in Portland, Ore., or Ayutthaya
Province, Thailand. We transfer
our manufacturing expertise to local sites; we sponsor local scholarships and educational efforts; we
establish training programs and recruit talent locally.
Old actively pursues joint ventures to place our formidable technology into the markets where it is
needed. This makes more than
good business sense, it makes a
good global business sense. The
ventures that we consider very successful foster good customer alliances, better service through astable source of supply, and—importantly—local content in the product
Being apartner in the countries
where we do business is the best
solution for all—the classic "win,
win" for Old and the customer. •

Looking ahead to
technology
improvements
Japanese manufacturers are pouring
research money into better displays

F

rom the standpoint of
both device technology
and end products, flatpanel displays may easily become one of the
most important technologies for the communications, information, and electronics industries in the 1990s.
For flat-panel technology to
achieve its promise, however, major improvements must be made.
Flat-panel displays have widespread applications, induding computers, camera viewfuiders, and
projection lys. For such applications, high screen quality, low price,
and compact size are absolute requirements. Up to now, however,
flat-panel technology has not been
able to meet these needs; as aresult, development has been slow.
Japanese companies are setting
the pace in mass production of
flat-panel liquid-crystal displays.
The Japanese LCD market will
reach about $1.4 billion this year
and is projected to reach the $6.6
billion mark by 1995. Japanese
manufacturers have established
true mass production for the large
supertwisted-nematic (SIN) panels used in many laptop computers, as well as the five-color thinfilm-transistor (TFT) panels used
in pockets TVs. The TFT LCD used
in Apple Computer Inc.'s Macintosh Portable, for instance, is provided by Hoshi Electronics. Several companies, led by Sharp Electronics Corp., plan to begin mass
EIKTRONICS •SEPTEMBER 1990
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production of larger TFT color
panels within ayear.
Twisted nematic (TN) LCDs,
primarily used in calculators and
watches, account for over 90% of
flat-panel production. Due to their
extremely low prices—less than $1
for the panels themselves and no
more than afew dollars for apanel equipped with adriver—large
manufacturers are already starting
to direct their sights elsewhere. Hitachi Ltd., for instance, has moved
half of its TN LCD production to
Taiwan. Other LCD manufacturers
are gradually increasing domestic
production of large, multiplexingtype LCD panels. SIN technology

LCDs
is used for medium- and large-size
multiplexing LCDs that do not use
active-matrix technology. Production in 1989 was about 3million
units. Toshiba Corp.'s popular notebook-style J-3100SS computer,
known as the T-1300 in the U. S.,
uses an STN display.
Although more than half the
SINs in existence are monochrome
(blue mode), the black-and-white
double layer and film types should
become more popular in the future.
The color filters used in STN color
panels have reached atechnological
impasse, limiting their use almost
entirely to pocket-size video games.
TFT LCDs based on amorphous
silicon (a-Si) technology are now
receiving the most attention in
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Drawing
The world's most up-to-date production
technology delie ,
ers leading-edge ULSI circuits

OKI SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES.

Sub-mkron production in full swing, bringing the new age of
4M DRAMs
Old's Miyagi Plant, benefitting from the latest advances in the company's
system technology, has already reached mass production and shipment of 1Mbit memories and has recently begun quantity production of 4M DRAMs. At
the Miyagi Plant, broad utilization of ultra-fine process technology and stateof-the-art automation combine to assure the high quality of these products.
Old is already well underway with technological innovation enabling production of 16M-bit memories.
High-level automation with ultra-fine process production
Oki's 0.8µ process technology used in its second-generation 1M-and 4Mbit memories has been integrated into one of the world's most advanced production lines for reliable mass production of over 20,000 6-inch wafers per
month.
In 1988 Old led the world with the first facility dedicated for production of
sub-micron devices. Today that lead is being extended with the latest advances in
automated manufacturing, such as sophisticated wafer tracking systems for improved
quality and production control monitoring.
From the transportation system, driven by linear motors, to individual production equipment in each process machine group, all are computer controlled.
To assure products of extremely stable quality, automation and every detail of
the production environment are maintained at the world's highest levels.
High performance and packaging flexibility support customers
in awide range of applications
Oki's Advanced System Technologies are dedicated to total customer satisfaction. Acomprehensive service system provides flexibility, quality, cost savings and quick turn-around times.

Oki's Miyagi Plant, featuring world-standard process technology and automation.

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.

Oki Semiconductor Group

Electronic Devices Group

785 North Mary Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, U.S.A.
Tel :408-720-1900
Fax:408-720-1918
Telex:910-338-0508 OKI SUVL

Overseas Marketing Group
75-25 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo 160, Japan
•Tel: 3-5386-8100 •Fax: 15386-8110
•Telex: J27662 OKIDENED
Oki Electric Europe GmbH
Hellersbergstraee 2,D-4040 Neuss
West Germany
Te1:2101-15960
Fax:2101-103539
Telex:8517427 OKI D

Oki Electronics (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Suite 1801-4, Tower 1
China, Hong Kong City 33 Canton Road.,
TST. KLN, Hong Kong
is Tel: 37362336 in Fax: 3-7362395
IN Telex: 45999 OKI HK HX

OKI

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
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electronics circles. Last year, a-Si
TFTs accounted for $130 million,
or about 10%, of the overall LCD
device market. Currently, a-Si TFTs
are used in 3- to 5-in. portable
TVs, afairly limited market. But if
more powerful color TFTs can be
supplied at aprice competitive
with CRTs, they will gain access to
the immense CRT replacement
market. Panel makers such as
Sharp, Hitachi, and Toshiba are
now planning to start full-fledged
mass production of color a-Si TFTs
in the latter part of this year; by
1995, prices may fall below $350
for display and driver. If these vendors are successful, the market
could reach $4.6 billion by then.
This enormous potential is driving
large Japanese electronics manufacturers to make huge capital investments in a-Si TFT technology.
Meanwhile, TFT LCDs based on
polysilicon (poly-Si) technology
are the subject of much research,
but only Epson Ltd. and Matsushita have moved to mass production, with volumes still negligible
compared with a-Si. Applications
for poly-Si TFTs range from viewfinders for video cameras to projection TVs. Larger panels are still
in the prototype stage.
The major technological obstade
that must be overcome is the high
process temperature, which requires
the use of an extremely expensive
quartz substrate. Epson, Matsushita,
and Sony Corp. have announced
plans to enter the market with a
quartz-substrate high-temperature
process and are now constructing a
poly-Si TFT LCD production line exploiting their respective semiconductor process technologies.
The rapid growth of markets for
LCDs have made this amuchwatched segment. But there are
many technological alternatives,
making it sometimes difficult to
discern the best match of technology and application. There is also
some doubt about whether the
large-scale investment strategy being followed by the electronics
manufacturers will really pay off. B

The growth spurt
in TO equipment
begins to flag
As chip makers grow more cautious in capital
investments, test vendors' markets slow

J

apan's test and measurement industry hit atwoyear lull beginning in
1985, when unfavorable
exchange rates triggered
cuts in capital spending
and domestic demand.
But the industry came back with
avengeance in 1988, recording
production growth of 18.9%, to
top the $2 billion mark.
Particularly noteworthy was the
growth in integrated circuit and LSI
testers, which jumped 52.8%, to
$600 million. Two major developments fueled this high growth rate:
the increase in demand for highly
integrated devices, such as 1- and 4Mbit dynamic random-access memories, and advances in applicationspecific ICs, such as one-chip micro-

processors and gate arrays. The performance of the board-tester
segment is also growing at a
healthy rate. This segment grew
22% in 1989, to nearly $37 million.
The high growth trend exhibited by the T&M industry in 1988
lost some of its steam last year,
with growth slowing to 11%, put-

ting the total market at just over
$2.2 billion. The slowdown can
be attributed to the caution being
exercised by semiconductor manufacturers with regard to capital investment, while the industry was
in one of its valleys in the silicon
cycle. Makers of IC testers responded to market conditions by

T&M Sales: A Mixed Picture
Revenues (S millions)
1987

Semiconductor fabrication
Optical measurement
Flatness measurement
Thickness measurement
Wafer particle detection
Wafer pattern defect detection
Mask/reticle defect detection
Electrical testing
Digital multimeters
Oscilloscopes
Spectrum analyzers
Distortion testers
Logic analyzers
MPU development support systems
Measuring systems for AV equipment etc.

IC/LSI testers
Board testers
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12
12
8.7
20
4
17
56
114
55
43
17
55
80
393
13

1988

20
13
15
37
9
35
57
134
52
37
23
55
75
600
30

1989

22
13
15
45
9.5
34
71
143
60
30
22
52
72
671
34
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switching to ISI testers to be used
in areas in which new demand
could be expected, such as reduced-instruction-set computing
processors, ASICs, and analog IC
testers, which are not subject to
the vagaries of the silicon cycle.
Production of digital multimeters (DMMs), on the other
hand, showed strong growth of
26.4% in 1989, to top $70 million.
This growth stemmed from an increase in the personal-use market
attributable to greater reliability
and lower prices stemming from
custom LSIs used in the hand-held
testers that account for the lion's
share of DMM production.
Growth in the oscilloscope segment was 6.4% in 1989. The current focus is on digital storage oscilloscopes, demand for which is
being driven by advances in IC
technology, and the development
of portable-type oscilloscopes using liquid-crystal displays. The
main suppliers of oscilloscopes are
Iwasaki Electric, Sony/Tektronix,
Hitachi DECO, and others.
Logic analyzers, used as analysis
tools for microprocessors, are expected to generate high demand
due to the shift from 16- to 32-bit
architectures and the advent of
high-speed logical elements, such
as GaAs technology.
Greater IC functionality and
higher densities pushed production of semiconductor testing devices up 53.8%, to $1.14 billion in
1988. Last year, growth slowed to
only 4.5%, putting the market near
$1.2 billion.
Flatness testers—devices that
are used to test wafer flatness—
have moved from manual techniques using visual inspection
based on interference bands to
automatic devices. In 1988, automatic devices accounted for 80%
of the market. Nidek Co. Ltd. and
GCA (Sumitomo Electronic Systems) have entered the market,
with the former holding the top
share in manual devices and the
latter in automatic devices. In the
market for optical super-fine mea-

surement devices, Nikon Corp.
and Ryokosha Co. Ltd. together
hold half the market.
With capital investment at a
peak, no great growth should be

expected in the electrical measurement device market for this year.
But firm demand should continue
due to further technical innovations.•

SURFACE MOUNT TANTALUM
CHIP CAPACITORS
STANDARD

BUILT-IN FUSE

LOW PROFILE

TYPE 269

TYPE 267

TYPE 277

Max 1.2mm
(.047)

Matsu° Type 267 Tantalum
Chip Capacitors have been
designed, specifically, for your
most exacting surface mount
applications. All physical dimensions conform to all the
[IA and IECO standards for size.

MATSUO Type 269 functions as
a thermal fuse under a small
amount of current or acurrent
fuse under a large amount of
current. This helps to eliminate
burning, smoking, or resin
decomposition by the shorted
unit or a misconnection.
Available in EIA dimensions.

In applications where component height is critical, MATSUO
Type 277 offers you the lowest
profile of any tantalum chip
capacitors currently available
(1.2mm (0.047"] max.).
Also available in EIA dimensions.

Call or write today for samples,
prices and literature on the complete line of

MATSUO CAPACITORS!!

MATSU° ELECTRIC CO.J.11).
Oak Esake 800809 1029 Hecelube-cho. Stetrele. Osek. 584 Japan
TEL (06)33743450. FAX (06)33743458. TLX 5234184MATSUO J
MATSU° ELECTRONICS OF AMERICA
2.4 Klan Street Suote 202. Hummer, Bee211. Caren. 92648
TEL (7)41969.2491. FAX 171419806492
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Computers, radio
remake telecom
ISDN is gathering steam in Japan
as deregulation takes hold
esults of the July 1989
U. S.-Japan communications trade negotiations
made apparent the exclusive, fixed nature of
the Japanese communications industry, and the
problems inherent in the radio-frequency policies of the Ministry of

TELECOM

Post and Communications. Motorola Inc., which was allocated frequencies for its cellular telephone
service only in the western and
northeastern regions of the main island Honshu, along with the island
of Hokkaido, was finally awarded
the bandwidth to allow it to compete with IDO Communications, already providing service in the most
important and profitable Kanto and

Tokai areas. As asilver lining in a
dark cloud, this development
means that Motorola's MicroTac,
the most portable of all the current
cellular offerings, will now be able
to operate throughout Japan.
As aplayer in the newly freedup electronic communications
market, NCC has realized astoundingly high profits. In particular,
NCC's performance in the longrange and mobile communications areas has been so strong as
to gain the attention of Nippon
Telephone & Telegraph (NTT). In
fact, NCC's success has led the
Ministry of Post and Communications to delay any moves to break
up NTT, and particularly not to
separate the mobile communications market until the capital investment in digital systems is complete. At the same time, no consensus has been reached on break-

Kodenshi: From photo sensors to telecom

Over the years Kodenshi Corp. has
built areputation as one of the
leading makers of photo sensors.
Recently, we have also gained recognition as amaker of OEM telecommunication equipment.
Our photo-sensor production
ranges from special-order single
units to massive numbers for commercial use. Last year our photosensor sales alone amounted to
more than $46 million. At present,
we mainly export to various pans of
Asia but are in the process of expanding our markets into North
America. We have more than 2,000
employees working at factories in
Kyoto and at associated companies.
In our highly modernized facilities,
they are involved in the entire production process from wafer processing to shipping.
In the past few years, we have
also ventured into the production
of thermal and LED print heads
for telecommunication equipment.
We have also established adependable reputation in the OEM
industry in Japan and abroad for
OA equipment, as OEM for tele-

communication equipment, and
for production lines and technology based on OEM semiconductors
that we provide.
You can count on us to continue making great strides in areas
not yet met by existing optoelectronics. •

HIROKAZU NAKAJIMA
President
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KODENSHES MAJOR PRODUCTS
For industrial use:
-Rotary encoders for numerically controlled machine tools
-Rotary encoders for robots
-Photo interrupters for manufacturing
equipment
-Photo reflectors for manufacturing
equipment
-Photo-electric switches for FA
-Star sensors for artificial satellite
For commercial use:
-Optic receiver modules for TV and
VTR remote controls
-Tape end sensors for VI'Rs
-LasPr detectors for CD and LD pickup
For OA use:
-Index search sensors for FDD
-Write protection sensors for FDD
-Ultrathin rotary encoders for HDD
-Paper sensors for printers
-Paper sensors for PPC and facsimilies
-LED print heads
-Jaser-scanner units for LBP
-Thermal print heads for facsimilies
-Contact image sensors for facsimilies
OEM:
-Electronic typewriters
-Keyboards for personal computers
-Ink ribbon cassettes for word processors
-Telephones
-Power supplies

Kodenshi„..The New Leader in
Optoelectronics Technology.

When the planetary exploration satellite was launched in 1990, Kodenshi's STARSENSOR was an important part of the mission. Thanks to its outstanding accuracy and reliability, STARSENSOR was
regarded as acrucial component of the satellite's
attitude control system.
A leading force in the Japanese optoelectronics
market, Kodenshi is now earning world-wide
attention for its achievements in sensing technology
--achievements that have been put to use in diverse
applications from the latest aerospace advances to
high-tech consumer products.

With an eye to the future, Kodenshi accomm- odates
the needs of today and continues to gather acclaim
throughout the world.
•KODENSHI's Major Product Lines
•Detectors
Photodiodes, laser Detectors, Phototransistors
•Emitters
Infrared Emitting Diodes (GaAs) (GaAlAs), Emitters for Optical Fibers (GaAlAs)
•Combo Devices
Photocouplers, Photointenupters
•Optic Receiver Modules
•Rotary Encoders
•Photo IC Sensors (PIGS)
•Hybrid ICs

SENSING TECHNOLOGIES

'rceel; KODENSHI CORP
•HEAD OFFICE: 24-52 MAKISHIMA-CHO, UJI, KYOTO 611, JAPAN TEL. 0774-24-1121 FAX 0774-24-1031
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mg up the communications giant
on aregional basis.
Radio and computer technologies
are remaking communications. Radio technology has given us cordless and portable phones, resulting
in entirely new forms of service;
wireless private branch exchanges
and mobile satellite communications systems are expected in the
near future. With regard to groundbased systems, ground stations with
entirely new cost and performance
specs are coming
Computers are increasing the sophistication of devices and networks. By linking computers and
switches, amenu of custom services
can be automatically provided, al-

lowing customer response systems,
telemarketing systems, and the like
to be configured. The unique DialQ
service introduces the value-added
concept to telephone rates, which
until now were amere function of
distance and time, allowing networks to be configured and providing ameans for value-added resellers to reduce the labor involved in
collecting fees.
The diffusion of integrated services digital network capabilitythe infrastructure required for new
functionality in data communications-has been picking up speed
and momentum. NTT is increasing
the rate at which it is installing digital switches in its local offices,

preparing the way for ISDN. NTT
had contracted for some 6,600 INS
Net 64 lines by March of this year,
with 117 lines contracted for INS
Net 1500. In particular, the fact
that PBXs have come to be delivered with ISDN interfaces as part
of the standard package and the
launching of ISDN packet-switching services in April have contributed to the increasing demand.
The cutting loose of the telephone handset from NTrs monopoly grip has led to aflurry of
new product introductions. This
spurt in technology has fostered a
growth rate of 130% in the Japanese market. The expansion in
cordless telephone sales has been

Japan's Communications Market
Shipments of telecommunications equipment ($ millions)

1985
Telephone
Standard
Multifunction
Wireless
Others

1988

732
373
172
0
187

746
279
212
0
255

1987
812
232
288
0
292

1988

1989

CAGR
(85-89)

1,142
197
388
257
300

1,468
159
423
516
370

18.99%
- 19.25%
25.15%
18.66%

Telephone-related units
Key telephone
Telephone recorder
Others

1,939
1,495
153
291

1,817
1,330
234
253

1,456
1,009
200
247

1,223
897
114
213

1,307
899
134
275

-9.39%
- 11.95%
-3.33%
- t43%

Transmission terminals
Facsimile
Very high speed
High speed
Medium speed
Others

2,393
2,286
0
2,286
0
107

2,320
2,213
0
2,213
0
107

2,771
2,663
0
2,663
0
108

3,504
3,401
21
3,142
238
103

3,585
3,489
31
3,220
238
97

10.64%
11.15%

-239%

Telephone and data switching
Public
Private
Others

2,168
1,276
601
291

2,384
1,319
745
320

2,865
1,755
756
353

3,355
2,090
878
387

3,371
1,997
860
513

11.67%
11.86%
9.40%
15.20%

Transmission equipment
Coded data
Broadband terminal
Modern
Others

2,449
856
450
319
824

2,507
777
488
314
928

3,472
1,616
458
502
896

3,717
1,665
504
602
946

3,143
1,430
348
553
812

6.44%
13.68%
-6.21%
14.74%
-0.36%

539

488

443

509

541

0.13%

2,738
1,465
1,101
603
277
221
172

2,822
1,518
1,140
620
292
228
164

3,246
1,596
1,400
737
422
241
250

3,652
1,596
1,734
987
500
247
322

4,017
1,825
1,800
913
611
276
393

10.06%
5.65%
13.06%
10.94%
21.82%
5.67%
23.00%

Broadcast equipment
Wireless communication equipment
Fixed station
Mobile station
--Automobile
--Portable
--Others
Personal station
Wireless related units
Total

8.94%

1,386

1,535

1,704

1,871

1,708

5.36%

14,344

14,618

16,769

18,974

19,141

7.48%
SOURCE: MITI
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particularly remarkable, accounting for nearly 50% of the total value of sales in 1989. The trend to
replace traditional telephones with
cordless phones is continuing.
More than 30 manufacturers—including Sharp, Kenwood, JVC,
Matsushita, and ahost of others—
have entered the fray. The hottest
sellers are cordless telephones
with built-in answering machines.
The cordless telephone is very
interesting, in terms of technology,
digitization, ISDN capability, and
integration with mobile telephones. The technological specifications for cordless phones, which
make use of the radio bandwidth
regulated in the public trust, are
established by the Ministry of Post
and Communications. The current
models are treated by the law regulating use of radio bandwidth as
ultralow-power radio stations or as
low-power cordless telephone stations; they use analog frequency
modulation for their transmission.
The number of installed facsimile machines has topped 3.5 million units, making fax the most
widely used communications terminal after the telephone handset.
The Japanese facsimile market has
already evolved into amature market; Ricoh, Matsushita Electric Industries, and others are now focusing their efforts on high-end
facsimile products.
The highest class of fax machine, the G4 facsimile, has been
plagued by paper-jamming problems, leading to thermal techniques as the most popular printing method. Some new market entrants have introduced niche products, such as portable faxes and
faxes for installation in automobiles. The position that Japanese
companies have, with their nearly
monopolistic hold on the world
fax market, is not expected to
change appreciably during the
coming year.
In the PBX market, the four
largest manufacturers—NEC, Fujitsu, Hitachi, and Old—continue
to hold nearly 90% of the Japanese

market. But the past year has seen
Toshiba and Mitsubishi increasing
their shares, leading to more intense competition. The latter two
companies offer the ordinary office user equipment that combines
voice and data lines and integrates
ISDN capability.
Each of the top PBX suppliers is
acomputer manufacturer, and
they use their strength in user applications to appeal to the customer. Currently, there is aneed for
PBXs that link telephones and
data bases to allow for the creation of applications for broadcast
stations, telemarketing companies,
and sales offices, and to integrate
voice and data for the computers
those users have. Another important trend is to bring cordless telephones into the office.
At present, there are two incompatible mobile telephone systems
coexisting in the Japanese market:
NTT's system, which is used by
NTT and Japan Mobile Communications, and TACS, with service of-

fered by the Cellular Automobile
Telephone Group. Japan Mobile
Communications also has begun
offering TACS service in addition
to its NTT service. Equipment for
communications bases is supplied
by NEC and Japan Wireless, while
that for mobile stations is provided by Matsushita Communications Industries, NEC, and Old.
The number of mobile phones
in operation in January 1990 was
410,000, atwofold increase over
the number from the preceding
January. The number of units that
can be used while wallcing (including portable and luggable
models) has passed 100,000, for a
25% share of the market segment.
Research on adigital system,
based on the three-channel method using the 1.5-GHz band (a system also used in the U. S.), is proceeding. This technology is needed to deal with the extremely
crowded situation in Tokyo and
its environs. Service is expected to
begin in 1992 or 1993.•

Multimedia needs
asolid base
and broader market
The integration of audiovisual and computer
technologies presents a new set ofproblems
1\1[ ultimedia has become the focus of
attention in many
fields, as an effective, efficient, and
interactive means of
accessing information in our ever more information-oriented society. High-density
storage devices, such as CD-ROM
ELECTRONICS @SEPTEMBER 1990
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MULTIMEDIA
and optical disks, as well as personal computers to control these
devices, have begun to penetrate
into many areas of society. Multimedia applications using these
systems as platforms will follow,
introducing major changes as we
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approach the next century.
Interest in multimedia technology continues to grow. The International CD-ROM Conference and
Exposition, held under the leadership of Microsoft Corp., completed its fifth meeting recently. Japan's First International Conference on Multimedia was held at
the end of 1989, under the leadership of ASCII Corp., which is
building amultimedia research facility and media laboratory.
The ASCII facility, which is expected to be completed next year,
will house efforts to research multimedia technology and establish
audiovisual facilities; aground station using acommunications satellite transponder is also being
planned. ASCII is hoping that its
media technology laboratory will
be aresource not only for Japan
but also for multimedia industries
in America and Europe as well.
One of the most important devices for multimedia may be the
CD-ROM. Several computers now
contain aCD-ROM in their standard configuration, including the
FM-Towns from Fujitsu Ltd. and
the PC8801MC and PC-Engine
from NEC Corp.
The PC-Engine is agame machine whose core concept is expandability. It was designed for
the ease of connecting various
peripherals. The PC-Engine's CDROM drive accomplishes the low
cost required in agame machine
by sacrificing error correction and
other features included in previous CD-ROM drives. As aresult,
the PC-Engine has sold 2.1 million units since hitting the shelves
this past July.
Not only games (the leading
edge of the multimedia wave) but
also karaoke and other types of
entertainment applications are being marketed. The PC-Engine can
be connected to the NEC
8801MC, which also incorporates
aCD-ROM drive. However, the
cónnectability reaches only to the
hardware level—there is no software compatibility.

NEC, with its PC9801 Series,
controls about half of the personal computer market in Japan. For
this reason, all eyes are on NEC,
waiting to see in which direction
it will throw its considerable
weight within the multimedia
market. NEC has recently contributed an NESA (New Extended
Standard Architecture), high-end
version of its PC9801 Series PCs.
The NESA is a32-bit bus architecture, widely touted as the standard for multimedia. NEC is also
at work on developing CD-ROMs
that can be used by both the
PC9801 Series and the PG8801 Series computers.
The Fujitsu FM-Towns, a32-bit
personal computer, was announced in April 1989. The FMTowns was the first Japanese PC
to include aCD-ROM drive, and it
was expected to develop into a
hardware platform for multimedia. But sales figures so far have
been disappointing. Fujitsu sold
only 60,000 FM-Towns units last
year, less than one-tenth the volume for the PC9801 Series.
Sony Corp. also has released a
personal computer incorporating
aCD-ROM in its standard configuration, the QuaterL (C Model).
The QuaterL is being marketed to
businesses, with aview to connect to POS systems and to develop sales-monitoring and ordermonitoring systems. Besides the
C Model, Sony is expected to release an X Model to support the
CD-ROM XA standard.
Fujitsu and Sony are developing acommon library of CD-ROM
XA applications. At this point, a
single standard has been established for the data portion of CDROM XA, but the program portion, which actually controls the
computer, has not been standardized. A common procedure for
software development will have
to be established in order to obviate the need to modify the software for each type of computer
on which the multimedia is to be
used. The library is expected to
BECTRONICS •SEPTEMBER 1990
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be made available at no charge to
other hardware manufacturers,
software companies, and publishers later this year.
Manufacturers of facsimile machines are also getting into the
act. Canon Ltd.'s G3/G4 facsimile
can operate on alocal-area network. This fax incorporates an
Ethernet interface and LAN Manager, allowing it to send and receive faxes and documents from
workstations and to input documents from image scanners.
Canon is focusing on developing
the multimedia market by way of
office automation products.
Last year, Apple Computer Inc.,
which hopes to expand its share
of the Japanese PC market, began
selling its Apple CD SC, which
can be used with the Macintosh
and Apple II GS machines. Apple's share of the Japanese PC
market by the end of 1989 was
said to be approximately 3%.
However, figures for the first
quarter of 1990 are up 80% over
the same period last year. Apple is
determined to strengthen its Japanese position even further, with a
goal of reaching 10% market
share this year. As Apple increases
its share, the Apple Media Control
Architecture, which integrates
multimedia, will become amajor
force in multimedia in Japan.
Japan's computer manufacturers
possess worldelass technology and
are capable of imparting enormous
influence on the world's computer
industry. However, with regard to
multimedia, it is clear that Japan is
far behind the level achieved in the
U. S. In particular, there is an unsatisfied demand for rich multimedia
application software.
This need cannot be met unless
software developers are joined by
producers and musicians who can
create professional-quality multimedia. As hardware penetration increases, analysts expect applications,
currently sold by hardware manufacturers, to become available
through bookstores, computer
stores, and toy stores. Ill

International telephone calls can now be
initiated and received not only between offices
and households but also from vehicles. The
car telephone, one of our most popular mobile
communications media, is now within the
reach of everyone.
Frequencies in use for car telephone
communications extend up to 800MHz. And
as the amount of transmitted information
increases and assigned radio bands become
congested, communications are being
broadcast at even higher frequencies. This, of
course, puts apremium on the performance of
ultra-reliable microwave filters. These filters
are capable of precisely distinguishing
without distortion -only your signals from

among the vast range of antenna-receivable
radio waves.
Today, Murata proprietary technology in the
fields of ceramic materials and high-frequency
circuit designs can be found in advanced
microwave filters. Our extensive line-up of
high-frequency filters including the
super-compact, signal-selective 'Gigafil,'
provides the reliability to maintain present
advances in the mobile telecommunications
industry.
Mobile communications systems bring us in
contact with loved ones anywhere and at any
time. Murata is proud to participate in this
vital technology.

MURATA'S MICROWAVE FILTER
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"I received the news at 20 minutes past
midnight, travelling on a highway overseas.
When they said it was a boy,
Iquietly hung up and grinned."
Happy news now travels anywhere. Intimate contacts can be shared between
people thousands of miles apart. Today's mobile communications present
possibilities that extend far beyond our imagination

For further information, contact
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MURATA

MFG CO,LTD

HEADQUARTERS
26.10 Tenpn 2-chorne, Nagaokakyo. Kyoto 60 Japan
MURATA ERIE NORTH AMERICA. INC (U SA/CANADA)
2200 Lake Park Drive. Smyrna Georgia 30080-7604, U SA

Phone 075-951-9111
Phone 404-4364300

Telex: 64270 MURATA J
Telex 542329

MURATA ERIE NORTH AMERICA, LTD. Canadian Operations
MURATA AMAZONIA INDUSTRIA ECOMERCIO LTDA. (BRAZIL).
MURATA ELEKTRONIK GMBH (West Germany)
Holbeinstrasse 21-23 8500 Nürnberg 70, West Germany
MURATA ELECTRONIOUE. S.A (France)
MURATA ELECTRONICA S.P.A. (Italy)
MURATA ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD. (England) ...
MURATA ELECTRONICS SINGAPORE (PTE.) LTD. (Snga pore)
TAIWAN MURATA ELECTONICS CO .LTD. (Taiwan)
MURATA ERIE N.A.. INC. (Taiwan Branch)
MURATA COMPANY LTD. (Hong Kong)
MURATA MFG. Co.. LIE. Seoul Branch (Korea)
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HDTV technology
pushes ahead
in many areas
Development is proceeding on many fronts, but
can show production fill the hours allotted?
igh-definition TV, the
next generation of
television, is indeed a
revolutionary technology. HDTV was originally developed as a
broadcast medium;
problems surrounding standardization efforts have made worldwide news. In the electronics industry. attention also is focused
on the construction of broadcast

HDTV
satellites and fiber-optic networks
as carriers of HDTV signals, and
on the development of decoders.
The International Telephone
and Telegraph Consultative Committee (CCITT), at its general
meeting this past May, was unable to agree on the four most
important specifications of
HDTV--including number of
scan lines—and left them for determination by member country.
Japan has adopted the HiVision as
its HD'IV standard. Japan's Ministry of Post and Communications'
standard for HD1V broadcast is
due by 1991.
Japan was scheduled to launch
its BS 3A broadcast satellite (expected to operate for seven years)
on Aug. 24. This will add one frequecy to the two NHK is already
broadcasting. The BS-3A contains
three transponders with output
levels of 120 W, allowing for the

use of small (45-cm) parabolic
dishes. These small dishes mean
that use by automobiles and
trains will be feasible; meanwhile
improvements in flat microstrip
antennas are also proceeding.
A fourth transponder, although
low in power (at just over 20 W),
covers avery wide area. Proposals
are currently being considered to
use this transponder for HDTV
transmission for corporate and
other applications.
The backup BS-3B satellite is
scheduled for launch next summer, with operation beginning in
the fall. The BS-3H, with three
200-W transponders and an expected operating life of eight
years, is scheduled for launch in
spring of 1991. If all three satellites operate as expected, HDTV
broadcast—currently one hour,
one day per week on atest basis—will be expanded greatly.
Still, many problems remain to
be ironed out before HDTV becomes acommon technology.

Homes Receiving
NHK Satellite
Broadcasts
1990
1991
1992

2.3 million
3.3 million
5.7 million

% of homes with NHK contracts: 7%
(as of March 1990)
SOURCE: NHK
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These problems include the paucity of video software currently
available in HDTV format and the
small fees collected by NHK, restricted due to its status as apublic corporation.
Production by NHK, the British
Broadcasting Co., Italy's RAI, and
others has led to Japan's HiVision
HDTV standard having the largest
available software library today.
But it still is not adequate to fill
large blocks of programming
time. The high cost of HiVision
equipment (which can range into
the millions of dollars) and the
lack of experienced operators
contribute to the shortage.
However, devices for converting film to HDTV are being developed, and the CBS Sony Group
has begun general marketing of
HDTV software. In addition to
production of dramatic films for
broadcast, applications in screen
composition, special effects, and
computer graphics are being pursued. Prototype development of
HDTV decoders was done principally by NHK. But Toshiba Corp.
developed the moving-region-extraction chip and NEC Corp. built
dedicated memory devices. Matsushita handled signal processing,
with Sharp, Sony, and Hitachi
joining the team later. Mitsubishi
and Sanyo did not participate in
decoder development, but they
have prototyped HDTV-to-NTSC
down-converters.
As HDTV approaches practical
use, semiconductor manufacturers are most interested in the field
memories, devices that have great
applicability to other equipment
as well. Sony, with its overall corporate emphasis on video, is focusing on the logic circuits, to
strengthen the integration within
its production group.
Charge-coupled devices, the
key technology for HDTV cameras, must be capable of processing at least 2miffion pixels, making them equivalent to 64-Mbit
dynamic random-access memories. Sony sees the new CCDs as a

TECHNICAL INNOVATION
EXPLORING INTO

strategic product and is putting all its strength into
development. NEC, Matsushita, Toshiba, and other
Japanese coiporations, as well as Texas Instruments Inc. and other overseas manufacturers, are
also developing CCDs.
CRT-based HDTV displays have already been announced by several manufacturers. Research and
development is also proceeding apace on flat-panel displays, considered to have the most product
potential for extra-large screens. Liquid-crystal direct-view displays, which apparently have the
brightest future, are currently difficult to manufacture in large formats due to yield problems. However, Sharp and other major investors in LCD technology are leveraging R&D in front-projection TVs
to get aleg up on the technology. And in rearscreen projection, Sony, Hitachi, Pioneer, NEC
Home Electronics, and other companies are commercializing products now.
The videotape recorder is indispensable as arecording device for HDTV. Sony and Hitachi have
released 1-in. digital VI'Rs for professional use;
these cost well over $300,000. Under NHK's leadership, 10 manufacturers have joined to develop a
device conforming to the UniHi standard. Matsushita and Toshiba have announced products in the
$130,000 price range, while Sony has developed a
very small unit. JVC Corp. and Hitachi are also developing products.
To reduce chip counts and thereby make models that are affordable to home users, NHK's Giken
laboratory has developed aprototype VCR that increases recording density by using metalized tape.
Meanwhile, Pioneer has developed an HDTV video-disk player that operates by distributing the
HDTV signal onto three optical video disks and replaying them in synchronization.
Possible HDTV applications are not restricted to
broadcast use. Experiments are being done with
corporate video and still-picture data bases, while
practical systems for manufacturing, medical applications, printing, publishing, and museums are under consideration or in the process of implementation. The HiVision Gallery installed by the Gifu
Prefecture Museum of Art in April of 1989 has
drawn many visitors as well as agreat deal of attention in the art world. Other art museums and
photo galleries are moving to introduce similar systems. To some extent, this reflects the aggressive
attitude of local government bodies toward an early introduction of HDTV, as well as the general appeal of anything new.
Optical fiber and package media are under consideration as delivery media for HDTV broadcasts,
but in the near term, satellite broadcast is the only
practical option available. Receivers for HDTV
broadcasts are increasing, particularly internal satel-

For years, Nippon Chemi-con has continuously been developing totaly new products to help miniaturization, low
cost, high reliability and performance of consumer application as well as of industrial.
Nippon Chemi-con's products are always reflecting trends
of customers demands.
NIPPON
CHEMI-CON

NIPPON CHEMI-CON CORP.

167-1. Higash, Ohn, l-chome, Ohme-shi. Tokyo 198, Japan
•A-0428 (2.2) 1251
TL X 2852-069 KAIGAI J

NIPPON CHEMI-CON SALES CORP.
Takanawa Bldg.. 14-13. Higashi Gotanda 3-chome Shinagawa-ku
Tokyo 141, Japan
leTokyo (448) 1251 TLX: 28387 KEMICON J
UNITED CHEMI-CON INC.
9801 West Higgins Road
Rosemont, Illinois 83018. U.S.A.
e(708)696-2000
TLX (230)283557 CHEMICON ROSM
TWX 259102532964
EUROPE CHEMI-CON
(DEUTSCHLAND) GmbH
Hamburger Strasse 62. 8500
Nuremberg, 60. West Germany

ir(911)96340

TLX (41)(17)9118288 CHEMI D
TTX (2627)9118288 CHEMI D

SINGAPORE CHEMI-CON (PTE) LTD.
17. Joo-Yee Road, Jurong Sntgapore 2261
e(268)2233 TLX (87)26391 SPOCHM
TAIWAN CHEPM-CON CORP.
7th Floor. Jiing-Lurn Trade Building No 415
Sec. 4, Hsin-Yi Road. Taipei, 106
Taiwan, R.0 C.
e(2)709-1795 TLX (785)25326 TCC TPE
ASIA CHEMI-CON LTD.
Room 1007, Harcourt House, 39
Gloucester Rd.. Wanchai, Hong Kong
e(5)8650671 TL X (802)81149 ACON HX
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...we had to
make ît small.
Every oak starts with atiny acorn. And every
computer or communications system starts with
thousands of component parts.
For over half acentury, Fujitsu has specialized in computers and communications. And
we've grown into the world's third largest computer company and the tenth largest maker of
communications systems.
One reason for our success is the quality
of our component parts. A great many of them
made by Fujitsu.

Elect onic devices
Semiconductors

We've also developed the systems concepts
and experience to see that our computer and
communications components technology is always state-of-the-art.
Yours can be, too.
Whether you're abig oak — or alittle acorn —
we have the specialized components technology
and computer and communications application
experience to help your business grow.
To find out what our experience in electronic
devices and components for computer and communications systems can do for you, call us today
at 408-562-1000, or write Fujitsu Component of
America, Inc., 3330 Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara,
CA 95054-3197.

High-density mounting
technologies

Electronic
components

low-noise, high-speed thermal printers for advanced man-machine interface devices. And more.

Man-machine interface
technologies

,
... Flat panel dis1
"technologies

We've developed the specialized component
and electronic device technology required for advanced computer and communications systems.
Half-pitch connectors and miniature relays for
high density mounting. Large-screen plasma
displays. Ergonomically designed keyboards and

co
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MARK YOUR STEPS FORWARD
WITH MARK READERS.
The leading

manufacturer in Japan

of Optical Mark Readers invites your
proposal for distributing the quality
products in Europe.

The

sophisticated linking of Sekonic's optical

lite broadcast receivers built into
TV sets and VCRs. And of course,
the growth of antennas continues
unabated. In spite of preventive
measures, Japanese satellite
broadcasts do spill over into Taiwan and Korea. The Taiwanese
government in particular was
vexed by the number of illegal receivers, and finally moved in 1989
to legalize them.
At this point, all Japanese firms
will be investing their developmental energies into second-generation HDTV equipment, that intended for production in large
volumes for home use.
In particular, the manufacturers
expect to ride the current worldwide boom in demand for largescreen TVs, increasing the performance of large CRTs and projection-style TVs.
The large LSI part count in current Muse decoders and half-inch
VCRs can be reduced greatly
through design improvements,
leading to fast price drops

measurement and precision mechatronics technologies
has not only enabled the development of its original core products such as photographic exposure

UK: meeting the

meters, but is now forming the basis for Sekonic's

Nihon Dernpa Kogyo Co. Ltd. is

bold entry into the field of computer in/out put pe-

one of the world's top manufacturers of crystal units and their application products. The demand for
crystal is growing considerably for
three reasons: the rapid proliferation of car telephones and the miniaturization of hand-held phones;
expansion of the laptop computer
market; and the demand for new
products in the field of audiovisual
equipment, such as video cameras.
NDK is attempting to accommodate this demand by establishing
new production facilities within Japan as well as by strengthening our
production affiliate in Malaysia. In
particular, Hakodate NDK, in Hokkaido, specializes in the production
of crystal application products such
as TOCO (temperature-compensated crystal oscillators), which are
used in hand-held phones, and in
crystal filters and SAW devices.
NDK currently has five sales
bases in Japan and three overseas

ripherals.
Sekonic New Optical Mark Reader, SR-series, has
established itself as one of the leading forces in the
highly 'competitive field of data input technology in
Japan. Featuring PC feeling, unsurpassed reliability
and the latest in mechatronics technology, the SR
lineup offers the perfect solution to a wide range
of user's needs.
Distributors for Sekonic OMR in European countries
are now wanted.

Please contact the manager of

International Division, Sekonic Co., Ltd ,Tokyo. Japan.

SEKONIC

iSEKONIC CO.,LTD.

7-24-14, Oizumi-Gakuen-cho, Nerima-ku, Tokyo 178, Japan
Phone: Tokyo(03) 978-5155
Telex: J34376 SEKONIC
Facsimile: (03) 978-5229
Cable: SEKONIC TOKYO
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Japan sets its
sights on 2.5-in.
disk industry
After being squeezed out of earlier
generations, vendors look to the new units

A

tone time, Singapore
was called "the Island
of Disks," referring to
the large number of
disk-drive assembly
factories established
there by Seagate
Technology and other U. S. diskdrive manufacturers. During one
period, more than half the hard
drives in the world were coming

out of Singapore. In the past year
or two, Singapore has lost some
of its domination of the hard-disk
business, primarily because of
Seagate's shift of production facilities to Thailand. However, the
rapid growth of hard-drive production in Japan is an additional
factor that cannot be ignored.
Production of 31/2-in, hard
drives is concentrated primarily in

TOSHIAKI TAKEUCHI
Executive vice president and
representative director

Singapore and Japan, but the
trend is for high-end products to
be produced in Japan rather than
in Singapore. In the extreme price
competition that rules the market
for low-end hard drives, Japan is
at acompetitive disadvantage,
with cheaper labor available in
Southeast Asian countries.
As one president of aJapanese
hard-disk components supplier recounted, Japan was knocked cold
in the 51/4-in, hard-disk market.
In the 31/2-in. market, Japan lost
by adecision. The 2 1/2-in, drive
will represent Japan's third attempt at the hard-drive title.
Among Japanese firms girding
to develop 21/2-in, capacity, this
kind of thinking is quite common. There are those who say

DISKS

that Japan's tradition of high-volume production of small products
will be telling in the emerging
market. To get back on their feet
in the low-end markets, Japanese
manufacturers will have to use
ate, allowing us to gain the vast
the 21/2-in, market to catch up
trust and confidence of major users
with overseas manufacturers.
in the areas of computers and autoThree firms—PrairieTek, Conmobiles. One example of these
ner Peripherals, and JVC Corp.—
products is our crystal dock osdlLahave taken the early lead in the
tors for computers.
21/2-in. market. Conner is movIn addition to the standard packing ahead with plans to open proages, we have also newly added a
duction facilities in Singapore, but
surface-mount type of package for
PrairieTek, also an American comour crystal clock oscillators. These
pany, has contracted its first offnew products, the 1600 series, have
shore production to the Japanese
afrequancy range of 39 KHz to 25
firm Alps Electronics. In addition
MHz, with other electrical characterto JVC and Alps, nearly every Japistics equivalent to our 1300 series
anese hard-disk supplier is develproducts, as well as compatibility
oping 21/2-in. facilities. Fujitsu
with IR reflow and VPS.
Ltd., second in the high-end hardAlthough the crystal industry
disk market only to IBM, is develcontinues to demonstrate favoroping 2 1/2-in, hard drives at its
able growth overall, one problem
American subsidiary, Intellistore.
must be overcome: the internaAnd it's not only hard disks.
tional restrictions on the use of freOptical drives are not to be igon. NDK will completely eliminate
nored, either. Combined Japanese
the use of freon by the end of
inyestment in R&D for optical
1992. This is the result of our basic disks (including rewritable and
philosophy of making every possiwrite-once disks) has already
ble effort to contribute to society. III topped $1 billion. The major play-

growing demand for algal
(in the U. S., London, and Singapore). Ten years have passed since
we first established our U. S. affili-

A
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ers have laid out as much as $200
million each, and it is said that investments of less than $100 million will not be enough to survive
in the market.
Such high capital requirements
practically guarantee that nearly
all the survivors in optical drives
will be Japanese firms. Several
American companies are continuing their development efforts, but
in each case, the development is
proceeding in cooperation with a
Japanese partner.
Where optical disks are concerned, there has been no dearth
of topics for discussion of late.
Write-once disks have been the
mainstream, but with acceptance
of the ISO standard for rewritable
disks, ahost of manufacturers are
commencing with sales of rewritable products.
Pioneer, Ricoh, and Matsushita
have all announced 51/4-in. multifunction drives that can use either write-once or rewritable media. The Pioneer and Ricoh products use magneto-optical disks as
the rewritable media, while Matsushita's product uses the new
phase-change technology for rewritable media. Phase-change media may allow the rewrite operation to be carried out in one-third
the time required for magneto-optical media.
If optical disks come to be used
with personal computers in place
of floppy disks, the inconvenience of having to supply both
hard and floppy drives with PCs
will disappear. The race is on to
develop 31/2-in. magneto-optical
disk drives with the potential to
be used in high volume in PCs.
No manufacturer has yet announced such aproduct for commercial applications, but all the
major players are at work behind
the scenes promoting their as yet
unannounced products.
At the same time, the 31/2-in.
magneto-optical disk ISO standard is approaching completion,
and should be out by the end of
this year. With the standard in

PRODUCTION TRENDS IN 3.5-IN. DISKS
UNITS SHIPPED, 1989 (MILLION

J
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U.S.

SINGAPORE

JAPAN

OTHER

SOURCE: NOMURA RESEARCH INSTITUTE

place, 31/2 in, drives packing 120
Mbytes should hit the market at
the beginning of next year.
The fate of the optical-drive
market is tied directly to the direction of the personal computer
market. Will personal computers
include optical drives? A PC with
a120-Mbyte 31/2-in. opticaf disk
would be apowerful platform for
multimedia applications. However, from the PC viewpoint, optical
disks are not anecessity. Everyone is extolling the virtues of
multimedia, but there is as yet a
great dearth of interesting software. And there are still anumber
of technical problems regarding
optical technology.
Taking all these factors into account, Nomura Research analysts
came up with two predictions for
the optical-disk market. If every-

thing goes well, the market could

reach 1million units by 1992.
However, if some of these problems are not resolved, it is entirely possible that the market will be
less than half of that.
What does this all mean for
Japanese disk production? While
Japanese firms virtually control
the floppy-disk market, they have
continued to battle in the 51/4-,
31/2-, and 21/2-in, hard-disk
markets, where American firms remain in the lead, and to introduce
new products in the optical-disk
market. There are more than 20
Japanese players in these markets
that have collectively invested
several billion dollars in research
and development. Now and for
the foreseeable future, for better
or worse, Japan will continue to
be the true "Island of Disks." III
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Put your laptops, video cameras
&handheld phones
on aslimming-down diet.

\Awe
(Actual size)

The new CP21B Advanced Crystal Unit.
Just 1.3mm thin!
Stamp asize and marketing advantage onto your company's portable laptops,
video cameras, handheld phones, DAT, electronic notebooks, pocket pagers and handy
terminals with higher high technology. With the new CP21B Advanced Crystal Unit. Space
is saved. The CP21B Advanced Crystal Unit is ascant 1.3mm-thin. Performance is
reliable. The frequency deviation is ±5X10-6 (-10°C to +50°C) and the
frequency range 16 to 110MHz. Plus the new CP21B Advanced Crystal
Unit is easily surface mounted. Thinking thin is agood way
to think big when designing acompact, high-precision
product, and to style smartly, as well!
Call us today for more information.

*OK
NIHON DEMPA KOGYO CO., LTD.
Overseas Sales Office
6th Floor, Odakyu-Nishishinjuku Bldg., 47-4, Hatsudai 1-chome, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 151, Japan
Phone: 03-377-2101 Facsimile: 03-375-9963 Telex: J24893 NDKCOLTD
OVERSEAS SUBSIDIARIES
NDK America, Incorporated
20300 Stevens Creek Blvd., Ste. 400, Cupertino, CA 95014-2210, U.S.A. Phone: 408-255-0831 Facsimile: 408-725-0369
NDK Electronics Singapore Pte. Ltd.
150 Beach Road, #20-01/04, Gateway West, Singapore 0718
Phone: 298-9878 Facsimile: 293-1150
NDK Europe Limited
Tolworth Tower, Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 7EL, England.

Phone: 81-390-8344
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Facsimile: 81-390-6926

Time to choose aGraphtec.
Le'

experience in building
precision instrumentation.
Satisfied customers in more
than 40 countries worldwide.
Technical achievements which
/ include breakthroughs in ther/ mal recording technology. And
___
7 /
the simple fact that many Graphtec
machines are still rendering accurate,
dependable service after decades of use.
So when you've got a job to do and ambitions to satisfy, don't get flustered. Save yourself
time and worry by choosing a Graphtec. It's the
reliable choice.

Places to go, things to do...
Career success means making accurate and informed
decisions. But how do you
stay informed without spending all your time running tests
and studying specifications?
The answer is simple. Stay with
a manufacturer you can trust to have
both the latest technology and most reliable equipment. And if you're talking about
plotters, recorders, or digitizers, that manufacturer
is Graphtec.
Our track record speaks for itself. Over 40 years
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GP2002

MC5500

KW4300

Recording the past...
...Plotting the future

GRRPI -ITEC CORPORRTION

MIZEZIE3

Mita 43rd Mori Bldg., 13-16, Mita 3-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan Tel:(03)453-0511 Fax:(03)453-7187

U.S.A.: American Graphtec, Inc. (Plotters) Tel:(714)261-7568 Fax:(714)833-7568
U.S.A.: Western Graphtec, Inc. (Recorders) Tel:(714) 770-6010 Fax:(714)855-0895
Europe: Graphtec Europe GmbH Tel:(040)511-5059 Fax: (040)511-9155

Australia: Southern Graphtec Pty. Ltd. Tel:(02)748-4888 Fax:(02)748-4882
United Kingdom: Graphtec (UK) Ltd. Tel:(0270)625-115 Fax:(0270)626-733
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MIDEAST CRISIS
COULD SLOW THE
INDUSTRY RECOVERY

ELECTRONICS 250 INDEX
GROWTH VS S&P 400
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F HIGHER OIL PRICES MEAN THAT
the U. S. economy is headed for recession,
what are the implications for electronics? An oil-inss
duced recession would likely hurt the Far East alot
.60
I 81 I(X)
more than the U. S., but economies there are much
stronger. Electronics demand has shown increasing
1111111111111111111111111111 1111111111 11111111I11111111111 II111111
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sensitivity to general economic patterns, and the
THROUGH 8/3/90
SOURCE: McDONALD & COMPANY
maturation of the computer hardware market has
accelerated this trend in recent years.
Potential war in the Mideast may increase uncertainty,
To the extent that apotential war in the Mideast
slowing any comeback.
increases uncertainty, the recovery in domestic
electronics demand may slow for awhile. Caution has begun to creep
into many companies' planning horizons, but overall patterns thus far
r
COMPUTERS/OFFICE EQUIPMENT .
INVENTORY/TRAILING 3 MONTHS SALES
seem far from disaster. Further, the outlook for defense electronics
95%
spending has improved somewhat.
90%
The painful lessons of 1985 and the increasingly global nature of the
market have resulted in much leaner cost structures, stronger balance
85%
sheets, and amore conservative approach to expansion. Companies that
meet this profile may witness some modest slowing until tensions ease a 80%
bit, but should easily weather the storm.
75%
June order patterns for computers and office equipment were weaker
than in previous months, but long-term momentum suggests about 5%
5%
growth at current run rates. Inventory productivity in this sector im6
proved dramatically in June, which probably contributed to weakness in
component orders. However, component inventory trends remain posi60%
12/84
12/85
12/86
12/87
12/88
12/89
tive; 7% to 9% growth is indicated given current order momentum. ComTHROUGH 6/90
SOURCE: McDONALD &COMPeNY
munications equipment patterns continue to look very strong and
growth is continuing to accelerate. Electrical equipment trends continue
to slow as does industrial growth, but they may be stabilizing. II
Inventory productivity for computers
By Mark Parr, McDonald Securities Inc., Cleveland (216-443-2379)
has improved.
,
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Orders in June for computers and office
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Inventory strength in computers helped weaken

equipment were weaker.

component orders.
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The Best 8051 Emulator"

SECOND EPROM ERASER
11111111geek

BEFORE YOU FINISH
READING

• PC plug-in boards or RS-232 box.
II Up to 30 MHz real-lime emulation.

YOUR ERASED EPROM
IS
WAITING!

ONE YEAR WARRANTY

ELECTRONICS

PC based emulators for the 8051 family
8031. 5032, 8051. 8052. 80C152/154/321/451/452/510.51G13/515/51)/535/537/
552158205521851. 80532. 83C.451/5521852/751/7521851, 8344, 87C4511552/7511
752. 8751. 8752. 055000 • CMOS
more.

THIS AD

(800) 669-4406

801

(ORDER ONLY )

$249.99
977 S. Meridian Ave.
Alhambra, CA 91803

II Full Source-level Debugger wicomplele C-variable support.
• 48 bit Wide, 16K deep trace, With "source line trace"
• "Bond-out" pods for 8051. 83C552, 830451, 830652,
830751. 800515/800517, 830752.
Prices: 32K Emulator 8031 $1790: 4K llace

MING E8P

Ask about our demo VIDEO

noHau

FAX: (818) 576 -8748
CIRCLE 154

51495*

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!

TEL: (818) 281-4065

A DIVISION Of MING E8P, INC

SEE EEM 89/90
Pages D 1324-1326

51 E Campbell Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008
FAX (4081 378-7869

CORPORATION (408)866-1820

'Us only

NOHAU
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SC/FOX" Real-Time Computer Boards

SIGNUM SYSTEMS

171 E.Th. Oaks BI., Thousand Oaks CA 91360
(805)371-4608
telex: 362439

SC/FOX POS (Parallel Coprocessor System) 15 MIPS, 50 MIPS burst
general purpose PC/AT/386 plug-in board. 32K-1M byte 0-wad static men>
ory, multiple board operation. uses Hams RTX 2000

SC/FOX SeiC (Single Board Computer)

18 MIPS, 60 MIPS burst, for standalone or embedded operation, 103x160mm, 1serial, 1printer port. 32K-512K
bytes 0-wart static memory, uses 16-bd Harris RTX 2000.
SC/FOX PCS32 (Parallel Coprocessor Systent32) 15 MIPS, 70 MIPS burst.
general purpose PC/AT/386 32-art plug-in board, 64K-1M byte 0-wait static
memory. uses 32-bd 5032 RISC mooprocessor.
SC/FOX SCSI I/O plug-in daughter board for die POS or SBC with
floppy, serial, and parallel ports, and drwer software.

SCSI,

Ideal for embedded real-ame controt data acquisition, and signal processing.
Forth software included. C available soon. OEM pricing.

SILICON COMPOSERS INC. (415) 322-8763
208 California Avenue, Palo Ado, CA 94306

SIGNUM SYSTEMS
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for products that must conform to

FCC part 15 Regulations
Safety Approvals Available: UL, CSA, TUV, VDE, SEMKO
Rated Voltage:
125/250 Volts AC or DC
Current Range:
1A, 1.5A, 3A &6A
Leakage Current
10 microA, .35mA, .50rnA or .70mA
Operating Temperature:
-25 Deg Cto +85 Deg C
IEC Input Connector
Output Connectors:
Solder lugs, .187" or .250" Fast-on
Delivery:
Stock-3 weeks
Pricing:
500 pcs $3.00 each
DIT, 2277 South Grand Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92705
Tel (714) 556-1228 Fax: (714)556-2350
STCCOMPONENTS
CIRCLE 125

•

Electronics Direct Connection
Ads give you MORE
for your advertising dollars

The most advanced 8051 ICE on the market

. Source level debugger for PL/M-51 and C 51
. IBM-PC/XT/AT windowing interface w/mouse
. Complex Hardware real-time breakpoints
. Breaks on SFRs and Internal Data RD/VVR
. 32080 hardware Trace Buffer with filtering
. Performance analysis with histograms
. Hardware Pass counters, 8level sequencer
. Interchangeable Pods for other uControllers

1A5 Series

MORE .. .

(NEW 0 805 1/
5 2 family
In-Circuit Emulators
80c31/52/c154
80515/c535
80552/652/451
80c751/752
80c152/51FA

DIT EMI/RFI Filters
Low Cost Requirements
Application:

SILICON COMPOSERS

CIRCLE 148

—More Qualified Circulation—
Over 90% has final purchase
approval authority
—More International Circulation—
Over 30,000
—More Exposure For Your Ad—
Published monthly

For Further Information Call:
BRIAN CERAOLO at
(201) 393-6260

DIRECT

CONNECTION

ADS
Data 1/0 Programming Tools

X.25

SDLC

QLLC

HDLC

ADCCP

PAD

50% OFF

SCHEMATIC CAPTURE TO PCB LAYOUTS $795
•C source code
•ROM-able
•Full porting provided
•No OS required

013
o

GCOM, Inc.
41 E. University
Champaign IL 61820
(217) 352-4266

Before buying P-CAD, PADS-2000, PROTEL, etc you owe it
yourself to check out our End-to-End ONE SYSTEM Solution.

Compare Specs for yourself...
GUARANTEED to cur-perform other PC based systems costing much more
with Superior Analog. SMT &Digital features such as.
o Integrated Schematic Capture &2Sided SMT support (Not an addon).
CI Integrated 2-D Drawing editor for mechanical. Outline, Fab. etc rhvgs.
ci Design PCB from ahost of Nelist formats, or on the fly without ahoist.
Unitd grids, pads &trace sizes: GND plane shapes, 1prIl resolution etc
0 Curved 8straight traces. Parts, Blocks, etc rotation in 1° increments.
13 Forward &Backward annotation, On-line DRC, SCR/PCB cliff. check etc
0 Dynamic EMS MfM0fy support (Not 640K Limited) for large designs.
CI User definable Menus. Keys, & Macros: Gerber &Laser plots included.
DA choice of 3optional powerful Aufrouters assures 10e, completion.

\FULL FUNCTION evaluation package with over 850 pars of well
illustrated manuals (5 books) for $75 (USA & CANADA ONLY)
30 (45 intl.) days Money back Guarantee.

Specialists in Computer Communications
FAX 217-352-2215
CIRCLE 129

GCOM, INC.

INTERACTIVE CAD SYSTEMS
2352 Rambo Ct, Santa Clara, CA 95054
Call: (408) 970-0852 Fax: (408) 986-0524
INTERACTIVE CAD SYSTEMS
CIRCLE 114

280 Set Programmer plus
PROMlink PC File Management Software just $995*.
• SeVgang programming with the
8-socket 280
• Supports
E/EEPROMs
up to 512K
• Easy PC control
with PROMlink"
software
In FREE one-year
Data I/O® warrant).
*U.S. list price only.
**Offer expires 11/15/90

Call now for a
FREE 15day trial
with no
obligation to
purchase,'" and
receive aFREE
tutorial on programming today's device
technologies.

1-800-247-5700

DATA I/O
Corporation

DATA I/O

Interactive/Real-Time

EASY TO USE CAD TOOLS
* Easy to use PC Software * Ultra Fast Performance
* Mouse Driven * User Friendly-ICON Based
* Complete with Advanced Editing Tools
PCB Design Software $149 $425 $699
* Output to Printers, Plotters á HP Laserjet
*Configurable Object Size *2Copper Layers, Overlays
& Solder Mask * Auto Router Available * Requires
EGA or VGA Screen
Schematic Capture $149 $199 $699
Auto Wire Routing * Output to Printers, Plotters & HP
Laserjet
User Definable Symbol Library * Generates
Parts List, Performs Electrical Check * Netlist to drive
PCB PRO/AR software
Evaluation Package $5. Refundable on Purchase.
R4 SYSTEMS, INC., P.O. Box 451, West Hill
Ontario. Canada M1 E 4Y9 (416) 439-9302
R4 SYSTEMS
CIRCLE 132

YOUR
AD
HERE
Here's all you have to do:
• Send a B/W or 4C glossy photo.

1
Analog Circuit Simulation
ECA-2 Electronic Circuit Analysis offers the best MonteCarlo
and Worst-Case analyses with the capability to concurrently plot
random samples or Min/Max/Nominal values.
•AC, DC, Transient, Fourier, and Temperature Analysis •Interactive or batch modes •Full nonlinear simulator •Sine, Pulse,
PWL, SFFM, ami Exponential generators •IBM PC/Mac/SUN
• Multiple plots •On-line real time graphics -2to SO times
faster than SPICE •Over 500 nodes •Advanced component
parameters •Component Sweeping • Full editing, built-in or
external • Detailed 525 page manual

Call for FREE DEMO!

'111_11Tatum Labs, Inc.
3917 Research Park Dr . 8-1, Ann Arbor, MI 48108
313-663-8810

TATUM LABS
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We do all the rest.
No production charges.
We also accept camera-ready art.
Ad size 23/16" wide X 3" deep.

Call

Brian

Ceraolo (201) 393-6260

CH1782 — 2400 bps/V.22 bis
• FCC Port 68 Approved
• 2" x 1-1/8" x 1/2"
• "AT" Commands
• 5V, LOW POWER
• Low Cost
Your Source for Modem Components:
Cermetelil

Tel: 408-752-5000
Fax: 408-752-5004

CERMETEK MICROELECTRONICS, INC.
1308 Borregas Ave. •Sunnyvale, CA 94089
CERMETEK
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100 MHz

electronic devices, inc.

Dual Trace
Short Form Catalog 90

,

silicon
bridge
rectifiers
low &hv diodes
stock &custom
hv assemblies

in Include 13 lines of copy.
(37 characters per line)
• Write a headline of 32 characters or less.

A COMPLETE
MODEM!

SILICON RECTIFIERS,
BRIDGES, DIODES, ASSEMBLIES

Condensed catalog corers thousands of rectifiers. BRIDGES, to 1400
PR Volts, 100 A, to 5Dris recovery. DIODES, to 30 KV, to 6A, 50ns,
to 200°C. STOCK HV ASSEMBLIES, to 25 A, to 250 KV. CUSTOM
ASSEMBLIES available. FREE SAMPLES available on most products.
ELECTRONIC DEVICES, INC., 21 Gray Oaks Ave.,
Yonkers, NY 10710 914-965-4400, 800-678-0828, FAX 914-965-5531
ELECTRONIC DEVICES
CIRCLE 145

Tektronix
Scope
FOR

LESS THAN PRICE OF 20 MHz SCOPE

TEKTRONIX 0S-245 Pill Model 7603(01 Dual Trace Oscilloscope, DC to 100

MHz bandwidth. 3.5 NSEC rise brie, 6.5 itch CRT, 5-NS/DIV fastest calibrated
sweep rate. Compatible with all 7000-series plug-ins incl.
2ea

7A15AN )AM-6565/U) DC-80 MHz plug in
single trace amplifier with selectable polanty

1ea

7B53 AN (TD-1085/4) DUAL TIME BASE.
Triggering to 100 MHz, 5NSEC to dit-5 secidiv

Probe, connectors, and user manual.
These oscilloscopes have been crvnpletely overhauled, tested and certified.
Price Including Shipping (Continental U.S. only)
ORDER TODAY—OUANTMES ARE UNITED
EMS 1940 Bear Corbin Rd., Bear, DE 19701
EMS

$445.00
(302)8e-348B
CIRCLE 117

DIRECT

AIR QUALITY SENSORS I
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ADS

Analog Circuit Simulation
Completely Integrated CAE from $95 From Schematic
Entry through
SPICE
Simulation to
Post Processing

Solid-State Gas Sensors for
Carbon Monoxide, Hydrocarbons
LP-gas, CFCs, NOx, Tobacco Smoke
FIGARO USA, INC.
(708) 256-3546
1000 Skokie Blvd., Suite 575, Wilmette, IL 60091
VISIT US AT BOOTH 473

sEnsons Eviwo

THE IFTH IN RNATIONA CONFERENCE AND E POSITION
0 MACHIN PERCEPTION TECHNOLOGY
ORARE EXPOSITION CENTER
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS •SEPTEMBER 11 -13. 190
FIGARO USA, INC.
CIRCLE 136

IsSriicE $95, the
complete
SPICE
program, runs on all
PC's.
IsSysco/386 $386, The fastest PC based SPICE program
available. Has virtually no circuit slze limitations.
$295, a schematic editor for any SPICE
simulator. Generates acomplete SPICE netlist.
SP10ENET

IfrruScopo $250, a graphics post processor that
performs all the functions of adigital oscilloscope.
PRESP10E $200, extensive model libraries, Monte Carlo
analysis, and parameter sweeping.

intusott

8051 Emulator -$1250
is alow cost, Full Speed, real time 8051
Emulator.. Powerful user interface for Hi-level
multi-window source code debugging. Uses
IBM -PC COM1/2. No Slots! Portable, fits in
shirt pocket. Assembler and test bed included.
d2 ICE

Please Write or Call
P.O. Box 6607 (213) 833-0710
San Pedro, CA
30 Day Money
90734-6607
Back Guarantee

INTUSOFT
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Cybernetic Micro Systems
PO Box 3000 • San Gregorio CA 94074
Ph: (415) 726-3000 • Fax: (415) 726-3003
CYBERNETIC MICROSYSTEMS
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Aims.

EZ-ROUTE VERSION II

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT $500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER
EZ-ROUTE Version II from AMS for IBM PC, PS/2 and Compatibles is an integrated CAE System which supports 256
layers, trace width from 0.001 inch to 0255 inch. flexible
grid. SMD components and outputs on Penplotters as well
as Photo plotters and printers
Schematic Capture 5100, PCB Layout $250. Auto Router $250.

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
30 OATS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
1-800-972-3733 or 1305) 975-9515

9-Track Tape Subsystem
for the IBM PC/XT/AT

• PLCC Plugs
• Rugged Versions For Testers 8, Emulators

CIRLSTRR

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC.
1321 N W 65 Place -Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33309

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

CIRCLE 137

Don't Get Zapped!
High inrush current can destroy-your sensitive VAX
CPUs and peripherals in less time than it takes to
flip a swhch.

All Pulizzi Engineering MTDTH controllers are
compatible with DEC and UPS systems.
PRICES FROM $453 TO $317
DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY!
ENGINEERIM; INC
3260 S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6865
(714) 540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062
Z-UNE TPC 115-10 MTD

CIRCLE 128

• OFP.RGA. etc
• Pin Isolators & Pin Monitors for
• DIP (6

• PLCC (20. 28, 32. 44. 52. 68, 84 8 100)
• Transmission Line Extension Cables for ICEs
• Stacks - -Multilevel Sockets for Actei& )(film PGAs

Tel:

CIRCLE 119

IEEE-488

Fax: (209) 892-3610

CIRCLE 139

EDI

Yes it Does.
You've just proved that.
Increase your sales leads without

SINGLE
ENDED

spending alot of money by advertising
your product or service in ELECTRONICS
DIRECT CONNECTION ADS.

••••.,...

AGENTS
WANTED

Your Source for IEEE-488 Cables & Adaptors
1755 Osgood St.. N. Andover, MA 01845
Inquiries 508682-6936 FAX 508689-9484
Toll Free Ordering 800 343-1455
L-COM

(209) 892-3270

LIK: Toby Electronics, Ltd. 10295) 271-777
West Germany: I-System GmbH (08131) 25083

DOES THIS 1/9th
PAGE AD
GET ATTENTION?

FULLY
MOLDED

l
-PRIVATE LABEL
-CUSTOM CABLES
-STOCK LENGTHS
.1/2 TO 18 METER
-COMPETITIVELY PRICED

64 pins)

• PGA (44, 52. 68. 84. etc )

EDI Corporation

OUALSTAR

REVERSE
ENTRY

General Purpose 8 Device Specific

• PGA.PLCC

9621 Irondale Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311
Telephone: (818) 882-5822

.

Our proprietary Multiple Time Delay TH circuitry
sequences your power-up to protect your systems
from the spikes and surges, EMI & RFI, that destroy
your hardware and erase your data. And our
remote on/off and emergency shutdown gives the
power control back to you.

• DIP PLCC

P.O. Box 366, Patterson, CA 95363

Z1. NE"

fee •:::

• Socket Converters

e

THE SOLUTION?
Power up with Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTEITH
the smallest power distribution
and control system available.
;
POWER UP WITH — — —

IIII1111111.111111111Mir

• Volume Versions for OEM Applications

Now you can exchange data files between
your IBM PC and any mainframe or minicomputer using IBM compatible 1600 or
6250 BPI 9-Track tape. System can also be
used for disk backup. Transfer rate is up
to 4 magabytes per minute on PCs and
compatibles. Subsystems include 7" or 10T/2"
streaming tape drive, tape coupler card
and DOS compatible software. For more
information, call us today!

CIRCLE 110
_

For further information call:

BRIAN CERAOLO
(201) 393-6260

DIRECT

CONNECTION

ADS
.-eev

TESS

'
?ce
PC Block
Diagram
Simulation

Modems, DSP, satcom, nay, controls...
Times are tough: shorter schedules,
fewer engineers. TESS can help you:
ELECTRONICS TOOLS AND
TEST EQUIPMENT

PRINTERS WITH IMPACT
Citizen dot matrix impact printer mechanisms provide
for the perfect low-cost solution for point-of-sale, data
logging, etc. Avail. in 23, 28 or 40 columns, serial or
parallel, w/sprocket feed, auto-cutter &journal winder
options. Fast (120 cps) &reliable (over 50 million char.
head life). Also avail, in stand-alone versions.
MELFESS FIVE, INC.
12304 Santa Monica Blvd., #121, Los Angeles
CA 90025, 800/533-2297
MELFESS FIVE
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Color illustrated 210-page catalog from Specialized
Products Company details an extensive selection of
electronic tool kits, test equipment, telecommunications equipment and electronic production aids. Indexed catalog shows digital multimeters, breakout
bckes, hand tools, soldering equipment and more—
all with specifications and prices.
Specialized Products Co., 2117 W. Walnut Hill Lane.
Irving, TX 75038. Phone (834) 527-5018
SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS

CIRCLE 155

•Detect problems before breadboarding.

•Do proposals that sell with pert. data.
*Find theeklesign alternatives fast.
'
,Bring specs to life in a working model.
Show lung engineers the big picture.
•Put alab In your laptop for just $695!
•dIskf404-751-9785 Fax:404-664-5817
TESO
Box 305, Roswell, GA 30077
TESOFT
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ATC STA-TUNE" KIT ST2001 -$199.95
WE'RE BENDING THE RULES
FOR CIRCUIT DESIGNERS

Over 150 Prototyping Adapters

BEND/FLEX", the bendable board
material flexible enough to bend into
any multi-plane shape. Eliminates
stiffeners, flex-hardboard connectors.
May reduce cost of two- and three-plane
interconnect systems by as much as 30%!
Rogers Corporation, Composite Materials Division,
One Technology Dr., Rogers, CT 06263
(203) 774-9605
ROGERS CORP.
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YOUR
AD
HERE
Black and White?
Or Full Color?
Now the choice is yours.
Simply send us your copy.
54 characters per line X 10 lines Max.
Plus ablack and white glossy, color print, slide, or
transparency and atwo-line headline, max. 30
characters per line. We'll do the rest. Or you can
do it all and send us your complete, 23/
16"w X
3"d Negatives (B/W or 4/C).

• Adapt-A-Boards - make it easy to adapt standard or
high-density prototyping boards to avariety of packages.
• For all package types. LCC, PLCC, PGA, PQFP, SDIP
(shrink DIP devices), SOIC and mcre!
• Bottom configurations adapt to wire wraps or solder tail
pins. Boards conform to Mil-C-45204.
• Quick turnaround or custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:
Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX:408-982-0664
ADAPT-A-BOARDS"

raT
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A new Design Kit for STA-TUNE' Multilayer Adjustable Chip
Capacitors is available from American Technical Ceramics.
STA-TUNE combines the advantages of trimmers and muftilayer capacitors in one 1/8-inch surface mount package.
In-circuit value adjustment is accomplished by connecting
one of 6different capacitance combinations. The STA-TUNE
KIT contains 3Pieces each of all 22 STA-TUNE values ranging from 1to 68 pF, with adjustment ranges of .15 pF to 3
pF. Aconductive epoxy pen for attachment is included in the
Kit, with user instructions. STA-TUNE Kit ST2001 is priced at
$199.95 and is available from stock through ATC's OUIKPICK 48 HOUR SYSTEM".

American Technical Ceramics Corp.
One Norden Lane, Huntington Station
NY 11746. Tel: 516-547-5700
Telex: 825707 Fax: 516-547-5748
AMERICAN TECH CERAMICS

amerkan
tedenleal
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NEW. TOUGHER
SPECS FOR
FILTER I
DULES.
New Optional
Volume Control
Compare.
W
130 or 80 dB/octave.
Up to 204 kHz.
1024 cutoff settings.
HP, LP, TD. Phase match: 1" max., ±0.25° typical.
Amplitude match: f0.1 dB max., ±0.03 dB typical.
Programmable. You get Precisi3n filter system performance in circuit modulas, 2.7" x4.2" x0.54". Call or write.

PRECISION FILTERS, INC.
240 Cherry Street, Ithaca, New York 14850.
607-2771550. Fax 607-277-4466.
PRECISION FILTERS
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CHIME &WARBLE TONE PIEZO ALARMS
Improved chime tone piezo alarm faithfully reproduces
pleasant sound of small bell with attention getting output
to 93 dB @ 2ft. 1or 2chimes, per second. Warble tone
alarm has more aggressive but not abrasive 2Hz, 2tone
warble to 95 dB @ 2ft. Alarms have low, 2200 Hz
center frequency, 5Vdc-220 Vac, PC or panel mount.
Opt manual shutter volume control. Most recognized
components U.L. listed. USA made by Floyd Bell, Inc.
FLOYD BELL, INC.
897 Higgs Ave., Columbus, OH 43212
Phone: 614-294-4000 Fax: 614-291-0823
FLOYD BELL
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Le4f.fi\,@[Zg
Why You Should
e)11Come To
Midcon/0
Experience 350 high power
exhibitors — Discover what's new in
Ct automated design
IJ instrumentation
ID semiconductors /ASICs
Li RF/Microwave
EJ production materials
EZII power supplies
Li bus products
EJ passive and electro-mechanical
components

Learn about the latest technology at
Ul 36 sessions
ID 6tutorials

Plus, astate-of-the-art automated
design center and special exhibit,
aspecial purchasing conference, an
IEEE career responsibility session and
the latest information on the Superconducting Super Collider — the
designated topic of Midcon's invited
keynote speaker, Senator Phil Gramm.
One more reason to attend. You. Join
your peers. The best and the brightest
in your profession. Reach beyond the
edge of the new frontier in technology.
For more information call:
800/877-2668.

Meet more than 10,000 of your
professional peers.

MIDCON/90
September 11-13, 1990
Dallas Convention Center

Sponsored by Regions 5and 4, Dallas and Chicago Sections, IEEE
and Central U.S. Council, Southwest and Chicagoland Chapters, ERA ele
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CONSULTANTS

—

Power Supply Design Service
Custom switching power supply design, from
concept to production. Competitive rates. Low
and high voltage. AC-DC, DC-DC, DC-AC, UPS.
Please call for more information (9-5 EST).
Tel. :519-837-1646
Fax :519-763-2742

PEDA

MN"

ARE YOUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
RelCalc 2 automates MIL-HDBK-217E on your IBM PC ,
Very easy to use Try our Demo Package today for $25
31220 La Baya Orme

FAX

Chairman and CID
President and (XX)
Senior Ike President
Group Vice Pirsident
Publisher
National Sales .4 tanager
Resewth Manager
Promotkm Manager
Circulation
Ad Sere/Production
Cardecks and Quick Atic
Reader Service

.4 tanager
Manager
Manager
Manager

SALkS OFHCES
Regioiud Vice Presidents:

SOFTWARE

Westlake WIlacie

Sal F. Marino
Daniel J. Ramella
James D. Atherton
James W. ZaremIxt
James C. 11h1

Nancy Schlachet
Bob Scofield
Brian Ceraolo
Mary Lou Allerton

RELIABILITY PREDICTION

18181 991-0057
FAX 18181 991-1281

2025 Gateway Place. Suite 35 ,r
San Jaw, California 95110
(408) 441-0550
(408 )441-6052

BUSINESS STAN,
John French
Ken Long
Kathy Torgerson

SOFTWARE

T-CUBED SYSTEMS

I
Electronics

”110

CA 91362
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FAX YOUR ORDER!
To Advertise in
Penton Classifieds,

FAX: (216)696-4135

MANAGERS
Across the OEM
Marketplace?

80,076
Read

Electronics
Every Month

Encino, C A 91436
(818) 991/90(k) FAX: (818) 9051206
CHICAGO
(Midwest)
2 Illinois Center Building. Suite 1300
Chicago. 1I. 60601
(512) 861-0880 FAX: (312) 861-0874
DALIAS
Bill Yarborough (Southeast/Texas)
12201 Merit Drive. Suite 220
17.111as. T X 75251
(214) 661.5576 FAX: (21-4) 661-5573
BOSTON
John J. Fahey (New England/Eastern Canada)

NEW YORK
Rit Teeling (Mid-Atlantic Region)
Brian Ceraolo (Direct Connection Ads)
611 Route 46 West
Hasbrouck Heights. NJ 07604
FAX

(201) 393-6060
(2(11) 393-020i

JAPAN
Hirokazu Morn:L.14m Advertising Communications Inc.
New Ginza Building, 3-13 Ginza 7-Chome. Chuo-Ku
Tokyo 104 Jarxin
FAX: /41 3 5704710
AUSTRIA, GERMANY. SIVITINILAND
Friedrich K. Anacker, Inuring:ilia Partners GmbH
Katemberger Strasse 2-i7
5(00 V1kippenal I. Wait Germany
(02) 271-109I
FAx
FRANCE
Claude Bril IIX; Communkations France
Cedes 65 92051, l'arr. IA DEFENSE France
FAX

-19 202 712-i31

(DO 9047900
33 149 oesuge

HO/JAN!)
W.J.M. Sanders. S.I.P.A.S.
Ousierpark
-Pn. Ros 25

I-043

ZG DeRyp. Holland
TELEX: 13039 511945 NI

Penton Classifieds
at 216-696-7000,
ext. 2520

AXIAL INDUCTORS
TOROIDAL.
INSULATED LEADS

ITALY
Cesare Casiraghi, Casiraghi Czsare. S.A.S.
Via dui Coln. I. 22070 (Manzaie
Como, Italy
011-39.031 9703n FAX: 39 031 976382
KONA
Young Sang Jo, Preçident, 1(1580)10
K.P.O. Box 1916. Seoul, Korea
FAX: 82 2 732.5662

United Pacific International, Inc.
No. 311. Nanking E. Rd.. Sec. 3
lapel. 'Libyan. RUC.
UNDED KINGDOM, SCANDINAVIA

FAX: 886 2 7169493

John Maycock
Hunton.s
146 West Sum
Shefikid. SI4ES, Emend.... 742 759186 FAX: +i 742 758449
CHINA
China Consultants International FIX ltd.
Ste 904 Carden House. 32 01 Kwan Rd.
Happy Valley. (long Kong
FAX: 852 5 893 4290
Media Developments ltd.
FJung Sun Commercial Bldg.
2oo Lot:nand Rd.. Hong Kong

T
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PICO's Ultra-Miniature
Power Inductors are ideal for
Noise, Spike and Power Filtering Applications in Power
Supplies, DC-DC Converters
and Switching Regulators.
• OPL standards available
MIL-T-27/356
• Temperature range —55'C to
+130°C
• All units are magnetically shielded
• All units meet the requirements
of MIL-T-27 (TF5SO4ZZ)
• Minimum possible size
• Split windings

(02) 997 1303
FAX: 31 2 997 1500

TAIWAN
Charles CY. Du. General Supervisor

To reach them with a
recruitment ad, call:

SURFACE MOUNT

Cleveland
David M. Woodward
New York
Chandler C. Henley
Chicui4o
Richard It. Cutshall
Atlanta
Harmon L. Proctor
George M. Horrigan
Ins Angeles
SAN JOSE
Tina Ireland (N. California)
Dick Sanborn (N. Cali(ornia/Northwest/N. Canada)
2025 Gateway Place, Suite 354
San Jose. C A 95110
(4(4) 441-055)) FAX: (-i(4) +116052
LW; ANGELA'S
Chuck Crowe (S. Calif/Arizona/(tolorado/Utah)
(Orange County/San Diego County)
16255 Ventura Bouletard, Suite 301

4102 linen Pond Ittxxl. Suite. 200
Waltham, m A 02154
(617) 8904091 FAX: (617) 890.3731

Looking for

PLUG -IN

• Inductance values to 20mH with
DC currents to 23 amps
PICO manufactures complete lines of
Transformers, 1,1ductors, DC-DC Converters
and AC-DC Power Supplies
Delivery—
stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacOuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon. N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free

ABP

ZNEW YORK CALL

800-431-1064
914-699-5514
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Advertiser's Index
Abbott Transistor Laboratories, Inc
Advanced Microcomputer
Systems, Inc.

28
108

Aldec

11

American Technical Cerami

107

Amp Corp

24-25

Amphenol

18-19, 117

Ampro

5

Analog Devices

12-13

Anritsu

20-21

Avex Electronics

50

Bayer

36B-36C**

Best Western

38

Burr Brown

37, 119

Cad Software

152

Cadem

123

Capital Equipment

32

Cermeter

109

Clearpoint

26

Cybernetic Micro Systems

108

Cypress Semiconductor

Coy IV

amml

Data Delay Devices, Inc.

65

65
91

Data 1/0

109

Kodenshi Corp.

EDI Corporation

108

Krupp Widia

Electronic Devices

109

L-COM

EMS

109

Le Croy

Emulation Technology

107

Matsuo Electric

Epson Semiconductor
GmbH

57**, 361**

66**
108
17
89

Melfess Five, Inc

107

Midcon 90

110

Figaro USA, Inc

108

Ming Engineering

Floyd Bell, Inc.

107

Munchener Messegesellscha

Fujitsu APD

66

Fujitsu Ltd

82-83, 98-99

GCOM,Inc.

109

Genrad

69

Graphicus

2

Graphtec Corp.

104

Hewlett Packard

8-9, 22

Huber & Suhner

53

lkos

14-15

Integrated Device Technology

10

Interactive Cad Systems

109

Intermetro

47, 48-49

Itac Systems

112

MOUSE-TRAK.
THE BEST CURSOR CONTROL IN THE WORLD
,191Mle.1111,*

2 polished phenolic ball

Karl Liester

Your hand rests on asoft wrist pad
while your fingers operate the trackball,
eliminating arm and wrist movement.

Stainless steel shafts

Models are available in
atwo or three button version.

106
36H**

Murata

95

NEC Corporation

74

Nihon Dempa Kogyo

103

Nippon Chemi-con Corp

97

NMB Semiconductor

78-79

Nohau Corp

106

Oki

86-87

Orbit Semiconductor

Coy II, 1

Pearson Electronics
Philips Test &
Measurement

68
36K 11 ,42 1*, 36E 11

Photo Research

3

Pico Electronics

39, 111

Precision Filters

107

Qualstar

108

R4 Systems, Inc.

109

Rogers Corp

107

Rohde & Schwarz

65**

Samsung

36F 1 *, 36G 1 •

Sekonic Inc.

100

Signum Systems

106

Silicon Composers, Inc.
User definable input keys.

Speed control button for Instant
change in cursor velocity

Stainless steel ball bearings.

t. mouse-Irak

Mouse-trak is manufactured in the U.S.A. by ITAC Systems, Inc. with distributors in the following countries

WEST GERMANY
The Chameleon Group
Tele. 49 (211) 379 057
FAX 49 (211) 365 499

ENGLAND
Electrone Ltd.
Tele. 44 01 429-2433
FAX 4601 429-3530

BELGIUM
Detron N.V.
Tele. 32 (02) 466.94.91
FAX 32 (02) 466.62.75

107
106

Tatum Labs

109
107
33-36, 44AB*, 44-45

United Microelectronics Corp.

42

Vicor

40

Wafios Maschinenfabrik

70

White Technology

37

Yokogawa Electrofact
Z-Line

Call toll free 1-800-533-4822 / FAX (214)494-4159
SWEDEN
Specma Specialmaskiner
Tele. 46 (31) 89.16.00
FAX 46 (31)45.60.53

Specialized Products
STC Components

Texas Instruments

Order aMouse-trak risk free for 30 days.
If not completely satisfied, return it for acomplete refund!

FRANCE
1.O.D. Electronique
Tele. 33 (1) 30.
64 .
70 .
80
FAX 33 (1) 30.64.71.46

50 1*

Tesoft

•Built For Accuracy And Precision Control.
•Stationary. Eliminating arm and wrist movement.
•Engineered For Total Compatibity.
•User Definable Keys.
•Speed Control. Instant change in cursor velocity.
•Toggle Mode. Any or all input keys can
be selected for Momentary or Alternate Action.
•Complete with cable, instruction manual,
software and aOne Year Warranty.

ITAC Systems, Inc.

106

Silicon Systems

SWITZERLAND
Datacomp AG
Tele. 41 01 740 51 40
FAX 41 01 741 34 23

AUSTRALIA
Hypec Electronics Pty., Ltd.
Tele. 61 (02) 808 3666
FAX 61 (02) 808 3596

4.•1111 n. nge.Need Irrdemari ht Sys», Intorprod
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36L 1 *, 70 11
108

Zenith Data Systems
Zycad

Coy III
30-31

* Domestic only
** International only

The advertisers' index is prepared as an additional service.
ELECTRONICS does not assume any liability for errors or
omissions.

"I was looking for agraphic
example of what could be done
with alaptop PC...Zenith Data
Systems showed me two."

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN

SupersPort SX

The number one laptop brand in America* offers you
the clear choice in portable VGA graohics.

ZENITH

data systems
Groupe Bull

Zenith Data Systems brings you tux advanced laptop PCs that
can run today's sophisticated color VGA applications, using 16
corresponding shades of gray for superior graphics presentations.
First, there's the number-crunching SupersPort" 286e with its
dazzling backlit LCD display. Then there's the SupersPort SX
with aPage White screen that virtually duplicates the printed
page... plus Inte1386SXTm power to handle tomorrow's graphical
user interfaces.
And each features our Intelligent Power Management System,
which puts power usage in your control for hours of battery life.
So, if you want to carry away the clear choice in portable VGA
graphics, see our leading VGA-enhanced SupersPort laptops
in action. For more information and the name of your nearest
Zenith Data Systems Medallion Reseller, call: 1-8W-523-9393.
TM

°Source:1990 Dataquest estimate for U.S. battery-powered laptops.
Graphics simulate Microsoft. Windoun. mum 30. aproduct of MicrosoP
Corporation. Inte1386SX is atrademark of Intel Corporation. SupersPod
is aregistered trademark and Intelligent Power Management is a
trademark of Zenith Data Systems Corporation.

0 1990 Zenith Data Systems Corporation

CIRCLE 3

STRATUS BANKS
ON CYPRESS
SEMICONDUCTOR.

DEPOSIT

WITHDRAWAL

Customers don't tolerate ATMs that are down, which is why many ATM networks rely
on fault-tolerant computers. Stratus Computer's systems deliver the utmost reliability in a
wide range of critical, on line applications. Since their success is based on quality, Stratus
demands the highest quality from its vendors. In their words, they look for the "best in
the business." Their vendor relationships are so strong that often Stratus can eliminate
incoming component inspection. We are proud to have earned aVendor Excellence Award
from this excellent manufacturer.

Thanks, Stratus.

mlaNIMulo111M&

.
1 CYPRESS
F SEMICONDUCTOR

For afree Cypress Corporate Profile call 1-800-952-6300 and ask for Dept. C9I
.31990 Cypress Semiconductor. 390; North 500 Street, San Jose, CA 95134 Phone, (408) 943.2000. Telex: 821032 CYPRESS SNJ UD. TWIt, 910.997.0753.

